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SECTION I 

INTRODUCTION 

This section describes fIrstly the way In which this manual can best 
be used and secondly the responsibilities of the Level 64 operator 
with regard to the system. 

HOv~ TO USE THI S MANUAL 

All users of this manual should study at an early stage • 

• [he openIng paragraphs of Section IV which introduce th~ 
concepts ... and termin.ology relating to the running of lobs • 

• [he opening paragraphs of Section V which introduce the 
concepts and terminology relating to peripheral operations 
under Geos. 

The above Is essential information for RII readers. F~rthAr a~vice 
can only be given according to the tyoe of reader: 

1. The gener8l reader {including operators who are training 
prior to starting work on a LevAI 64 ~ite). 

Each subject is described In general terms and then in 
detaill the rearier may choose to skip the details. 

2. The on-site ooerator. Here the need is for c:;wift access and 
the start-point will almost always be an DeL (Operator 
Control LanguAge) command. which arp covered in Section VI. 

For console meSsage5, see the manual "System Operationl 
Console Messages". 
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Ol-' EkA fOH 1?l:SPONS 1 B I LIT I ES 

The responsibilities of the Level 64 operator can be slJmmarlzed·a~ 
follows. 

1. Powering up the hardware of the system. 

2. Performing Hardware Initialization' loading the firmwar~ from 
disk. 

3. Performing Storage Load • loading the Operating System, GCnS, 
from di sk. 

4. Per torming Gens Initialization I here the operator has to 
decide whether to take a dump listing of the contents of 
m~mory stored at the time of the previous .system terminAtion. 
He may have to perform a Restore .session in order to cre~te a 
new (or re-cr~ate the old) ver510n of Ge()s. He may also, if 
he is restarting after a fatal system incident, have to 
decide whether to attempt to rerun certain user Jobs. 

5. Initiation and monitoring Jobs from submission to 
termination. This includes. 

• Introduction of Jobs In the correct order according to 
rules laid down within the installation. 

• Ensuring, wherevAr possible, that the mach1ne has a good 
rn 1 x 0 f wo r k to do. 

• Control of multiprogramming and the usa of system resources 
by means of the v8rious OCL command~. 

• Control of the printed and punched output from Jobs which 
Is ··spooled" until the operator initiates the Output 
Writer. 

• Dispatching the output to the user. 

6. Performing the necessary peripheral operations. This includes 
mounting disk packs, magnetic tape reels. card decks, orinter 
stationary. print belts etc. when requested by the sy~tem. 
AlternatiVely thp. operator can antiCipate these system 
rp.quests by "premounting" a medium which hI! knows is about to 
be requested. 

7. [Under Op"rations Management supervision] Controlling c~rtaln 
system tiles. both through the use of OCL commands anri by 
initiating utilities which deal with these f1le5. (There Is, 
for example, A utility which lists the .contents of the System 
Error Loy.) 
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8. Attempting to recover from any hardware or softwarp. incldAnts 
by following the orocedures de5cribed in this manual and in 
the "System Operation' Console Messages" manual. The t),,)prAtor 
should also note down the cirCuMstance5 of the incident. 
particularly any error indications on thp System Operator 
Pr3nel. 

9. Cl051ny down and powering off the system. 

Note I To the above list mU5t be added any installation-de f1n~d 
responsibilities concerning, for examol~, the control of 
disks and magnetic tapes. stationery etc. 
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SECTION II 

HARDWARE 

Level 64 of the Series 60 is a full Range System consisting of 
one basic central processor which can be expanded in main memory 
size, peripheral complement and processor power. In the early 
product life of Level 64 it consisted of five submodels, the 
64/20, 64/30, 64/40, 64/50 and 64/60, which are still in operation 
today. Although the Level 64 system provides a wide range of power 
and configurability, operation remains the same at all performance 
levels and on all models. 

The Level 64 central subsystem integrates the processors, the 
operator station and their associated power supplies. 

For more detailed information. refer to the "Syst~m Operation' 
Central Subsystem Operation" manual 

THE PROCESSORS 

The Level 64 processors, integrated in a single unit, are: 

• The Central Processor Unit 

• Integrated Unit Record. Processor 

• The Integrated Mass Storage Processor 

• The Magnetic Tape Processor (which is optional) 

The Central Processor Unit (CPU) 

The CPU comprises l 

• The Control Store, which contains microprograms to oerform 
logic functions 

• The Arithmetic Logie Unit, which initiates all system 
activities including microprogram execution, memory aCCAS~. ~nd 
data transfers 
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• fhe Channel Buttering Unit. which provides the input-output 
interface between the CPU and the peripheral processor 
sub.syst'tm 

Visual Display Screen(CRT) 

Console Printer 

System Operator Panel 

Console Keyboard 

Console Cassette 
Handler 

FIQure 2-1. Level 64 Operator Station 
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These ttlree units described above interact to perform the following 
CPU functions' 

• A~dressiny the memory subsystem for storing and retrieviny data 

• ~erforming arithmetic and logical operations on thp. data 

• Controlling the sequence of the various system and user 
proce sses 

• Initiating data trans ters between the memory subsystem and 
other parts of the .system (or vice-versa) 

Performing the various automatic integrity and status cheCKS 
which ensure efficient and error-free operat1ons 

The Level 64 Memory Subsystem is capable of' 

• Memory cycle time of from .74 to 1.0 microseconds per 
4-byte word 

• Automatic correction of any single-bit error (hanuning code) 

• Several retries to correct a double-bit error before flagging 
the system software 

• Reconfiguration to bypass a faulty memory module 

The Integrated Unit Record Processor (IURP) 

The main function of the IURP is to control the following equipment: 

The Operator Station 
-System Operator Panel (SOP) 
- Console 
- Console Cassette Handler 

The Line Printer 
The Card Reader and Punch 
The Data Communication Controller and Terminals 
The Paper Tape Reader and ~unch 
The Document Reader and Sorter 

Much of the routine burden of message handling, ~ncodlng and 
decodiny is performed by the IURP. This leaves the CPU free to 
perform more useful work. 
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The Integrated Mass Storage Processor 

The Integrated Mass Storage Processor controls the mass storage 
units. 

THE OPERATOR STATION 

A brief description of the Operator Station is given below. For more 
detailed information refer to the "System Operation' Operator 
Station" manual. 

The Operator Station (see Figure 2-1) allows the operator to 
initiate dialog with the system. 

The term dIalog Is associAted with the following functions' 

• System activation to set the system fully operational 

• Indications of the .system state for all phases of activation 

• Input facility tor enterin9 information to the system 

• Output facility tor displaying both information generated by 
software and information entered as input 

• DIagnostiC caPdbillty to test the subsystem and device 
operabl11 ty 

[he OperAtor Station consists of. 
• System Operator Pan~l 

-Control Panel 
-Visual Display Unit (optional) 

• Console 
-Console Keyboard 
-Con50le Printer 

• Console Cassette Handler 

The two types of information display available ~t the ()perator 
Station are' 

• Hard Copy, consol~ 115tlng on the console printer 

• Soft Copy, temporary display on the visual display unit 
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The V1sual Display Unit 

The screen of the visual display unit 1s referred to as the CRT 
(Cathode Ray Tube). 

The C~T provides a display of 24 lines of 64 characters per line. 

(SAe Figures 2-7 and Tabl e 2-4). 

The first d1splayable char~cter aopears in the leftmost free column. 
usually column t~ of the bottom line, line 24. 

When the entire line Is filled. it Is displaced upwards to th~ next 
uppermost adjacent line. line 23. The procedure Is repeated until 
the entire screen Is now filled v i e the original entry In line 24 
is now displaced upwards to line t. 

Subsequent line entries from now on result in roll-up by which 
proceSS the top linp. is lost to allow for the entry line. line 24 to 
accommodate further text. 

The Console Keyboard 

The console keyboard is similar to a typewriter keyboard with 
the addition of certain control keys. 

The keyboard is shown with the d1 fferent keys highI1gr'::d below. 

The function of these control keys, which are described fully in the 
"SystemOperatlon l Operator StAtion" manual, are $hown In Table 2-1. 

The Console Printer 

The Level 64 console printer is a 30 character-per-second serial 
printer. The character set contains 68 printabfe characters and thp 
printer allows up to 80 characters per lIne. 

The console printer controls are shown In Tables 2-2 and 2-3. 

The two different versions of the console printer are shown In 
Figures 2~5 and 2-6. 
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Figure 2-2. Console Keyboard, Alphabetic Keys 
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LEGEND 

11I11111~1 set of GraPhic keys 

Imml set of Alphanumeric keys 
ENTE~ PENDING 

NOTE: The graphic characier lEVElS( SUli represrnted by \ serves as a Control key. 

Fiqure 2-3. Console Keyboard, Control k~VS 
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Figure 2-4. Console Keyboard, Numeric and Graphic Keys 
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Table 2-1. Console Keyboard Control Keys 

Keyboard Control Type/Function 

= 

• ATTENTION Touch-key/System 
- Generates system Interruet 

.~ 

l · CANCEL Touch-key/Edit 
- Cancels message keyed In 

• CR Touch-key/Edit: Visual Display 
(Carriage Return) - Moves cursor , character position left I 

Serial Printer I , 
j 

! - Next character at start of same line I 
~-, 

• DELE (DELEt e) Touch-key/Edit. Visual Display 
- Deletes character overlaid by cursor 
- Moves left characters right of delete 

"1 
• ENTER Indicator/System 

- Interrupt to System acknowledged 

• EXECUTE Touch-key/System 
- TransmIts message to .sy stem 

--
• INSR ( INSeRt) Touch-key/Edit: Visual Display 

- Moves right characters overlaid by cursor 

• LF (Line Feed) Touch-key/Edit: Visual Display 
- Moves cursor 1 character position right 

, Ser 1a 1 Pr inter 
- Causes J line skip without return 

· LOCK Shi ft Lock/Mechanical 
- Locks SHIFT key in upper case select 

1 • PENDING IndIcator/System 
- Request for system interrupt 

~ · REVERSE SLANT Graphic Key/Edit (Symbol \> 
(See Graphic Keys) - Deletes precedIng character printed 

~TRN (ReTuRN) Touch-key/Edit. Visual Display · 
- .Returns cursor to original position 

• SPACE BAR Touch-key/Edit or Data 
- Generat~s non-printable "spaces fl 

• SHIFT Graphic Select/Data 
- Selects upper case/lower case graphic 
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MorOR MOTOR STAND SKIP 
Off ON READY BY PAPER 

000000 

F19ure 2-5. Console Printer V~r51on C 
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Table 2-2. Console Printer Controls (Version C) 

Control 

• Master SWitch 

• MOTOR OFF 

Type/Function 

Saddle Breaker at rear ot console printer 
-" Connects/DiscOMects Power Supply to 

the console printer 

Indicator/Pushbutton I - Removes power from the console 

:.-----4-------------1 
• MOTOR ON 

• HEADY 

• SKIP PAPER 

• STANDBY 

I nd fcat or /Pus hbut ton 
- Applies power to the console 

Indicator 
Console is mechanically operationAl 
- No malfunctions have been detected 
- No operator intervention required 

NOTE I READY state of the console is 
independent 0 t 
SYSTEM INITIALIZATION 

Pushbutton 
- Advances paper without pr1nting 

Indicator 
Operator intervention required 
- Paper Low detected 
- Shield Up 
- Undervoltage * 
- Cover Interlock tripped 

* Not operator-rectIfiable 
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READY 

" f) ~ ~ 0 

"DDDDDDD 
M STAND ON LINE 

BY LINE FEED 

Figure 2-6. Console Printer Version D 
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Table 2-3. Console ~rinter Controls (Version D) 

Control 

• Master Switch 

• ALARM 

• LINE FEED 

• ON LINE 

• READY 

• STANDBY * 
(see Note ) 

Type/Function 

Saddle Breaker at rear of console printer 
- Connects/Disconnects Power Supply to 

the console printer 

Indicator 
Operator intervention required 
- Paper Low detected 
- Shield Up 
- Undervoltage, see Note 2 
- Cover Interlock tripped 

Pushbutton 
- Advances paper without printing 

Indicator/Pushbutton 
-- Applies power to the console 

Indicator 
Console is mechanically operational 
- No malfunctions have been detected 
- No operator intervention required 

N{)TE , READY state of the console is 
independent -0 f 
SYSTEM INITIALIZATION 

Indicator/Pushbutton 
- Removes power from the consol A 

NOTE. I. The STANDBY ind1.cator/pushbutton tor Version 0 Is denoted 
as "STANDBY *" to distinguish it from the STANDBY 
indicator for Version C. 

2. Undervoltage is not operator-rectifiable. 
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Figure 2-7. CRT With Metering Box (at left> 
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Table 2-4. CRT Controls 

Control Name Type of Control Function 

• BRIGHTNESS Dial Adjusts CRT 
brightnAss/contrast 

• CHECK Indicator If remains illuminated. 
denotes malfunction in 
the visual display unit 

(CRT) 

• Customer 

( KB) 

• LOCAL 

1-digi t counter 
(upper) 

Indicator 

See SP/CRT KB 

Register 1-0 activity 
in hours 

See SP/CRT KB 

LOCAL/REMOTE ... lock," 
toggle switch is slott~d 
in LOCAL 

• LOCAL/REMOTE "Lock'" Toggle Switch Enables (REMOTE) or 

• Power 

(REMOTE) 

• SP/CRT KB 

(lower) disables (LOCAL> central 
subsystem control of the 
console 

7-dlgit counter 
(lower) 

"Lock" Toggle Switch 
(upper) 
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time In which the central 
subsystem has been 
successfully powered up 

See LOCAL/REMOTE 

Enables either the CRT or 
the serial printer to be 
used as the principal 
console when slotted in 
the position indicated 



The Console Cassette Handler 

The console cassette handler provides for the diagnostic capability 
of the system. (Figure 2-8) 

The operator interface with the cas.sette handler is as a "read only" 
device to load software specific to launch checkout routines and to 
perform the System Check Report (SCR). 

Accessible parts of the cassette handler are, 

• Handler Panel 

• Operator Panel 

The handler panel comprises the shutter assembly and pushbutton5. 

Pushbuttons above the shutter allow mechanical handling of th~ 
device and medium. 

The operator pan~l has a set 0 f indicators for the various stRtes of 
the handler and the ca sset te (see Tabl e 2-5). 

PERIPHERALS 

Full operatIng details for each of the peripherals available on 
Level 64 can be found In the respective peripheral operation mR'1uAl. 
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Figure 2-8. Console Cassette Handler 
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Table 2-5. Cassette Handler Controls 

Control Type/Function 

• CONTROLS DISABLED Indicator 
Handler controls are impaired 
- REWIND 1s not operational 
- OPEN may allow access to shutter 

• OFF LINE Indicator 
Handler 1s not available to the central 
subsystem 
NOTE I Th1s condition. is present before 

SYSTEM INITIALIZATION 

• OPEN Pushbutton 
Allows shutter "to open for access to 
cassette medium 

• PROTECT Indicator 
WRITE ENABLE plugs on cassette medium have 
been removed 

• READY Indicator 
Handler is now available to the central 
subsystem, i.e. a fter SYSTEM INITIALIZATION 
- Cassette tape at BOT 
- Shutter has been closed securely 
- No malfunctions have been detected 

• REWIND Pushbutton 
Rewinds tape to the transparent leader 

• STANDBY Indicator 
Handler is not connected logically to the 
central subsystem 
Cassette may now be changed 

• STOPPED Indicator 
Movement on cassette tape has stopped 
- REWIND is now completed 
- Tape is at the transparent leader 
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SECTION III 

SYSTEM START-UP AND POWER DOWN 

This section describes Level 64 operations trom System Start-Uo 
until the SYSTEM READY message is displayed on the console (this 
message denotes that user Jobs may now be entered and run) until the 
powering down of the system. 

The di fterent phases of system start-up and close-down are ~ 

• power-Up 

• Operator Dialog 

• Initialization 

• StoraQe Load 

• Power Down 

However, the first subsection below introduces the Systf!m Operator 
Panel .(SOP). It is described here because it is during the period of 
system start-up that the operator-'s need to use and to understand 
the SOP Is greatest. 

SYSTEM OPERATOR PANEL (SOP) 

The System Operator Panel is shown in Figure 3-1. The function of 
the SOP Is twofoldl 

1. To provide the operator with a set of controls and selector 
switches for starting up, restarting and closing down the 
system. 

2. To display by means of illuminated indicators the current 
system status, especially any ~rrors or abnormal conditione; 
in the hardware which require operator action. The SOP is 
discussed below under 2 headings: 

• SOP Controls 

• SOP Indicators 

For mOre detailed information, including recognition of error 
cond1tions, see"System Operation'; Operator Station". 
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Figure 3-1. Thp. Syste~ Operator Pan~l 

SOP Controls 

Various controls ar~ shown at thp bOtt01'11 of Fiql1r~ .~-J. Th~ or,..c ic;p 
circumstances in which they ar~ IJsed arp. rliscIIsc;pri in the 
a p p r () p ria t e p lac e s (,:) 1 sew her ~ i nth i s 11) cHill aI, b II t t hp 1 r h a ~ 1 c 
functions are AS folloW5J 

P()~ER ON 

POVlER OFF 

CHANNEL 

DEVICE 

This pushhutton initiates the DC po',...,er-uD 
c;~qlJp.nce. (Ae powpr frnm the m!=lins sunply rr'lJc:t 
alrearly he prpspnt). 

This nushbutton initiates DC power-rlown. 

This r0tarv switch A.n~bl~s the operAtor to 
se lect the subsystem from l.A!hic h hardwAr p 

initialization and stora(}fl l()~rf c1r p to LA 
performed. Channpl J is IIc;pd fnr (jisk. Cn~n"pl 2 
for magnetic tape. 

This rotary switch ~nabl.c; the nn~r~tnr t~ 
s e 1 e c t the de vic e fr 0 m w t Ii c h h A r (h~' Fl r p 

initialization ()r storA98 10Ad is tn riP 

per'&-' ,d. e.g. Channel 0, !JPvicp ? i~ ~"ic ~r":~ 

d i , an 5 po r t • 
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SYSTEM INITIALIZE 

STORAGE LOAD 

SYSTEM RESTART 

AlARM RESET 

NORMAL/DIAGNOSE 

sop Indicators 

This pushbutton causes hardware initialization 
to be performed and the system firmware to be 
loaded from the device speci fed on the rotary 
switches. 

This pushbutton causes the system so ftware to be 
loaded or reloaded from the device specified by 
the two rotary switches described above. 

This pushbutton should not normally be us~d. Its 
fUnction 15 to cause a deliberate sy~tem cra~h 
and a consequent dump of memory to disk. It must 
always be p.receded by SYSTEM RESET and it should 
only be used in cases where operations 
management suspects that thesyst~m is 
functioning incorrectly and requires a dump to 
give to Field Engineering. 

This pushbutton permits a visual tp.st of the SOP 
bulbs by causing all the SOP indicators (except 
for the Power indicators) to illuminate. Its 
other function is to switch off and reset thA 
system alarm buzzer which warns thA operator 
when certain exception conditioncs occur. 

For normal running this 2-way switch 15 alway~ 
set to NORMAL. DIAGNOSE transfl!rs control to the 
Service and Unit Record Processor which may thpn 
perform various diagnostic tests on the systp.m. 

There are 17 indicators on the S()P (illustrated 1n Figure 3-1). 
Their significance when illuminated Is described below under the 
headings Power, Initialization and Status. 

Power l 

POWER OFF 

POWER ON 

SEQUENCING 

PO,"iER FAULT 

CENT SUBS POWER 

Indicates that AC power 1s ore sent in the system 
but DC power Is not yet applied. 

Indicates that DC power Is present 1n the 
system. 

Indicates that the power-up sequence 15 being 
performed. I f it fails to extingUish after a 
reasonable time, a fault has occurred which 
prevents the sequence from t~rminatlng. 

Indicates fault in power supply. 

Indicates that the central subsystem has bA~n 
successfully powered up. 
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Initialization' 

INITIALIZING 

CP ERROR 

IOC ERROR 

MEMORY ERROR 

CHANNEL ERROR 

SUBSYSTEM ERROR 

DATA ERROR 

Status I 

READY 

TRAFFIC 

LOAD 

SYSTEM CHECK 

CONSOLE CHECK 

Indicates that hardware initialization is boin9 
performed. 

Indicates a Central Processor error. 
{Note' It is temporarily. lit during each 
hardware initialization when the system circuits 
are tested.] 

Indicates an error in the Input/Output 
Controller (but Note on CP ERROR also applies 
here) • 

Indicates an error in the memory subsystem (but 
Note on CP ERROR also applies here>. 

Indicates that the channel selected (by rotary 
switch on SOP) for hardware initialization or 
storage load Is inoperative. 

Indicates that an error exists in one of the 
subsystems. 

Indicates that. a fault exl.sts either on the 
device (e.g. disk drive), or the volume (the 
disk packitselt) which is being used for eithpr 
hardware initialization or storage load. 

Indicates that Storage Load has been 
successfully completed. It remains Itt during 
normal running. 

Indicates that a Central Processor or 
Input/Output activity is occurring. 

Indicates that hardWAre initialization 15 
complete and that the operator mayproceerl ~lth 
Storage Load. 

Indicates an irr~coverable error, normally 
during hardware initialization or storage l~Rd. 
It this indicator is lit it must be followp.d by 
SYSTEM INITIALIZE 

Indicates an erroi in the Unit Record subsystem. 
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PO~ERING UP THE SYSTEM 

The operator actions required to power up the system are set out 
below. The SOP indicators are shown on the right. at the time when 
they will illuminate during the powering-up procedure. 

* 

OPERATOR ACTIONS 

Switch on AC Power 

Power up Peripherals 

Mount Hesident Disks 

Press Power ON (SOP) 

Ensure Console SerIal 
PrInter powered on 

Normal/Diagnose Switch 
on SOP set to Normal 

Set Rotary Sw. on SOP 
to drive unit of Sys.Disk 

~ress SYSTEM INITIALIZE 

Press STORAGE LOAD 

Answer Question 
It01 OPTIONS? 

sop INDICATORS 

Power OFF 

POwer ON 

INITIALIZING 

LOAD J 
READY I 
TRAFFIC J 

* When performing SYSTEM INITIALIZE, it LOAD and CHANNEL ERROR, 
SUBSYSTEM ERROR or DATA ERROR are Illuminated, pre~s the 
following pushbuttonsl 

SYSTEM RESET 
STORAGE LOAD 
SYSTEM INITIALIZE 
STORAGE LOAD 

If DATA ERROR or DATA ERROR and LOAD are still Illumi.nated, 
check that the .system dIsk (or the correct system dl~k) 1~ 
mounted~ 
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INITIALIZATION 

INITIALIZATION checks the .system components and the identity of all 
the hardware elements, and in doing 50 takes the system from the 
POWER ON state to the LOAD state. To do this the operator has to. 

I. Mount the system disk on a drive which is to be used as the 
LOADER and set the drive to READY 

2. On the SOP, set the channel selector swItch to 0 and the 
device selector swItch to the device number indIcated on the 
LOADER dIsk drive. 

3. Press the SYSTEM INITIALIZE pushbutton. 

Each of the followIng illumInates and extInguIshes in turn. 

CP ERROR 

MEMORY ERROR 

IOC ERROR 

and a question Is asked' 

DO YOU RUN OS ? 

The operator replies YES to this qu~stion and the LOAD indicator 
Illuminates, indIcatIng that the hardware InItIalization has bp.en 
completed, and that GenS load1ng can now be performed. 

GenS loading is performed by pressIng the STORAGE LOAD pushbutton 
(LOAD Is extInguished, READY is Illuminated), the operation of 
loading Ge()S is described under Storage Load In thIs section. 
The next part of this section deals with the types ot dialog betw~en 
GenS and the operator. 
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OPERATOR DIALCG ON THE CONSOLE 

Four types of dialog can occur during a GCOS session' 

I. MESSAGE FROM GeOS TO THE OPERATOR 

Messages will take one of two forms (question messayes Are described 
below) • 

The first form is normally just infurmatlve, the message is preceded 
by a time stamp (hh.mm)~ which Is followed by th~ object (I.e. 
device - ddnn or Job - ron.step) and then the m~ssage itself. Two 
examoles are shown below' 

hh.mm ddnn HELD (meaning that the specified device Is Hp.ld) 

hh.mm ron STARTED Job-ld user-ld class (meaning that thp. 
s P ~ c i fie d .i ob h a Ci 

started execution) 

The second type of message like the first is normally Just 
In format 1 ve. It di ffers from the fi rst type 1 n that 1 t ha S A two 
character. two digit identifier instead of a time stamp (i.e. nVQ~). 
the rest of the format is fairly similar. The first two characters 
of the ident1fier relate to message set (i.e. DV = devices, IL = 
initial load etc ••• ), and the second two digits are Just the 
occurrence of that message in the set. Two examoles are shown b~lowl 

DV24 ddnn VOLUME UNKNOWN (meaning GCnS cannot recognlzp. th~ 
volume mounted on the Indicateri 
device) 

CG05 UCG SUCCESSFUL (meaning that a Use Catalog command 
has been successful) 

If operater action is required the message is preceded by an 
aster 1 skU *U a 

* hh.mm ddnn MOUNT vol-name FOR ron (meaning the indicated }1b 
needs the indicat~d volume 
mounted. the device shown Is 
tre@ and can be tJs~cf) 

Messages may ext~nd to more than one line, 1n this case the 
following lines are indented but the time stamp or identifier Are 

" not repeated' 

02/hh.mm X6.2 KILLED 
REPEAT 

Note' the first three 
exclusively for 
identi tier (021 

INOUT SEV5 
? 
character positions on the log are reservprl 
the action indicator (*> and deferred r~plv 
In the above example, see 4 below) 
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2. OPERATOR COMMAND 

This is a communication from the operator to the system and is 
performed by I 

I. Pressing the AITENTION key on the keyb.oard, which causes the 
PENDING indicator to illuminate. 

2. The message S. appears at the start of a neW line. 

3. PENDING extinguishes at the same time as ENTER IlluminAt13s. 

4. Once ENTER illuminates, the operator keys in the messAQA. 

5. When the message is correctly composed, press the EXECUTE 
key. 

6. The e ttect of thIs action 15' 

Example. 

s. SO PRO) 

- It beth the CRT and the Console Serial Printer are 
functional as the console then the message appearing 
first on the CRT is now printed on the seriAl prInter 

- The message text Is sent· to the system 

ENTER extinguishes. 

(the underlined part is entered by the operator) 
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ABNORMAL CASES 

• The type-in is incorrect and. the command has not yet been 
entered. The op~rator can press the AITENTION key 1nstead of 
the EXECUTE key. The type-in 15 Ignored and the "5." Is 
re-i ssued. 

• The command does not exist. GCns will answert 

OP02 CC UNKNOWN COMMAND 

• The command syntax Is Illegal. GCOS will answer: 

OP03 CC ILLEGAL SYNTAX 

OP 11 CC INVALID PARAMETER t xxxxxxx 

• The system queues for dialo~ are full or the processor (for 
BINS) is not active, the command is not taken into account 

OP07 cc RETYPE THE COMMAND LATER 

OP08 CC COMMAND NOT CURRENTLY AVAILABLE 

NOTE: • Some commands require several parameters; the5A parameters 
are separated by a space (or several spaces) • 

• A command can be more than one line 10ng l 
in this case the first line should be tRrminaterl by ~ 
hyphen. GCOS will type S. at the beginning of thp. nAxt 
line and the continuation of the command can be typpj in. 
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3. QUESTION WITH IMMEDIATE REPLY 

This tYP9 of question is used when the system cannot continue unttl 
the anSWer has been provided (tor example during GenS loading) 

The question is asked with a message, in which the message Is 
preceded by an ft~", and which ends with a "?u. After the message is 
given, on the next line the symbol I. is printed. The operator must 
then type in the answer. 

Example·' 

* SV05 GeOS J FILE SALVAGING? 

(the underlined part is the operator answer) 

If the answer Is not given attera certain time the question Is 
asked again. 

Atter thesy~tem has printed I. no othe~ message will be given until 
the operator has given an answer. 

4. QUESTION WITH DEFERRED REPLY 

When this type of question is asked, the answer can be given 
whenever the operator wishes. 

A reply identiti~r is given together with the question. The answer 
will be given, with the same mechanism as a command, but the reply 
identi tier is used ins.tead of the command code and is fOllowed by 
the an5w~r. 

Example' 

0.1/0U02 PR02 OUTPUT XI 8.' 4 RESTART ·FROM ? 

5·' 01 BEG 

(the underlined part Is the operator~s answer) 

If the answer is not correct the question will be asked again 
but the reply identifier will change. 
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Abnormal cases 

• The reply identifier corresponds to no question or the Job 
which asked the question has been terminated. 

OPOI INVALID REPLY IDENTIFIER 

• The system queues for dia log are tu 11, the reply is not taken 
tnto account. 

OP06 nn RETYPE THE REPLY LATER 

STORAGE LOAD 

The purposes of a storage load are' 

• To load the operating system Gens 
• To establish the status of the session (date and time, resident 

volumes) 

• To treat the in format Ion Ie ft over from a previous se ssion 
(dump, prelnitlalizp.d load modules. information on jobs and 
theIr associated outputs) 

Storage Loading proceeds as foliowsl 

I. The system status at the end of the previous session Is 
displayed 

2. Question ILOI is asked which allows the selection of various 
options (Dump; Restore; Warm, Cold or Clean restart) and to 
speci ty or modify elements of the session identity (date and 
time, resident disks, MAM) 

3. A Dump session is executed if required 

4. A Restore session is executed if required 

5. GenS ascertains the state of all the devices 

6. A Clean, Cold or Warm restart Is executed 

7. A message, ind1cat1ng that GeOS is available, is di splayed. 
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A typi cal dia log for a t irst GCnS load Ing a fter cr~at ion 0 f thA 
system disk, a first loading of the day and a loading afte~ a system 
crash are shown below. 

I. At first GeOS Loading after creation of the system disk a 
typical answer will bel 

RESIDENT(C117>,DATE(11.5.78/14.0) 

which initiates the name ot the disks to be us~d In thA Dump 
and Restore sessions, the list of resident disks and the date 
and time. 

2. First GCnS loading after System Initialize. Beginning of a 
day"'s work, the last session was terminated by a shutdown 
(END session command) 
Operator actions are underlined. 

SYSTEM PREVIOUS STATUS ON 10.04.78 AT 
SHUTDOWN 

19.02.35 

'* I LO 1 OPTIONS 1 
I I DATE ( t 0.5. 78/8.C> 

08.00 DV21 MSOI 
08.00 DV21 MS03 
08.00 DV21 MT04 
08.00 GCOS LEVEL 

PREMOUNTED SYSIC 
PREMOUNTED TPRC4 
PREMOUNTED BCd 794 
64 - RELEASE JO.18** READY ON APR 11 

****************************************** 
3. GcnS loading .aft"'r a system crash. The dump corresponding to 

it Is stored on disk DJ2, Job X47 was executing and will bp 
re-executed frem the beginning. 
Operator actions are underlined. 

SYSTEM PREVIOUS STATUS ON 10.05.7A AT 13.45.22 
CALL TO PANIC FROM J = 00 P a 08 CODE = 2080 
PARAMETERS I 2080 4040 00080904 OB47 0132 
* ILO) OPTIONS 1 
II DUMP 
* IL03 
* IL03 
* IL03 

13.49.DV21 
13.49 DV21 
13.49 DV21 
13.49 DV21 

DUMP 1 O,DI2.MS 
DUMP ? FW 
DUMP? (Press EXECUTE key) 
MSOI PREMOUNTED SYSIC 

MS03 PREMOUNTED TPRC4 
MS02 PREMOUNTED AB1245 
MS04 PREMOUNTED 012 

* RH01 X47. 1 ABORTED SEV6 

II YES 

13.50 GenS 

CRASH REPEAT WHOLE JOB ? 

LEVEL 64- RELEASE 10.18** READY ON MAY 11 
****************************************** 
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The remainder of this section describes thp. loading ooerAtions in 
detail, 1n the order in which they hanren. 

SYSTEM PREVIOUS SfATUS 

GCOS indicates whether or not a SystefTl Dump 1~ available as a result 
ot the previous sessiono 

No dump 15 available. 

IL28 NO PREVIOUS DUMP 

A dump existsl 

SYSTEM PREVIOUS STATUS ON mm.dd.yy AT hh.mm. ss 

( UNKNOrlN 

HARD~'4ARE CHECK roc = nn PC = nn LC = nn 

CALL To PAl''' I C FROM J = J P = p CODE = nnnn 

(SYSTEM tXCEtJT ION \ 

CHANNEL EXCEPTION ON J = j P = p CLA SS = nn TYPE = nn 

HARDWARE FAILURE 

Then In both caSes GeOS asks question ILOI to know what work 1s 
required. 

NofES - ~hen a System Dump exists it must be processed by a Dump 
Session during this loading, ~lther to be printed or stored 
on ma~netlc disk. This is necessary because when the du~r 
was taken only the segments In memory are stored. Otner 
segments are dumperl from backlny store and m1gnt b~ mod1t1p.d 
during the new GenS session. 

- If the System Previous Status was SHUTDOWN there 1~ no dump 
available. The Dump area contains no valid information and 
any attempt to perform a dump will producp. unpredictAble 
results. 
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QUESTION ILO) 

After indicat1ny the system previous stF!tU5, GeOS Rsks thp. qup.5tlon 

DATE 

HELP 

DUMP 

* ILOI OPTIONS ? RESIDENT 

RESTART 

RESTORE 

MAM 

where the answer given to this question directs the remainin~ 
loading operations. The answer to que~tlon ILOI consist5 of ~0~~ihlv 
several elements, depending upon the choice of th~ ooerator' 

• ~hether or not a Dump session should be exp.cutp.rJ. 

A Dump session is needed it toe previous session WRS abnor~Rlly 
terminated and a dump is available. It will Allow the dump to b~ 
printed either directly on to the line printer or to be sent t() a 
di~k file tor printing later. 

• ~hether or not a Restore Session should be exp.c'Itpri. (Certoin 
Restore options may be executed at thp. request of Field 
Eng 1 nee r i n '-J ) 

• ~hether or not to perform a Cold Restart or A Clean kestArt. fhp 
detault option - a ~arm Rest~rt - will normally be the casp, but 
sometimes a Cold Restart will be desired. A Clean Restart wi 11 be 
performed only 1n vary rare circum5tance~. 

• ~hether or not to include MAM (specifies the handling of 
te lecommunicatlon message queues). 

The answer to Question ILOI is also uc;ed to p.st:)blish the 5tatlls of 
the session by indicatIng or modifying 

• The date and time 

• The list of resident diskc; 

After a normal shutdown with no dumps the op~rator just prp.sse5 the 
EXECUfE k~y. A ~arm Restart Is performed. The dat~ and time will be 
cur r e n tan d t he lIst 0 f r e 5 1 de n t dis k s w 111 be 1 J n c ha ng e d • 
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Remarks 

It is possible to use the card reader as an input device for 
answering question ILOI. To do so, CARD is typed in reply to ILOI 
and the cards present in the reader will be read. The answer format 
on cards is identical to that used for the console, including the 
use of a hyphen (-) as a continuation character~ 

If the last entry on the cards is CONS then control is passed back 
to the console, otherwise the answer will be considered complete. 

To request Help in replying to ILOI 

If the operator wants a reminder of the answers to ILOI he can type 
HELP as the first reply. This results/in all the possible answers 
being printed on the printer, together with those for question IL03. 
Question ILOI is re-issued at the end of the list. 

DATE AND TIME 

DATE (mm.dd.yy/hh.mm) 

The date and time are memorized from one GCOS session to the next, 
as long as: 

· The CPU is not powered off and/or 

· The INITIALIZE pushbutton is not used or 

· A new date is not given. 
, 

When entering the date and time all values can be given with 1 or 2 
digits as appropr~ate. 

If the date element is omitted at the first GCOS loading after using 
the INITIALIZE pushbutton (or after giving an impossible date): 

* IL44 DAY / TIME M.D.Y. / H.M? 

I: 06.22.78/10.15 

is asked and awaits an immediate reply, an example of which is also 
shown. The date and time can be ascertained at any time by use of 
the Display Time command (Section VI) • 
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TO INDICATE RESIDENT DISKS 

RESIDENT ,(vol-namel, vol-name2 .•. ) 

This list is used during the initial checking of device states. 

It is memorized from session to session (even if in the meantime 
the system has been powered off) . 

This parameter should therefore be given at the first GCOS loading 
after creation of the system disk, or later on if the list is to be 
changed. In all other cases it can be omitted. 

The system disk need not be indicated in the list. If it is desired 
that only the system disk be considered as resident the format is 
then: RESIDENT (/). 

The resident disks are assumed to be MS/M400's if other disks are to 
be used the device class must be specified in the RESIDENT element: 
for example: 

RESIDENT(vol-namel,DVC-MS/M350, ..•• ) 

TO SPECIFY A GENERAL HANDLING OF TELECOMMUNICATION MESSAGE QUEUES 

- YES : leaves all queues as they were. A roll back of queues 
assigned to each job will be requested; (see 'File Salvager' in 
this section) this is only possible after a warm restart. It 
should be noted that IOF, BTNS and ROF service jobs must be 
started again after a warm restart. 

- REFORMAT : all queues are cleaned up. All messages are erased. 

- NO : no telecommunication job can be executed until a new 
generation of telecommunication is performed. 
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DUMP SESSION 

This subsection assumes that a.ll dIalog is performed on the console. 
It is possible to answer questions IL03 on cards (this question is 
dealt with later in-this section) using the same format as via the 
console. 

It is also possible to store on disk a series of answers. 
This Is done by answering question lLOl with' 

DUMP_CD(answer to IL03; (answer to IL031 ••• ) 

Note I the last entry should be "Nil or more answers will be 
requested trom the console when DUMP(DISK) Is used. 

This series 0 t answers will be stored and any future dumps needed 
will be obtained by answering question ILOI with. 

DUMP<DISK) 

A Dump Session allows the operator to either print the dump left at 
the endo! the previous GCOS session or to store it on disk (in the 
SYS.SYSDUMP file) to be printed later by the SYSDUMP utility. The 
latter is preferable as it makes more efficient use of CPU tim~. If 
a dump is not treated by a Dump Session during Gens loading it may 
be corrupted by the GeOS session over-writing the backIng-store. 
where most of the dump Is situated. 

The Dump session is entered it the answer to question ILO) contRlns 
the element. 

~ CONS~ DUMP[( [vol-name 1 I volname2] r, CARD ])] 
DISK 

vol-name lis -the di sk conta ining the SYS. BKSTJ file; norma lly the 
SYstem disk, in which case vol-name t can be replaced by a "/". 

vol-name2 is the disk containing the SYS. BKST2 file. If it 1s 
the same disk as vol-nameJ then it can be replaced by an "*". 

CONS 
CARD 
DISK 

Device from which the answer to questions In 
the Dump Session will be given. The default 
(console) 15 the usual device. 

The normal form of this element is to enter. 

DUMPC/,-*> 

the first time a Dump Session is needed and' 

DUMP 
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and press the EXECUTE k~y It any further dumps are needed. 

It a dump is available trom the previous GCOS session then qtJe.5tlon 

* IL03 DUMP? 

15 asked. 

SYSOUMP UtIlIty 

A utilIty known as SYSDUMP allows the operator to print a dump which 
has been stored on a disk wh.ilst the system 15 running. 

SYSDUMP is introduced by the operator command-

SJ SYSDUMP 

The SYSDUMP job then prints the stored dump automatically. 

Note - if the Field Eng.1neers request a tape copy of a dump tot 
further analysis, this is achieved by using the FILESAVE 
utility on the SYS.SYSDUMP tile to copy it to 8 tape. 

QUESTION IL03 

This question is asked when a dump is available from the previous 
Gens session. It allows the answer of one function at a timE:!! ann is 
asked until you terminate the dump session by entering Nand 
pressirlQ the EXECUTE key ·(or by just pressing the EXECUTE key). Note 
DUMPCOISK) or DUMP(CARD) answers must also be terminated by an liN". 
or question IL03 Is asked on the console as well. . 
The most usual dialog is (with operator actions underlined)' 

* IL03 DUMP? FW 

* ILJ4 CRASH COMMENTS? 

I' (press EXECUTE key) 

IL03 DUMP? (press EXECUTE key) 

~here Fr. ind1cates that a full dump (fully writable) is to be sent 
to the line printer. IL14 is asked as an opportun1ty to the operator 
to enter any use tul comments, which will appear on the first pagp. of 
the dump printout. (If more than one l1ne of comments are to b~ 
given, terminate the line with a hyphen). 
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Dumping to a disk 

To store a dump on disk CSYS.SYSDUMP .file> the console dialog would 
be I 

* .* 
IL03 
IL03 

DUMP? O,volname.MS(,LONGJ 
DUMP? N (or Just press execute key) 

Yol-name - Is the volume name of the disk which holds the 
SYS.SYSDUMP tile, it it is the System disk it CAn be replaced by "In 
1.e. Ot/.MS 
(Operator replies are underlined, note the 0 in the operator reply 
1 sal p ha be t 1 c. ) 

The SYS.SYSDUMP file can be put on any disk. The dump will overw·rite 
any previously stored dump on the SYS.5YSDUMP file as only one dump 
at a time may be written to this file. 
Thus 1 f this file holds a dump from a previous GCnS session which 
has not been printed and a new dump occurs, the np.w dump must be 
printed. It the new dump 1s sent to disk the old dump will be 
overwritten unless there is another disk holding a SYS.SYSDUMP file 
which can be used. 

The LONG option is used to print a summary edit of the dump (mainly 
tor Field Engineers) while the dump 15 being stored on disk. 

In both the above cases the dumps are output as fully writable (FW). 
It is possible to edit dumps with other options, but this Is mainly 
for Field Engineer use and Is not described in this manual. 

Question IL14 

* IL14 
I I 

CRASH COMMENTS ? 

This question is asked after the first reply to question IL03 
(provided the reply was not "N" or disk-dump). It allows the 
operator to type In comments which will appear on the first page of 
the dump. If the comments use more than one line the lines should be 
terminated with a hyphen (-), except the last line. It no comments 
are required the operator Just presseS the EXECUTE key. 
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I?E STOHE Sf SS ION 

A He~torp. se~sion 15 ~5ed to restore the system segments in thp 
SYS.HKST file on the systems disk from the original copy 5torp.d (in 
the ~YS.SYSTEM file) on thA systpm di~k, ta~ing into account 5Y5tpm 
pcJtches-. See the Insta llation Guide. 

Re lease States 

From time to time improvements to Gens are released to customers. 
Thesp improvements are incorporated by adding patches to the system, 
the patches are provided on a cassette or tape And incorporated via 
a special Job; these patches are stored In the SYS.SYSTEM file. 
These new patches. plus selected parts otthe previous version of 
the release form the new version, however a copy of the entire 
prp.vious release is storeo in another part of the SYS.SYSTEM file. 
When the old version is moved to the new part of the file it 
overwrites the previous old version. Thus there are two versions of 
thp. r~lease 1n the SYS.SYSTEM file, the new version, and the old 
vp.r~i()n; the relevance of this is explained helow in OLD. 

The Restore session Is entered if the answer to Question ILOI 
contains the element. 

RESTORE(vol-namer,OLO]) ) 

vol-name - volume name of the dl~k containing the SYS.SYSTEM file. 
The vol-name Is kp.pt from session to session and will 
normally be indicat~d once and for all At thp first GCnS 
loadiny a fter Systems Genp.rat ion. "/" can be IJsp,d instead 
of vol-name if the disk is located on the drive whose 
phy sica 1 address was posted on the rotary swl tches when 
t he I SL rush button was pre ssed (1. e. the sy stem di sk) • 

The option listed below (OLD) i~ the only one that the opp.rator 
~hould needs there are other options availahlA, but these are for 
the 'J5e of the Fie ld Eng ioaers. 
The mo~t tlSUnl form of dOing a Restore therefore is to answer 
question ILOI by entering 

RESTOREC/) 

the first time a Restore is needed and simply 

RESTORE 

and press the EXECUTE key tor any further Restore sessions. This 
uses the new Version of this release for the Restore session. 

OLD - This pRrameter restores the SYS.BKST from the original copy 
kept In the SYS.SYSTEM file, taking into account only the 
previously stored patches of the previous version Of the 
Release state. This option should be used if a new version of 
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the release state is unsatisfactory and allows the use of the 
previous version. 

It the SYS.SYSTEM file cannot be found on the specified disk. 
the following messages are displayed. The operator then type~ 
1n the correct vol-name R fter the II I ,II 

IL38 SYS.SYSTEM NOT FOUND ON vol-name 
* IL30 GIVE NAME OF vol-name 7 
I I 
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DEVICl: TESTING 

After performing a Dump session and/or a Restore session, if this 15 
required, the system then tests the state of all its devices. 

- Disk and tapes in Ready are treated as it they had Just been 
premounted (Section V) 

- On each Ready printer (that uses a print belt) the belt is 
treated as if it had Just been premounted. 

A premountlng message is displayed for each disk and tape In 
the Ready state c 

DV21 ddnn PREMOUNTED YO I-name 

The list of Resident disks, as given in answer to question IL02 or 
as memoriZed from a previous session, Is used at this time. If this 
list is not empty (the System disk must be In this list) and all 
disks are in the Ready state, no dialog takes place. 

If the list is empty, question DV42 is asked. 

If som~ disk in the list is not In the Ready state the message t 

DV25 GCOScRESIDENT vol-name NOT FOUND 

is displayed then question DV42 is asked. 

Qupstlon DV42 

This questIon Is asked only it a problem is fuund relating to the 
list of reSid~nt disks as given in answer to question ILO), or as 
memorized from a previolls session. 

Thp, nnswer to the question is used during this session, but does not 
modi ty the list of resident di.sks memorized for the nextsessionlto 
do 50 the RESIDENT element must be used in reply to question ILOI. 

* DV42 Gens. RESIDENT VOLUMES ? 

Answer II vol-namel,volname2 ••• 

The volume name of all disks which are to be considered as Resident 
are separated by commas. The system disk need not be given In the 
answer. It only the system disk Is to be resident, an empty answer 
can be given (press the EXECUTE key). 
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f?ESTART SESSION 

A Restart session treats all information concerning Jobs and outputs 
lett over from the previous session. 

• The Warm Restart .. which will be performed unless the operator 
specIfIcally requests a Cold or Clean Restart as part of his 
answer to questIon ILOJ, attempts to put the system back into 
Its prevIous status. 

• The Cold Restart can be used to erase information left over 
from the p.revious session and leads to an .uempty" .system. 

• The Clean Restart has a much more drastic effect and should be 
used only in exceptIonal condItions. 

RESTART(~~~~~ l ) 
( CLEAN~ 

WARM RESTART 

The purpose of a Warm Restart Is to resume a GCns session as near as 
is possIble to the state it was in when it terminated. 

All characteristics set by operator command.s are lett unaltered; 
I.e., the multiprogramming level, job class characteristics, etc •• 

After a system shutdown (End Session command)' 

1. All Jobs and outputs are restored In the same state that they 
were in at the time 0 f the .system shutdown, and everything 
appears as if there were no inter.ruptIon of the GCOS session 
(except that certain servIce jobs need to be started agaIn, 
5 ee 4 be low) • . 

2. A message is displayed for each executing or suspended job. 
The Display Output or Display SchedulIng commands can be used 
to check Jobs and outputs In other states. 

RS06 ron REACTIVATED 
RR05 ron. step REMAINS SUSPENDED 

After an Abnormal Termination (System Crash, System RESET/RESTART 
pushbutton l 

1. The File Salvager is called to check the status of all files 
in use and to put them back into the correct state. (see use 
of File Salvager below). 
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2. All Jobs not executing are unmodified. Jobs executing or jobs 
suspended between steps have the appropriate RS05 or RR05 
message displayed. For JObs suspended inside a step question 
HROJ is asked so the operator can decide what action should 
be taken. This question Is not asked if the user specified 
the job as nonrepeatable in JCL. See question RROl in this 
section for full details. 

3. A report 1s prepared (in output class A), listing all the 
actions taken concerning files and Jobs. 

Note I Outputs will remain in the states they were In when the 
previous session terminated. Question OU33 Is asked for each 
output that was being printed or punched at the time of 
termination (see Output Writer in Section IV). 

4. The Output Writer, BTNS. IOF, ROF service jobs are terminated 
and should be started 8gain. 

5. Any Job being read by the Stream Reader will be lost and must 
be re-introduced. 

File Salvager 

The File Salvager is called to check the state ot all user tiles 
which were being used. A user file is said to be stable. if it was 
elth~r not opened or opened in input mode only. It all the user 
flIes are stable~ no message is displayed and the salvager operation 
Is terminated. If some user tiles are unstable, the message t 

SVOI Geos. UNSTABLE efn FILE ON volname FOR ron 

is displayed for each unstable tile, followed by the question. 

* SV05 GCns, FILE SALVAGING? 

I f the answer is NO, salvaging is not atte.mpted and no further 
messages are displayed. 

If the answer is YES, tile salvaging is attempted and a SV09 message 
15 displayed for each file indicating its state. 

SV09 e tn FILE 

VERIFIED 

RECOVERED 

UNSTABLE 

UNALLOCATED 

NOT SUPPORTED 
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Where 

VERIFIED = the tile Is stable 

RECOVERED = the fl1e has been corrected and 1.s stable 

UNSTABLE • the tllec8 mot be corrected 

UNALLOCATED :II a space allocation was being pertormed at the 
time of the abnormal system termInation, and has 
not been completed. The fl.1e must be 
re-allocated. 

NOT SUPPORTED = the tile 15 in.8 specitlcformatnot supported by 
the salvager. 

Any other response. no salvaging 15 attempted and there is no 
message. 

If a disk containing one of the flIes is not ready then the que~tion 

* SV07 
I • 

GeOS • MOUNT vol-name? 

is asked. If the file Is to be salvaged the operator should mount 
the di sk and reply YES. I f the reply 15 NO the sal vage 1s bypa ssed 
to r t his f il f! • 

Question RROJ 

This question 1s asked during a Warm Restart following an abnormal 
system termination for every Job that was executing_ 

* RROI ron. step n ABORTED 1m-name SEVn(.=mmm] 

lREPEAT[FROM CHKPT nn.xx]? (i> 
REPEAT j1HOLE JOB? (Ii> 
ROLLBACK? (iii) 

I I 

The first form is used if the executing step has been declar~d as 
being repeatable by the user. (CheckpOint corresponds to the 
beginning of the step). 

The second form is used If the step is, not repeatable 

The third form Is used if the step 1s not repeatable but the file 
and communication queues were Journalized. 

The severity code will normally be 6(I.e., SEV6) indicating a System 
Crash. If n= 7 question RROI will have a reply code. This indicates 
that the sten was about to abort (issue question SP07) when the 
system crashed. 
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Answers 

YES if the appropriate tile and communication queues are to 
be rolled back. The execution of the step is then 
restarted ~om the checkpoint nn.xx or else the Job Is 
restarted from the beginning. Output created. durIng the 
part of eXecution which Is repeated, is erased (except 
the Job Report). . 

NO to abort the current step and the job 

ROLLBACK is the same as NO except that file and communication 
queues are rolled back. If no Journal was being used. 
this answer is incorrect (this reply is applicable only 
tor REPEAT? or REPEAT .~HOLE JOB?). 

ALL Indicates that an answer of YES is to be assumed for 
this and all following RHOI questions. The following 
RHOI questions will not be asked, but the Salvage 
session will progress as if they had. 

YES,NO 
ROLLBACK is applicable to the second form of the question RRO) 

only. The effect is the same as the YES response except 
that the file and communication queues are not rolled 
back before repeating the Job execution. If no Journal 
was being used, this answer is incorrect and question 
RHO) is asked again. 

HOLD is used only with the second form; the job is held and 
should be released before it can be executed. 

HOLD, NO 
ROLLBACK is similflr to HOLD but file and communication queues are 

not rolled back. 

Note lit a job was not actually executing a step (i.e. job or step 
initiation or term1nation) its execution will proceed without 
any questions being asked. 

Question OU02 

This question is asked during a Warm Restart tor each standard 
output which was being treated by the Output Writer. 

* OU02 ddnn OUTPUT out-name FOR ron RESTART :FROM? 

The operator responses to this questIon are descr1bed under Output 
Writer 1n Section IV. 
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COLD RESTART 

A Cold Restart is given by answering question ILOI with' 

RESTART(COLD) 

In the case of a Cold Restart. 

e All the Jobs and outputs existing on the system are lost. 

• The system multiprogramming level, job class chara.cterist1cs, 
accounting Information and Messag.eOf Today are left unaltered. 

• Preinitlalized load modules are. lett unalter~d. 

• No report is prepared. 

This restart will therefore be used to reach an ·"empty" Geos. for 
example when all the Jobs and Dutputs.of the previous session are of 
no use, or if a Warm Restart has tailed. 

Note l It temporary files were being used they are not deleted. To 
delete these files run the VOLCHECK utility. 

CLEAN RESTART 

A Clean Restart is given by answering question ILOJ wi~h 

RESTART·( CLEAN) 

but will neVer be performed except in very rare circumstances (after 
Question VM02). This is for the following reasons' 

1. All the Jobs and outputs existing on the system are lost. 

2. All the Preinltiallzed Load Modules are cancelled. 

3. All the accounting information which is not already stored on 
file is erased. 

4. All the Job class characteristics have to be reinitialized. 

5. All the shareable modules (used for data communications and 
transaction processing) are unloaded. 

6. The network definition 1s destroyed. 

7. No report is prepared. 

Note. certain temporary files are not delated. These files 
can be deleted by using the VOLCHECK utility. 
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SYSTEM READY 

Atter the Restart session 1s completed the system becomes Ready, and 
the message. 

hh. mm GeOS LEVEL 64 - RELEASE I D. 0 13** READY ON NOV ,30. 1978 

******************************************************** 

is displayed. This sIgnIfies that Storage Load is now completed and 
that GCOS Is tully operational. 

• Some jobs may be In the In SchedulIng state 1 t a Warm Restart 
was used. They will be started as shown under Scheduling In 
Section IV. 

• Some Jobs may be ExecutIng. This will happen if the previous 
session was terminated by an End session command, Jobs which 
were executing will have been interrupted between steps. and 
will now be resumed. 

• Some outputs may be ready and the Output Writer must be started 
by using the Start Output Writer command (SO). 

• New Jobs can be introduced by using the Input Reader or the 
Start Job Commend. 

Error Messages for GCOS LoadIng 

or 

- Error In the answer syntax 

IL06 ILLEGAL SYNTAX 

IL29 OPTION ERROR AT element 

Question ILO) is asked 8gain, the operetor types In the 
correct answer. 

Date element 15 required 

* IL44 DAY I TIME M.D.Y/H.M 1 
I a 

It the DATE element is omitted atter an INITIALIZE or the 
date is impossible, question IL44 is asked. After a 
correct reply has been typed Loading will continue. 
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ILl J 

- An I/O operation has tailed on disk 

MSnn ERROR 
DSB=ccc 

PSB-ccc 
• • • 

* ILI5 MSnn RETRY ANSWER R OR C .1 

I • 

Replying "R" will cause a retry of the operation, "en will 
cancel the operatton. I f the reply is "'e" Gens may issue 
message IL20. IL21 or IL22, a new ISL is then necessary. 

Warning' An I/O error may be caused by an inappropriate 
Write Protect on the disk drive specified 
(indl cated by "EV = SE" in me ssage IL 11 ). in 
this case put the drive into Write Permit and 
reply "R". Only the disk holding the SYS.SYSTEM 
file can be in Protect. providing there is no 
Restore.session or the Restore session has the 
"OLD" parameter. The System disk must always be 
in Permit, due to system backing store 
requirements. 

- The System Resource and Status Table (SRST) has been 
changed without RESTORE 

IL23 NEW SRST INIT AND RESTORE NECESSARY 

Perform new INITIALIZE and Load. 

- SRST structure error 

IL24 SRST ERROR IN MAINTAINABILITY AREA 

Perform new INITIALIZE and Load. 

- Discrepancy between SRST and Gens tables 

IL25 INITIALIZE ERROR FOR ddnn 

An Initialize error .means that the specified 
drive cannot support a System disk in regard of 
GeOS tables; to recover the System disk it 
should be mounted on another drive that can 
support it, CONFIG should then be run. 

IL43 WARNING PATH ccccc IGNORED DURING ISL 

For IL43 Loading will continue. but it 1s 
advisable to run CONFIG. 
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* IL30 
I I 

- Resident disk is not ready 

GIVE NAME OF vol-name ? 

Operator mounts the disk and when the disk is 
ready replies, or if the vol-name soecified was 
incor.rect, replies with the correct disk name. 

- Error in disk Volume fable ot Contents (VT(~) 

IL32 UNABLE TO READ VTnC FROM vol-name 

The disk cannot be used. Mount appropriate 
stand-by disk and perform new INITIALIZE and 
Load. It is possible that the use of VoLCHECK on 
the disk will clear the VT(~ error. 

- System tile absent or unreadable 

IL35 UNABLE TO READ FILE LABEL .OF SYS BKST 
IL38 SYS.ccc NOT FOUND ON Yol-name 

The operator should check that the correct media 
Was specified, and perform a new load. 

- Memory Reconfiguration 

IL47 WARNING MEMORY RECONFIGURED 

This is a warning message only, the system will 
run normally, but with a slower reponse time due 
to the recontiguration. 

Two disks with the same volume name (vol-name) are mounted 

IL50 vol-name ALREADY MOUNTED, DISMOUNT 

The operator should dismount one of the disks. 

- SRST segments mIssing from SYS.BKST tile 

IL51 NEW SRSTI INITIALIZE NECESSARY 

Perform new INITIALIZE and Load. 
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GCOS SESSION TERMINATION 

Normal termination 

A GCOS session Is terminated by using the End Session <END) command. 
This Is for a normal systems shut down where all the systams 
activities are stopped at the end of the sessIon. A .normal 
termination means that. 

• No step 15 executing' an END command will cause all executing 
jobs to be suspended at the end of their current STEP or at the 
next STEP check point. 

• No Job is in a suspended state (except Jobs suspended between 
STEPs) • 

• The Output Viri tar is stopped; and END command will terminate 
a 11 WRITER 'service Jobs at the end of their current .oUTPUTs. 

• The systems files are closed. 

Note I some outputs may remain (i.e. some Jobs may be in the output 
state). 

After the End Session command. the installation can either be 
powered down. or Gens reloaded by using the SYSTEM RESET, SYSTEM 
LOAD pushbuttons. The system can be powered down 8 fter an End 
Session command without pressing the SYSTEM RESET pushbutton. but 
this is not advisable as the machine may not be left In a 
deter~lnate state. 

Abnormal Termination 

If -3n error 1s detected which prevents any further processing 
because the error cannot be by-passed then the system terminates 1n 
R sY5tem crash. The messRge' 

* AV01 GCns- CRASH{DUMP AVAILABLE} 
NO DUMP 

15 displayed. 

If the system is stopped by the use of the SYSTEM RESET pushbutton, 
th~ e tfect on the system is the same as if a systems crash had 
occurred except that no systems dumps is taken. 

The system USer filest Jobs and outputs are 1n different states at 
the time of a system crash. The use of the Warm Restart during thp. 
next system loading will enable the recovery of these elements. 
After a system crash. the installat10n can be powered off or 
processing recommenced by using the SYSTEM RESET and SYSTEM LOAD 
pushbuttons. 
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NOTE I NEVER (under normal circumstances) terminate the system by 
using the INITIALIZE or POWER OFF pushbuttons. NO DUMP 
indIcates that Gens was unable to store the dumps on disk; 
it may be an Indication of 8 problem related to either the 
System disk, the drive the disk is mounted on, or the Mass 
Storage Processor. 

INFORMATION LEFT OVER AT SYSTEM TERMINATION 

At system termination information Is still left in the sy!tem files' 

• Jobs known to the system 

• Input enclosures associated with these Jobs 

• Output prepared by (or for) these Jobs 

Some information remains In the SYS.BKST2 system file' the .system 
dump (If it exists) is stored in the SYS.BKST and SYS.BKSTI system 
files. In the event of a system shut down, the systems files are 
closed. In any other case the system flIes (as well as user files) 
are left opened so that they can be recovered with the File Salvager 
whilst doing a Warm Restart during the next StoraQe Load. 

SYSTEM RESET 

The SYSTEM RESET pushbutton terminates the system activity by 
preventing any further instructions from being executed. 

The TRAFFIC indicator on the System Operator Panel is off and the 
LOAD indicator is on. 

After this state l 

• The installation can be powered down or 

• Ge()S can be reloaded by .. use of SYSTEM LOAD O.T 

• A dump can be taken by using the SYSTEM RESTART pushbutton. 
After this, the installation can be powered down or the SYSTEM 
RESET pushbutton can be used aQain. 

If the SYSTEM RESET pushbutton is used while the system is running, 
the system user files are left as if a system crash had occurred and 
no automatic system dump is taken. This conditicl"llRus.t be followed 
by use of the SYSTEM RESTART pushbutton, this will cause 8 system 
dump to be taken and up to date information will be stored for a 
Warm Restart. 
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~()i"¥EK I NU DorvN THE SYSTEM 

In order to power down the System the following actions have to be 
per tormed I 

1. Terminate GeOS by use of the End Session command. (see End 
Session .command. Section VI and 'Normal Termination' in this 
Section) 

2. Press SYSTEM RESET on the System Operator Panel. 

3. Power down each peripheral in turn 8S tollows' 

a) For Unit Record Devices. Press the POWER OFF pushbutton 

b) For Mass Storage Devices. Press the POWER OFF pushbutton 
or DC OfF (depending on the type of device) 

c) For Magnetic Tape Devices. Switch oft the Cabinet CircuIt 
Breaker situated at the rear of the cabinet. 

4. Return to the System Operator Panel and press the POWER OFF 
pushbutton 

5. Switch off the mains slJPoly of power to the computer 
Insta II at 10n. 

Note I The "END" command will not become effective if there 
are any suspended Jobs. If there are suspended .Jobs 
GeoS will issue the following message' 

htt.mm JOBS SUSPENDED. END NOT ALLOWED 

~hen all .lobs are released and have finished executing 
their current step (or have reached a step 
checkpOint), GeOS issues the following message' 

hh.mm GeOS ·.1 NO MORE JOBS RUNNING 

If output ~~rlter is In use it Is terminated at the end 
of its current output. When shutdown is complete GCOS 
issues the following message' 

* AV02 GeoS • END OF SESSION. 

and the session is terminated. 
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SYSTEM FUNCTIONS 

Certain system functions are not resident in main memory and have to 
be loaded into main memory from backing store each time they are 
used. I f they are not used very 0 ften, the time taken tor the load 
is of no Importance. However. in certain sites some ot these 
functions are used all the time or very often, and the time taken to 
constantly load and unload these function segments is then quite 
noticeable. To overcome this time waste it is possible to preload 
certain desired functions into main memory and thus make them 
resident tor the duration of the session, thus obviating the need to 
constantly move function segments to and from backing store. 

The Preload Main Memory (PMM) command is u~ed to load a function 
segm~nt into main memory. 

The pre loaded tullCt ions can be cance lIed, and thus t.aken out 0 f rna in 
memory with the Cancel Main Memory (CMM) command. 

The Information on the size, usage and availability of main memory 
can be ascert.ained by use of the Display Main Memory (DMM) command. 

It is the OperatIons Manager's responsibility to decide which 
fUnctions should be preloaded. 

Systems functions should only be preloaded when they will be used, 
and not to far In advance. As soon as a .system function is no longer 
needed it should be cancelled. These two points should be observed, 
otherwise main memory will not be available for other uses. 

Note I it may be necessary to limit the amount of memory a step 
requires when the PMM command has been used. This Is achieved 
via the $SIZE JCL statement. 

The following is a list of Systems Function that can be used 
wIth the PMM and CMM commands. 

- BFAS, BFASI, BFASII 

- HFASST, HFASSD, HFASI, HFASRDM 

- UFASS, UFASREL, UfASI, U~ASIK, UFASIP, UFASIKP, UFASTDS 

- QUEUED - IDSR, IDSU - MAMM, MAMD - VCAM 

Note I MAMM, MAMD and VCAM must not be ore loaded In main memory 
when running Communications Network Conflgurator (eNC). 
If these functions are preloaded and CNC has to be run, 
then they should be cancelled with the CMM command. 

For the Ma in Memory commands :~e ter to Se ct Ion V I, for 
more Inform~tlon on System Function Usage refer to the 
Systems Management Guide and Storage Estimates Manual. 
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SECTION IV 

RUNNING USER JOBS Ul'4DER Geus 

This section comprises the following subsections' 

• flUser Jobs - General Conceptsfl introduces the main concepts and 
terminology of GCOS. 

• UMultiprogramming" 

• "Job Introduction" 

describes the various commands 
which enable the operator to 
control the system resources. 

describes the ways in which Jobs 
can be introduced to the systpm 
partIcularly through the Input 
Reader. 

• "Job Scheduling and Execution" defines the respective roles of 
the operator and the .system in 
controlling the pa ssage 0 f Jobs 
through the system • 

• "Job Termination" 

• "output Writer" 

describes the ways In which a 
Job may terminate 

describes the use of the Output 
Writer 
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USER JOBS- GENERAL CONCEPTS 

All computer systems have their own terminology and Series 60 is no 
exception. operators will find that the terms become gradually more 
familiar, but the following broad picture may be helpful' 

1. The programmers who send their work to be done on the 
computer are Users. 

2. A user submits his work in discrete units, each of which is 
called a Job. Account Ing related to these Jobs is performe,d 
by the system. 

3. A job nor~allY takes the form of a pack of cards containing a 
series of Job Control Language (JCL) statements. JeL is the 
language with which the user tells the system the details of 
how he wants his job to be run and what work is to be 
per formed. 

4. The user 91 ves his Job a name' the Job identl tication. 

5. Each job consists of one or several step!' the system 
allocates a step number to each step. 

6. A step is an executable load module. 

7. A load module Is simply a compiled program, but a program in 
a form such that It can be loaded into memory and executed. 

8. The whole life of a Job in the .system is 8 run. 

9. The system generates a run occurrence number (ron) tor each 
job In the system. This ron is the means by which the 
operator will normally.identity a job once it has been 
introduced (The ron consists of one or more 'digits preceded 
by an "XII. GeOS itself is XI, XO Is not a permissible ron). 

10. Some, of GeOS 64 functions are carried out by specific Jobs 
called service jobs (e.g. JeL Translator. WRITER). These Jobs 
run In a similar manner to user jobs, but in general they do 
not display any messages on the system console (see Service 
Jobs in this section). 
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The Job State Concept 

A job passeS through various stages between the time of its 
introduction and the time-of its deletion from the systp.m. Deoendent 
upon which staye it has reached, GeOS attributes to it a Job State. 

-lh~ 51yn1tlcance of these Job States Is outlined bplow In Figure 4-) 
and T~ble 4-1. 

Corresponding Message Job State 

Translation HOLD (in SJOB) 

hh. mm ron{ IN .•.••.••• 
HOLD 

IN SCHEDULING 

SchedulIng 

hh.mm ron STARTED job-ld user-ld class 

EXECUTING 

Termination 

hh.mm ron. step COMPLETED job-ld user-id class 

~lUTpu~ 
hh.mm ron OUTPUT COMPLETED job-ld user-ld 

HJ - Hold Job Command 
RJ - Release Job Command 
FJ - Force Job Command 

FIQure 4-1. The Job State Concept 
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Table 4-1. Job States 

Stages in the 11 fa . of a Job 

I. A job introduced 
by the Input Reader 
must first be translated. 
Until translation Is completed 
the Job Is said to be Introduced. 

2. Once the Job is submitted to the 
system it can either be I 

8. Held until released by 
the operator or another job. 

b. Eligible to be selected 
for execution. 

3. Gens selects. from the 
eligible jobs, the one which is 
to be executed. The selected 
job is then started. 

While in the Executing state, 
a job can be temporarily 
suspended. the Jobs resources 
are released and no further 
instruction or execution takes 
place until it is released for 
execution by the operator. 

4. Eventually, Job execution is 
terminated but the job 
remains in the system waiting 
for the printing or punching 
of its outputs to be completed. 

5. Once the output is complete 
the job is de Ie ted from the 
system. 

6. Two types of service job CJCL 

Job State 

INTRODUCED 

HOLD 

IN SCHEDULING 

EXECUTING 

SUSPENDED 

OUTPUT 

Translator and WRITER) go into IDLE 
a specific state called IDLE 
whenever they have no more jOb5 to 
treat. They automatically start 
EXECUTING whenever new Jobs need 
treating. 
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MULTIPROGRAMMING 

GCOS allows more than one Job to be execut1ng at any onp- time. 

The number of Jobs In execution at anyone t1me is callp.d the System 
Load. The maximum System Load is called the Multiprogramming Level 

This can be modified by the operator by using the ModifY Scheduling 
command (see Section VI) 

It is part of the operator~s Job to monitor and control the use of 
system- resources by the d1fferent Jobs in the system. To enable him 
to do this the operator can display information on all Jobs by using 
the DISPLAY SCHEDULING command (see Section VI). 

Job Class, Scheduling and Dispatching Priorities are also means by 
which the operator can control the different Jobs. Start Class, 
Modify Class, Terminate Class, Hold Job, Modify Job and Release Job 
commands are available for this function. 

Note I The System (Xl) and the output Writer and Stream Reader are 
not taken into account in the System Load, but the JeL 
Translator (X2) is (when it exists). 

The maximum multiprogramming level is set to 24, and this 
level is kept from one GeOS session to the next. 
If a Job is suspended, it is not taken Into account for the 
System Load. 

The Job Class Concept 
(for all commands see section VI) 

Jobs are grouped into classes which are identified by a letter' 
A,B,C,D,E,F,G,H,I,J,K,L,M,N,O,P for user jobs; P being the de.fault 
value and Q,S,U,W,X for service Jobs. (Users may not use these 
cia sses) • 
Job classes are mainly used wit~ sc~edvling priorities to ensure a 
particular suite of programs ara run in a particular order without 
upsetting the .multiprogramming level. 
Each class maybe made .available or not tor scheduling by use of the 
Start Class and Tirminate Class £ommands. When a class is held by 
the Terminate Class command no Job of that class can start 
eXecut in-9~ except it the Force Job command is used. 

Each class has a Class Multiprogramming Level whi.ch specifies the 
maximum number of Jobs in that class which can be executing at any 
one time. The number of Jobs in a class executing at the same time 
is called the Class Load. 

Each class has a default value for Scheduling Priority and 
D1.spatching Prior! ty. These de .fault priorities are defined at System 
Configuration. 
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The class status (i.e. started or not), current load, 
multiprogramming level and priority default values can be 
ascertained using the Display Scheduling command. They can be 
modified using the Modify Class command. These parameters are lett 
unchanged from one session to the next .• It should be noted that 
Modi ty Class commands will not be effect ive on Jobs already 
executing. To alter the Dispatching Priority ot an executing job the 
Modify Job command has to be used. 

PRIORITIES 

Three types of priority are used by GeOS,o.ne cO.ntrols the order in 
which jobs are queued while wa1tin9 to run. (Scheduling Priority>. 
another controls the availability .t CPU time for each Job (step) 
whilst executing (Dispatching Priority) and the third priority is 
associated with Outputs (Output Pr1ority). 

SCHEDULING PRIORITY (SPR) 

This priority is mainly used in conjunction with job classes to 
control the order in which jobs are queued and sa lected tor 
scheduling (see Job Class Concept above). Jobs ere queued in 
priority order whilst weiting for translation, schedulIng and 
machine reseurces. Jobs with the same priorIty are treated on a 
ti rst In t fl rst out (F IFO) ba.s Is. 

The schedulinQ priority range is trom 0 - 7, with 0 being the 
highest. Thus all jobs with a p.rlority G·f 0 will start before jobs 
with a priority of J etc ••• (this is assuming that the Jobs are not 
in the Hold state and the job classes are started). The fact th8t a 
Job is held or its class Is not started dees not affect the Jobls 
position in the queue (apart from jobs leaving the queue to be run 
or beiA9 inserted In the queue). 

Unless a scheduling priority is explicitly given In 8 $JOB JeL 
statement or a start Job (5J) command, the job will assume the 
default priority of its job class. 

Scheduling priorities can be displayed by using the Display 
Scheduling (OS) command and changed with the Modify .Class (MC) or 
Mod i ty Job (MJ) commands. 

DISPATCHING PRIORITY (DPR) 

This priority controls the sharing of CPU time, between executing 
steps, during multiprogramming. Dispatching priorities are used to 
streamline step-9xecut ion flow and thus optimize CPU uti 1lzation. 

The DPR ranQe is from 0 - 9 (0 b.,ing the highest). GCnS itself has a 
DPR nigher than 0 and thus can always 98in control of the CPU. 

Unless the DPR is explicitly gIven In the SSTEP JeL statement it is 
assumed to be the same as the de faul t pr ior 1 ty of the job cIa SSe 
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DPRs can be displayed using the Display Dispatching PrioritiAs 
(DDPR) command or the Display Scheduling (OS) command. The DPR can 
be altered using either the Modi ty Dispatching Priority (MDPR) 
command or the Modify Job (MJ) command, the MDPR has a wider use And 
Is explained in DPR Use below. 

Service Jobs use the default priorities of their class and should 
not. under normal conditions, be modified. 

OUTPUT PRIORITY (OPR) 

Job-outputs are assigned classes and priorities In an analogous way 
to jobs being assigned a Job-class and SPR. even to the assumption 
of defaults. These classes and priorities are used in controlling 
how and and when an output can be treated by WRITER. For a full 
description see Output Writer later in this section. 

DPR Use 

Ths basic rule for DPRs is that the step with the highest priority 
will gain control of the CPU whenever it needs to use it. The 5t~p 
with the next highest priority will be able to use the CPU during 
the time the first step has Ie tt it vacant (e.g. whe.n the first step 
is executing an I/O operation). This effect applies to other 
executing steps. If a new step starts and its DPR is higher than Rny 
of the others it will ya in control 0 f the CPU as soon as 1 t requ ires 
it and assume the position of the of the "first st~p" discussed 
above. 

The step that loses control will wait 1n. front of steps of the same 
priority. This lowers the number of times that data and programs 
are read from the backing store to the main memory as the steps 
should find its executing-environment still in main memory when it 
regains control of the CPU. 

The allocation of DPRs can have a major impact on .system throughput 
and Job eXecution time. Since an I/O operation takes much morA time 
than CPU manipulation of the same amount of data, an I/O-bound Job 
only uses the CPU for a small percentage of its executing time. The 
converse is true for a CPU-bDund Job. 

Thus if two Jobs are executing, one I/(~bound and the other 
CPU-bound, it is best for the I/(~bound Job to have the higher 
priority. This way the CPU-bound job can use the CPU during the 
other Job's I/O operations and so share .cPU time. In the rever5e 
situation the I/(~bound Job would get very little CPU time until the 
other Job had terminated. In conclusion, I/O-bound Jobs should 
normally have the higher DPR. 
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GCOS provIdes three additional methods ot allocatIng CPU tIme by 
modification of the DPRs' 

1. ExecutIng steps using the same DPR can be made to equally 
share available CPU time. The priority is then said to be 
"sliced". 

2. A limit can be placed on the amount of CPU time available to 
steps usin9 B particular DPR bracket. These priorities are 
said to be "limited", they are also sliced. 

3. Two consecutive priorities can be declared as optimized. In 
this case the DPRs of the steps involved will be decreased or 
increased dynamically so that the I/O-bound steps will have 
an effectively higher priority and the CPU-bound steps a 
lower one. These prior.ities are said to be '''optimlzed, they 
are also sl1ced. 

In all three cases the DPR is said to be "controlled" 8S 
opposed to its normal state. 

These functions are used via the Modify DIspatching Priority CMDPR) 
command. The current state of the DPRs can be displayed using the 
Display DispatchIng Priority CDDPR) command. 

Service Jobs 

Some of GenS·'s functions are executed as service Jobs; this 
subsection is only to show how they differ from user Jobs. These 
Jobs are described in full later in the manual. 

The following are GenS service jobs t 

- JCL Translator (JTRA) 

- Writer part of output Writer 

- Basic Terminal Network Support (BTNS) 

- Interactive Operation Facility (IOF) 

- rtemote Operator Frlcl11ty CROF) 

All service jobs arA assigned a ron when introduced to the system. 

The Job class is exclusive for that particular service Job. See 
table below. 
Ther~ can only be one JTRA and BTNS job executing at anyone time. 

There is one WRITER job for each device on which Output Writer hac; 
been started with a maximum of eight executing at anyone time. Note 
the maximum number of t1RITER + RoF Jobs Is also eight. 

There can be one IOF or ROF job for each connHcted terminal U5 0 r. 
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Service Job Characteristics 

Function Jobid U!5erld Class Comments 

JCL JTRA JTRA X uses IDLE state 
Translator 

BTNS BTNS BTNS S create.s ouput 

writer WRITER ddnn W uses IDLE state 

IOF IOF log on Q 

ROF ROF log on U 

Service jobs do not display log messages concerning run states 
except in error conditions (i.e. error messages). 

Service jobs go through the same basic states as user jobs, but with 
certain differences. 

Both JTRA and WRITER use a specific state called IDLE. They entqr 
the idle state when they run out of work. However. as soon as work 
is available (i.e. jobs to be translated or outputs to be printed or 
punched>, they automatically enter the In-Scheduling state. The IDLE 
state economizes the use of system resources and removes the nep,d 
for operator intervention. 

Service Job scheduling is controlled by their class SPR. class 
multiprogramming level and the maximum number of J. It is not 
limited by the system multiprogramming level. SerVice Jobs USA thA 
scheduling and dispatching priorities of their class, these 
priorities can be altered by use of the Modify Class command (except 
class X and S) and the Modify Job command (except JTRA and BTNS) for 
executing service Jobs. 

BTNS, IOF and ROF service Jobs never wai t· for schedu ling or system 
resources. If they cannot start executing at once, they abort and 
have to be reintroduced. The Job displays a message, either on the 
log or the appropriate terminal that there was a start failurq. 

Only BTNS creates an output, and it is normally the only sp.rv1ce Job 
to go through the OUT state. However, if a service Job abort~ dIJring 
executIon it enters the OUT state and a dump of the Job is taken. 
The Job will remain in the OUT state until the Job report and dump 
have been printed. 

Accounting information for service Jobs is stored on the accounting 
file in the same way as for user jobs. 
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JOB INTRODUCTION 

A Job may be introduced to thA systp.m by one of the following mean~' 

1 • 

2. 

3. 

Input Reader ~ 
descrIbed below 

Start Job command 

"Spawning" of a Job during the execution of another Job (by 
use of the SHUN JCL statements) 

~rom a terminal, by use 0 f ROF or FTU service Jobs. 

When a Job Is introduced, the .system displAYS a message whosp. form 
depends on the way In which th~ Job was introduced' 

• I f introduced by use of the Input Reader. 

hh.mm ron ~IN i Job-ld user-ld class SPR = spr 
? HOLD ~ 

Notes • The job is given 8 ron by the system ~t introduction. 

I f the JeL statements inc lude a HOLD, the Job is put 1 nto 
hold after translation. The Job will not be starterl untIl a 
Release Job command Is Issued. or another .Job executes a 
SRELEASE JeL statement. 

A limit on the number of jobs that the 5ystem may know 
simultaneously is defined during confIgurAtIon. When this 
limit is reached GeOS displays the following messagAs' 

INI4 JOA REl\nrNG STOPPED' JOB MAX. NUMBER 

After an End S~5sion command h~s bep.n issued new Job-; cannot 
be introduc~d to the system (see "System T~rmlnatlon"). 

ServIce Jobs are Introduced by specIfic operator (or 
terminal user) commands or Actions. No message is rli5play~d 
on their introduction. 
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The INPUT READER 

The Input Reader has two main functions' 

- fo read the input stream (one or more Job descriptions) from 
cards, disk or' magnetic tape. 

- To translate Job descriptions and put them into the In 
Scheduling state or into the Hold state (if requested by use of 
a SJOB statement or by a Hold Job command) 

These two functions are performed by the Stream Reader and the JCL 
Translator. both of which are described below. 

The Stream Reader 

The Stream Header is part of the system and not a separate Job, thus 
it can be activated regardless of the system lo~d. The Stream Reader 
can read the input stream from either cards, sequential disk or 
magnetic tape files or a member of a disk library. In all th6se 
cases the Job descriptions are held in card image format. 

The Stream Reader is activated by any of the following' 

- Mounting a card deck in the card reader and pressing the START 
button. 

- A Start Input Reader (51) command. 

- A Start Job (5J) command • 

. - The execution of a $RUN JCL statement in an executing Job. 

- From a terminal using either the IOF or ROF service Job5. 

stream Reader activation can be requested even if the Stream Reader 
Is already 1n use. The requests are queued and then treated 
sequentially. 

The Stream Reader 1s deactivated when. 

The input stream has been completely readt i.e. when a SEOS 
card ImBge has been read. 

A Terminate Input Reader (TI> command is issued. 

- An End Session (END) command is issued. 

- Error conditions arise (see Console Messages manual) 

When the Input Stream is a sequential disk or tape file or a member 
of a source library, the operator initiates the Input Reader with 
the Start Input Reader or, from a library only, with the Start Job 
command. These commands are described in Section VI. 
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Stream Reader Execution 

Once the Input Reader has been initiated (either automatically or by 
use of the SI or SJ command) it proceeds in the following way. 

I. If it finds that the specified device contains nothing fur it 
to read, it issues a message asking the operator to mount the 
volume or card deck containing the Input Stream. 

2. The Input Reader reads all the .job descriptions In tha Input 
Stream and for each displays the message. 

hh.mm ron IN JOb-id user-irl class SPR = spr 

It, however, the $JOB card or record indicated that the Job 
was to be put into the HOLD state, the messRge i~ In the 
forma 

hh.mm ron HOLD Job-id tlser-ld class SPR = ~pr 

3. When an End 0 f Stream (SEOS) card or record is reAd, or an 
End or Terminate Input Reader command is recelv~d, the Input 
Reader stops reading and warns the JCL Tran~lator that there 
are Jobs to be translated. If necessary the JCL TrAn5lAtor is 
activated from the IDLE to the In Scheduling state. 

THE JCL TRANSLATOR (JTRA) 

The JCL Translator is one of the Gens service Jobs. It is alway5 
known by the system; it does not terminate but entf'rs the Idle 
state. Only one JIRA can be known to the system at anyone titTle. 

The JTRA is the only Job that can use class X and it always hA~ a 
Scheduling Priority of O. When it is in the In Scheduling statp. it 
will start before all other Jobs except a Forced Job. 

The JIHA Is activat~d whenever there is an Introduced Job presAnt. 
If more Jobs are introduced while the JTRA 1s executing thesp. will 
also be translated before .lTRA enter5 the Idle st8te. 

It, after a Warm Restart, there Are untranslated Jobs in the 
IntroducAd state, they will cause JTRA to pnter the In Scherlullng 
state and then bp translated. 

After translation JTRA puts the Jobs into the scheriuling queue, they 
either go into the Hold state or into the In Scheduling st.ate, 
depending upon the Job description. 

~hen there are no more Jobs for translation, .lTRA enters thp, Idlp 
state. 
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The only control command that can be used on JTRA 15 the Modi tv Job 
(MJ) command, even then it may only be used to alter thp- DIspatching 
Priority. 

JTRA does not normally display messages or generate an output. 
Occasionally messages with a key of "TNnn" may be output, these 
should be re~rred to the Field Engineers. Users may cause a mp~sRge 
to be displayed at translation by use of the SMESSAGE JCL statement. 

If during translation a JeL error is discovered or JCL "INVOKED" is 
not ready or is being used by another Job the Job in error will 
abort. Log messages te 11 the operator when a job has aborted, re fer 
to the Console Messages manual for the corrective actIons. 

HOLD STATE 

After introduction and before execution 8 Job can be put into the 
HOLD state. WhIle In this state the Job cannot be started unless a 
Force Job command is used on the job. Jobs are put into the HOLD 
state atter translation. 

A Job can be placed In the Hold state on introduction by use of the 
HOLD parameter In the $JOB JeL statement. While the job is 1n the In 
SchedulIng state the operator can use the Hold Job (HJ) command to 
put a Job or all the jobs into the Hold state. 

HJ ron list (if no parameter Is used, all In Scheduling 
jobs are held) 

A job can be put back to the In Scheduling state by the operator 
usIng the Release Job (RJ) command or by a Job executing a SRELEASE 
Jet statement. 

RJ ~ron list~ 
~ALL ~ 

(If ALL is used, all held Jobs are put into 
the In Scheduling state; not aop!lcable to 
suspended jobs) 

Note I the HJ and RJ commands can be used to suspend and release 
executIng Jobs. For full details See Hold Job and Release Job 
In section VI. 

JOB SCHEDULING 

Whenever a Job terminates or a new job Is introduced GCnS will try 
to start another Job. Jobs in the In Scheduling state are queued for 
selectIon in scheduling p.rlority order and usIng a FIFO basis for 
Jobs of the same prIorIty. Gens will trY to start the first job In 
the schedulIng queue provIded the followIng condItIons are 
sat Is tied. 
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1. The Job must not be in the HOLD state and its associated J()b 
class must be started. 

2. The maximum number of "J" has not been reached. 

3. The system multiprogramm1ng level has not been reached (for 
user Jobs only). 

4. The class multiprogramm1ng level has not been reached. 

I t the t irst job in the queup. cannot start then GCOS w1ll try to 
start the next Job. and so on. This is repeated until no more jobs 
can start due to the above limitations, or because no mor6 jobs are 
waiting to be started. 

Service jobs are not limited by the system multiprogramming level 
but they are by the other conditions. 

A Job can be pointed out to be selected immediately by use of the 
Force Job command. This job is said to be forced. 

Forced jobs ignore all restrictions except for the maximum numher of 
"J". Thus a forced job may overload either the ~ystem or cla~~ 
multiprogramming levels. In this case no new Job5. dependant I1pon 
these levels. will 5tart until the levels return to their normal 
11"ml t s. 

User jobs display the following message when they start. 

hh.mms ron STARTED Job-id user-id class 

SerVice jobs do not display any message. 

The order of Jobs waiting to be started can be found using the 
Display Scheduling (OS) command and altered using the Modify Job 
(MJ) command. 

In summary, Job scheduling tests the following r~latlons' 

1. Total number of executing and stJ5pendp.ri Jobs <: maximum number 
o t "J" 

2. System load < system multiprogramming level (for U.5er lobe: 
only) 

3. Class load < cl~ss multiprogramming level 

Service Jobs ignore ca5e 2. 
forced Jobs ignore cases 2 & 3. 
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JOB EXECUTION 

Once started the execution of a job proceeds sequentially through 
the JCL statements (unle.ss the user. using $JUMP statements, has 
requested some alternative). 

The main part of the Job execution is the execution of steps. but 
the user may' 

Introduce new Jobs by using SRUN JeL statements, which have 
the same function as the Start Job (5J> command 

- Release Jobs in the HOLD state by using $RELEASE JeL 
statement 

- Display messages to the operator by using the SSEND JCL 
statements. These messages are also shown In the 
corresponding Job Report (JOR or JOB-REP). These mp.ssages 
appear in the format' 

SP06 ron users-message 

- Execute operator commands as it entered from the console. 
This Is by u.se of the SOCL JCL statements. 

Eventually the Job execution will terminate. 

EVENTS DUR ING .J08 EXECUTION 

If an event occurs during job execution it will normally be caused 
by a device or by the media. Other events during execution are 
reported to the user in the Job Report (prepared by the system). 

Occasionally operator intervention is necessary and this is 
sign1.fied by console messages Cnot all console messages need action, 
some are purely informative). 

The rest ot this subsection deals with the component parts of a Job 
run and certain possible events are also described where 
appropriate. 
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STEP EXECUTION 

Resources are n.eeded tor each step to be executed. The .lob may be 
enqueued to wait for 8 resource. In which case one ot the following 
messages 15 displayed' 

• A file 15 being used by another Job and cannot be shared' 

RS05. ron. st ep WA ITS FOR FILE e tn 

• A volume is being used by another Job and cannot be shared-

RS05 ron. step WAITS FOR VOLUME vol-name 

• A device is needed and none is currently freel 

RS05 ron.step WAITS FOR DEVICE dd 

• More memory space is needed than is currently available' 

RS05 r.on.step WAIT FOR nnJ( 

• The step Is in Program Mode. and another Program Mode step is 
Executing or Suspended (this also applies to su.spended Jobs)' 

HS05 ron. step WAITS FOR PROCESSING 

• Not enough free space exists on the SYS.BKST file to load the 
step' 

RS05 ron. step WAITS FOR LOADING 
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The list of jobs waiting tor resources can be ascertained by using 
the DISPLAY SCHEDULING command. 
As soon as the resource ~ecome5 available, because another job stops 
using it. the message J 

RS06. ron.step REACTIVATED 

1s displayed and the step execution proceeds. No operator 
intervention Is necessary. The operator can however react to the 
conflict indicated by message RS05 in vArIou~ ways. 

I. Prevent other Jobs from entering the resource conflict 

2. Suspend or terminate one of the Jobs in conflict if the 
conflict is found to be abnormal. 
This is achieved by using the Modify Scheduling, ModifY Job, 
ModIfy Class or Hold Job commands described In Section VI 

Volume mounting may also be requested and the execution wIll wait 
for these mountIng Operations to be completed before proceeding. 

The execution of each step may cause operator visible events such 
as • 

* 

- Creation ot an operator command. 

OP04 ron. step COMMAND • cc CREATED 

- Deletion of a previously created operator command' 

01>05 ron.step COMMAND • cc DELETED 

- Printing of a user message or question. These messages are 
stamped with the ron of the Job followed by the step number' 

ron.step message itself 

- Transformation of a work tape into a normal tape (in particular 
in case of dynamIc extension of a tape file)' 

FPOJ ron TAG vol-name FOR EFN external file-name 

The step execution can be temporarily suspended by using the Hold 
Job (HJ) command (see Suspended Jobs below). 
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If step tracing has been requested with the Modify Scheduling (MS) 
command the following message is displayed when each specifi~d step 
starts to execute' 

J808 ron. step STEP 1m-name DPR=dpr 

If the step execution terminates normally the Job execution 
proceeds. If it terminates abnormally the Job will be aborted. 
unless the step has been declared as bAing repeatable (particul~rly 
With checkpoint restart) or the user has used SJUMP JCL statement5 
to take care ot the situation. 

STEP REPEAT 

If a step terminates abnormally and it has been declared as being 
repeatable, or if use of file or communication queue Journal has 
been requested, then the following question is asked (with a 
de ferred rep ly ).a 

xx/hh. mm ron.step STEP load module. ABORTED SEVn[= nnnn] 

RC = cccccccc~siu,return cOde{REPEAT [FROM CHECKPOINT nJ ?} 
ROLLBACK ? 

xx is the deferred reply code and must be used in the rp.ply. 

REPEAT .- if no checkpoint is indicated the step is repeated from thp. 
beginning, else from the indicated checkpOint. 

ROLLBACK - the step 15 not repeatable and only Journal rollback i~ 
allowed. 

SEVn - Is the severity of the step abortion (i.e. SEV3); the 
following number is the status of the severity when the severity is 
not unary, see the table below. 

cccccccc - Is the Return Code reg1ster value and gives 1nformation 
on how the funct10n was performed for evaluation by Flp-ld 
Engineering. 

SEVERITY STATUS RANGE MEANING (when set by GeOS) 

SEV3 ) 0000- USER ERROR 
19999 

SEV4 20000- SYSTEM ERROR (110 er ror, 
49999 system overload. etc •• ) 

SEV5 50000- TJ (operator used Terminate 
59999 Job command without the STRONG elemp.nt) 

SEV6 60000 SYSTEM CRASH 
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I t checkpoints were taken during the execution 0 f the step, the last 
checkpoint is indicated. Checkpoint 0 is the beglnnlnQ of the step. 

Possible replies. 

YES - The execut ion of the step i s r~peated from the 
indicated ,checkpoint. after rolling back of files 
and communication queue Journal if applicable. If 
the step was not declared as being repeatable 
(question ROLLBACK) only the journal rollback will 
take place. 

NO- The step execution is not restarted; no rollback of 
Journal takes place. In most cases the Job will be 
aborted unless the user has used $JUMP statements, 
which will cause the job execution to be resumed. 

ROLLBACK- Same as NO except that the file and communication 
queue journal is rolled back. If a journal was not 
used, this answ,er Is considered as incorrect and 
question SP07 Is asked again. 

Any other reply is incorrect and the question will 
be repeated. 

If a Hold Job JHJ) command is issued on the Job 
be fore replying YES, the job w ill be ,suspended after 
rollbac.k of the journal, if rollback is applIcable. 

If the step abort is due to an I/O error (a message 
would have been displayed) .the operator should 
check the media and device (tape or disk) before 
replying. If needed the operAtor should mount the 
media on another devIce before replying. 

PRE INITIALIZED LOAD MODULES 

Load modules (or "programs") can be stored 1n SYS.BKST2 tile, they 
are ·then said to be preinitlalized. This speeds up the loading of 
the load module when it is requested for execution in a job step. 
When a load module has been preinitialized the original copy (in a 
load modUle library) 15 not used. It is the operator-'s 
responsibility to control the SYS.BKST2 file. 

• To ascertain which load modules are prelnitialized. use the 
DISPLAY LOAD MODULE command. 

• To prelnltialize a load module, use the PREINITIALIZE LOAD 
MODULE command. 

• To delete a Load module from SYS.BI<ST2 use the CANCEL LOAD 
MODULE command. These 3 commands are described In Section VI. 
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SYSOur OVERFLOf4 

OUI3 ron.stAp SYS.OUT OVERFLOW 

This message indicates that an attempt to write to the SYS.OUT file 
by process n of the indicated step of the job was not satisti~d 
because the SYS.oUT tIle was full. 
If some output can be treated by the Output Writer this mp.ssege 15 
only a warning; the step will resume its execution when some space 
becomeS available without any operator intervention. 

Sometimes an operator intervention Is compulsory I 

- I f the Output Wrl ter is not started for the cIa SSA.5 and deY ices 
of the outputs fIlling up the SYS.OUT file. The operator should 
then issue a START OUTPUT WRITER command on those outouts thAt 
are waiting to be treated. If there are outputs in the READY or 
HOLD state the Release Output (STRONG) commands should be usp.d 
(see output Writer in this section and the command in Section 
V I). 

- If all the outputs in SYS.OUT belong to the same job and are to 
be treated only after Job termination. There is a problem with 
that job which will never be able to run with this size of 
SYS.OUT file. The operator should either use the Release output 
(STRONG) command on outputs in the READY state. terminate th~ 
job. or cancel some ot the outputs to tree some SYS.OUT space. 
(see Note) 

- In similar cases if the all outputs in SYS.oUT belong to 
several jobs wt)ich will never be able to terminate i t nothl ng 
is done (for example if they are waiting for some resource 
currently used by the job for which the overflow has been 
detected). The operator should then either USA the Releas~ 
Output (STRONG) command when appropriate, or terminate some of 
the Jobs, or cancel some of the outputs. 

In any event it is advisable-

- To ascertain the current contents ot the SYS.OUT file by using 
the Display Output command. 

To issue a Start Output Writer command on classes and devicp.s 
for which some outputs are waiting. 

Use the Release output command with the STRONG parameter on 
outputs 1n the Ready state. 
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.- To prevent other jobs from generating outputs by using the Hold 
Job, Modify Scheduling, Modify Class, Modify Job, Terminate Job 
commands as appropriate. 

- Under extreme circumstances (i.e. printer failure) the Output 
Writer should be started on a tape f1le to free SYS.OUT 5pace. 
The tape may then be p.rlnted later using the $WRITER JLC 
statement s. 

Note ..• It Is possible to prevent a step fr.om using too much SYS.OUT 
space by use of the $STEP JCL statement. Action should be 
taken to prevent SYS.ClUT overflow from happening again; e.g. 
submit Jobs in 8 dif~rent order, use private sysout filAs, 
correct 8 possible endless loop. in a program, etc •••• 

SUSPENDED JOBS 

Executing Jobs can be suspended using the Hold Job (HJ> command' 

HJ ron list [EN DSTE p] 

Suspending a-Job will prevent any further execution of the Job. If 
the JOb is suspended at the beginning ot a step, before devices have 
baen allocated, device resources will be freed. Swappable memory is 
also treed when a job is suspended but othermemorY"(such as I/O 
'buffers) is not. 

Suspending a Job will not lower either the system or class load. 

If the ENDSTEP e lament is used the Job Is suspended at the end 0 f 
the current step. When a Job 15 suspended between steps (e.g. after 
use of ENDSTEP. but not necessarily so) it will tree almost all 
resources; the only exceptions are "passed" files and the system 
and class loads. 

A suspended job can only be reieased by the Release Job (RJ) 
command. When a Job is released it will start to execute straight 
away. in accordance with.its Dispatching Priority. 

Service jobs should not be .suspended except under exceptional 
circumstances. JTRA and BTNS cannot be suspended at all. 

Note I An End Session (END) command will not become effective until 
all suspended jobs are released. 
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BEFORE JOURNAL 

The Before Journal is a disk-based System tile containing 
"checkpointing" in formation. This file is used to restorp. a u~er's 
file to its previous state (last checkpoint) before a restart is 
performed. 

The use of the Before Journal is not normally visible to the 
operator except when the tile becomes full; then the following 
message is displayed. 

JL02 ron MORE SPACE NEEDED FOR BEFORE JOURNAL. WHERE? 

There are three possible answers' 

vol-name - the operator replies with the name of a disk with room 
for the file extension and the job continues. The extra 
area used is freed when the Job or step terminates. 

NO - this is the normal reply 1 f no more space is available. The 
step Is aborted. 

CONTINUE - if the operator replies continue the job continues. but 
1 t does so as 1 f n.o checkpoInt Ing has been used. Thl «; 
reply should only be used with the user~s express 
permission. 

It the extension is not possible on the specifIed disk; or the 
journa I is full and cannot be extended any more; or an 1/0 error 
occurs on the Journal, or no Before Journal exists in the Systp.m l 

questions JL03 - JL06 are asked respectively. The replies to these 
are the same as for JLOJ (see Console MeSSAges guide). 

AFTER JOURNAL 

The After Journal is a magnetic tape or disk file used with a 
Transaction Driven System (TDS). This fl1e is used in restoring a 
ros file~s updated contents from a previous copy of the flIp after a 
failure. it is also used dynamically by TDS to handle CAses where a 
transaction is unsuccessful. If the Journal is on tape and neerls 
extend1ng, more work-tapes are requested. I f the Journe 1 is on disk 
and needs extending, it requests morA disk area In a similar way as 
tha Be fore Journal (see Console Messages gUide, questions JAOI -
JA04) • 

BACKING STORE (BKST) 

VMOJ GCnS' WARNING • BKST ALMOST FULL 

This mess8Qe warns the operator that the backing store SYS.BKST file 
is almost t~ll. If this tile dOes become full the System will crash. 
so immediate action 15 requIred. 
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The operator s~ouldj 

- Prevent any more Jobs starting. Use Modify Scheduling (MS) or 
Hold Job CHJ) commands. 

- Suspend execution jobs. with the Hold Job (HJ) command. 

Use the Cancel Load Module (elM) command. Thlswlll free disk 
area that the SYS.BKST file will be able to use. 

Ascertain the amount of BKST available with the Display Backing 
Store COBS) command. 

If there is sufficient backing store available restart some of the 
suspended jobs. When a job terminates backing store will be freed 
and another job restarted. 

It necessary terminate jobs using the Terminate Job command with the 
Strong element (TJ STR.ONG). 

Possible reasons for backing store being full is that a Job or Jobs 
use an exceptiona.! amount of backing store or there are too many 
Jobs running. In the latter case it may be advisable to lower the 
system (and/or class) multiprogramming levels. For this use the 
Modify Scheduling (MS) command. 

THRASHING 

VM02 GCOS- THRASHING SITUATION(i ~~g]l 
This message informs the operator that a Job or Jobs are constantly 
moving segments into and out 0 f .memory from the back ing store. Thi s 
indicates that the System is overloaded. 

It Is not recommended to react immediately. as any GenS command will 
require memory and only increase the problem. 

If the problem persists use the Hold Job (HJ) .command, to suspend a 
Job until more memory becomes available due to a Job terminating. It 
may be n~cessary to tree some memory by terminating a system 
activity (i.e. output Writer). 

I t thrashing is still persistent l.t may be neces~ary to mod! fy the 
multiprogramming level. The Use ot the $SIZE JCL statement can be 
used (for some Jobs) to prevent a step from be ing started if the re 
Is not enough memory available <refer to the Systems Management 
Gu ide) • 
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JOB TEHMINATION 

~henever a user job terminates the following me~sage is dlspl~yedl 

COMPLEfED 

hh.mm ron.step ABORTED job-id user-1d class (SEVn] 

KILLED 

£G4 = cccccccc siu, return-code 1 

COMPLETED - the job has been executed and term1nated normally. 

ABORTED - means that the job has been aborted because. 

KI LLED 

(a) either a tatal error was tound in the job 
description during translation 

Cb) or an abnormal condition occurred during 
execution. or a Cancel Request command was used 
in reply to a system request for a certain 
device or volume 

SEVn indicates the sev~rlty sett1ng of th~ stP.p. 
G4 :a etc ••• , indicates thA return code setting 
when the step aborted 

- the Job has been terminated by the operatorls use of 
the Terminate Job command (described In Section VI) 

Note , S8rvice jobs do not display this message. 

When a job is terminated by any means it does not disappear from the 
system until all its outputs have been processed by the Output 
Writer. 

When a Job is terminated, Gens will look for another Job to run, 
unless an END session command has been issued. 

If no jobs can start (i.e. there are no Jobs in the In Scheduling 
state) and there are no more jobs executing, the following messag~ 
1s displayed' 

hh.mm Gens I NO MORE JOBS RUNNING 

Unless the operator wants an empty machine for a specific reason 
more jobs should be introduced or made available for scheduling. 
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UUTPUT tlRITER 

During a Job run various outputs are prepared for printing or 
punching. Instead of printing or punching these outputs directly it 
is possible to store them on an intermediate file. This allows more 
Jobs to be run simultaneously than there are printers on the site 
(printers reters to card-punches as well in. this section); this 
makes more efficient use ot CPU time and the printers. 

The Output Writer is part ot GCOS and Is in control of selecting 
outputs for printing and printing them via the WRITER service Job. 

When a 11 of a Jo.~ s outputs are pr Inted the Job Is no longer known 
to GCnS, and the Output, Writer displays the following message' 

hh.mm ron .OUTPUT COMPLETED Job-ld user-id class 

The Output Writer may also be started on 8 sequential tape or disk 
tile instead of a printer. Each output is considered as being 
printed 85 soon as it .has been transferred to the tile. A file 
created in this manner can be printed by a Job using the SWRITER JCL 
statement. 

Certain outputs created by Jobs. introduced via the ROF service Job 
are sent to terminals and not printed. These "special" outputs are 
handled by an Output Writer funct10n which is performed within each 
ROF service Job. The maximum number of Writer jobs running 1s 8 at 
anyone time, the maximum for ROF Jobs is 6; however the maximum of 
ROF + WRITER must not exceed 8. 

STANDARD AND PERMANENT OUTPUTS 

The tile in which an output waits for printing can be either the 
system f lIe SYS.OUT or a permanent f lIe; tempora.ry user files are 
not permitted. In the first case the output is said to be standard 
and in the second to be permanent. 

Once a standard output is printed, the area it used in SYS.OUT 15 
freed. Since all Jobs using standard outputs share the SYS.OUT tIle 
an overflow condition may arise (see SYS.oUT OVERFLOW above). 

Permanent outputs may be on non-resident media, tape or disk, and a 
mounting request is issued it necessary. Pen''lanent outputs are not 
erased when they are printed and can be printed again by use ot the 
SWRITER JCL statement. 

ROF service JObs handle standard outputs without operator 
intervention. Permanent outputs can be transferred back to a station 
(terminal) In the same way as any other perm~nent file. 
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OUTPUT NAMES AND SEQUENCE NUMBERS 

outputs created by a job may have a specifIc name given by the user 
and they are also given a sequence number (within the ron) by Gens. 
Therefore the naming of an output can take one.of two formsa 

I ) 

2) 

ronaoutput-name 

ron~sequence-number 

e.g. 

e.g. -

X I 71TRUC 

X1713 

For each JOb run GCns prepares an output called the Job Occurrence 
Report (JOB-REP or JOR) in which a 11 system in format ion concerning 
the execution of the job is gi ven. The JOB-REP always has a sequence 
number of J. JOB-REPs are not produced for service jobs except BINS; 
it however a service Job aborts then a JOB-REP Is prepared w'ith the 
dump. 

Jobs may have another system generated output called JOB-OUT. This 
0Utput Is created for each step that writes an output with thA same 
characteristics as the JOB-REP. The JOB-OUT always has the sequence 
number of 2. 

The output corresponding to the dump of a step (if the step aborted) 
will have a name In the to llowing format I 

DUMP_sequence number 

This helps in identifying the dump. 

OUTPUT STATES 

KNOWN - The life of an output begins when its creation by a Job 
begIns; from this time until its treatment Is completed by 
Output Writer, the output 1s known by Geos. 

HEADY' - When the job closes the output tile it 15 then said to be 
ReadYI however, it Is not yet eligible for selection by the 
Output Writer. 

WAIT - As soon as the "when condition" indicated 1n the JCL 
statements Is met the output enters the Walt state, it is 
then eligible tor select10n to be treated by Output Writer. 
The "when condltlon a can be end of Job (which is the 
default), end of step, closing ot the file etc ••• 

Note I If the HOLDOUT parameter is used on the $JOB CArd, 
then all the outputs of that Job will remain in the 
Ready state even when the job terminates. These 
outputs will remain in the Ready state until released 
by the Release output (RO) command. 

OUT - While the output Is actually being treated by the WRITER 
service Job (I.e. printing or punching) it is in the Out 
state. At the end of this operation the output Is no longer 
known to GCOS. 
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HOLD .- An output can be put into the HOLD state r /' the Hold Output 
(HO) command or by use of the HOLD parameter in the JCL 
statements $SYSOUT. $WRITER or $OUTVAL. An output in the 
HOLD state will not be selected until a Release Output eRn> 
command is issued. An output that is being treated can be 
put into the HOLD state by use of the HO STRONG command, 
question OU02 is then asked (see HOLD OUTPUT command later 
in this section). 

output Commands Meanings 

Cancel Output (CO) - cancel the notification to 
Output Writer to treat this 
output. 

DIsplay Output (DO> - ascertains the state of an 
output or outputs. 

Force Output (FO) - position a specIfied output as 
first to be treated. 

I Hold Output CHO) - puts specified outputs or 
output into HOLD. 

Modify Output (MO) - modifies an output·'s class 
and/or priority. 

Release output CRO) - makes an output available for 
treatment. 

Start output Writer (SO) - starts the output Writer on 
devices or sequential files. 

Terminate Output Writer (TO) - terminates the Output writer on 
devices or sequential files. 

for full information see the relevant commands in Section VI. 

Table 4-3. Output Commands 
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OUTPUT PRIORITIES (OPR) 

Outputs are assigned priorities In a similar way to that in which 
Jobs are assigned Scheduling Priorities. The OPR is used to queue 
outputs waiting to be treated by the WRITER service Job. 

output Priorities are in the range of 0 - 1, with 0 being the 
highest. The outputs are queued in pr10rity order and on a FIFO 
basis for the same priority. Outputs waiting to be treated are said 
to be in the WAIT state. 

Output Priorities are either given explicitly in the Job description 
or implicitly by default in relation to the output class. 

Output Priorities can be ascertained witn the Display output (DO) 
command and modified with the Modify Output (MO) command. 

OUTPUT CLASS (OC) 

There are 26 output Classes in the range of A - ZI these are used to 
control outputs in a similar way to jobs being controlled by Job 
Classes. 

Each Output Class has an .associated default output priority, the 
value of which is set at system configuration. This de~ult value 
can be mOdified by the Modify Output Class (MOC) and ascertainp.d 
with the Display Output Class COOC) command. The default output 
priority is used whenever an output of that class has not explicitly 
been given a priority. 

The class ot an output is given explIcitly in the job description, 
if it is not then a default class is assumed. The class to be used 
as default is specified at system configuration. 

The class of an output, as well as the number of outputs in a cla~s 
can be ascertained with the Display output (00) command. The clas~ 
of an output can be changed using the Modify Output (MO) command. 

Each Output Class can be started or terminated on each output 
device, it is also possible to start more than one class on a device 
which is the normal csse (see Start output command in section VI). 

If at system configuration no values are specified, the following 
default values will be assumed by GCOS' 

OUTPUT CLASS -

OUTPUT PRIORITY -

OUTPUT SELECTION 

ABC 0 E F - Z - ~ CLASS "C·II IS THE DEFAULT CLASS 
2 .l. 4 5 6 

When an output enters the wait state it is put into the output queue 
as the last one of Its priority, this is also true for a held output 
even though it is not eligible for selection. 
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In certaIn circumstances the incident is more serious and in this 
case message OU27 is di~played and followed by quest ion OU02 (tor 
OU02 see this section). Th.e general format of OU27 Is. 

OU27 ddnn ron.out sequence [{HELD } )(WRITER TERMINATED) 
CANCELLED 

[RC = cccccee ~ siu, return code) {ON SYSOUT FILE] 
(see Console Messages manual> 

After the operator has recovered.the device and answered OU02 the 
output treatment resumes at the point specified in the reply to 
question OU02. 

Normally message OU27 ends before HELD or CANCELLED and the above 
holds true; It however the output has been HELD it must be released 
before treatment Is resumed (In fact Output Writer may begin 
treatIn<) another output as soon as quest ion OU02 is answered). 

It CANCELLED Is shown the output has been cancelled and in 
the case of a standard output it will have been erased. 

If WRITER TERMINATED is shown the Output Writer will have 
to be restarted on that device. 

Note: If qUAstion OU02 was not asked, after recovery the output 
Writer will start printing from the current lIne; this may 
result In that lIne being duplicated. In this case mark the 
duplicate line and inform the user. ./ 

" 

Incidents on the Volume Containing the Output File 

Thp-se incidents are treated like any other tape of disk incidents 
(see section V) and if recovery is successful the output will 
continue wIthout any further operator action. It should be mentioned 
that tapes are automatically repositioned it the recovery was 
succe sstul. 

If the incident could not be recovered the operator issues a Cancel 
f?equest (CR) command. Message OU27 is displayed indicating that the 
output has been HELD. question OU02 i~ then asked. A fter the 
operator has replied to OU02 the Output Writer will select the next 
availahle output. The output must be released before it can be 
treated by Output Writer again. 
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Paper Form or Card Deck CaMot Be Used Cor Print Belt) 

It the output media cannot be used this may be due to an error In 
the SWRITER or SOUTPUT JCL parameters; in this case message OU27 is 
displayed indicating that the output is HELD. the return code 
contains information concerning the erroneous parameter. The 
operator response is indicated by the return code, reter to the JCL 
He ference manual. 

If the output media cannot be used for any other reason, in 
particular issuing a Cancel Request command in reply to amount 
media request, then message OU28 is displayed' 

OU28 ddnn WRITER TERMINATED Re = cccccccc siu,return-code 

The Output Writer is terminated on the specified device and the 
output being trea.ted is left in the WAIT state. The Output Writer 
';ao be started a~aln on that device but only tor outputs that do not 
need the unava.ilable medial thus it is advisable to hold these 
outputs bet9re starting the output Writer. 

The. Sysout File Cannot be Used 

If a Permanent Sysout tile cannot betound, i.e. the wrong tile was 
specified or the tile has been deleted~ then messageOU26 is 
displayed, indicating the output sequence number of the file in 
error. 

OU26 ddnn ron.output-sequence-number CANCELLED 
RC = cccccccc ~ siu, return code 
EFN = eth rSUBFILE = subfile-name] 

The output is cancelled and Output Writer selects the next output 
for treatment. 

In any other case where the. Sysout file cannot be used, i.e. the 
operator refused to mount the Volume containIng the fIle, then 
message OU27 is displayed showing that the output has been HELD and 
that the output Writer has been terminated on the indicated device. 

The Sysout File is Incorrect 

Sometimes unedited Permanent Sysout files have errors that prevent 
Output Writer trom being a.ble to print a line. In these 
circumstances message OU27 is displayed and then question OU02 is 
asked. The operator should reply CONI to OU02 and printing will 
resume on the next line, this bypasses the l1ne at fault. For each 
line that Is at fault the above messages are displayed. If there are 
a large number of these errors the operator should use the HOLD 
option in reply to nU02 and consult the user. 
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SECTION V 

PERIPHERAL OPERATIONS UNDER Ge()s 

The purpose of this current sect10n is to describe the "software 
characteristics" of the devices. how each device type (disks, 
pr1nters etc.) behaves under Gens. 
The section is therefore broken down into subsections which describe 
the characteristics of the device and its volumes, how these volumes 
are mounted, and incident recovery. The following topics Are 
dl scu ssed' 

• Device Handling Overview 

• Disk, Magnetic Tape 
and Cassette Operations 

• Printer Operations 

• Card Device Operations 

• Hardware Incidents 

• Monitoring Device 
Incidents 

DEVICE HANDLING OVERVIEW 

introduces the terminology, 
characteristics, commands and 
messages common to all devices 

describes the operational 
c he r act e r is tIc s 0 f e a c h 
device class 

describes incidents, recovery, 
error loggIng etc. 

descr1bes use of Device Trace 
commands to monito.r occurrence 0 t 
device incidents. 

Level 64 operators will need to understand the following 
terminology' (key terms are listed in the left-hand margin). 

DEVICE 
TYPE 

DEVICE 
IDENTIFIER 

Each device belongs to a device type identified 
by two letters (e.g. PR = printer). Each device 
in a device type is identified by a device 
number (two digIts). 

The device identifier Is made up of 2 letters 
for the device type and two digits for number 
(e.g. PROI) 
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MEDIUM 

VOLUME 

FILE 

PREMOUNTING 

MOUNTING 

AVR 

VOLUME NAME 

Each device uses one or more types of medium I 

disk pack, magnetic tape reel, paper form, 
printer belt, card deck, paper tape ••• 

Disk packs and tape reels are referred to a~ 
volumes. A volume contains in fact one or more 
files, each ot these files being, for the uc:;er, 
a set ot information. 

The action of loading a volume on a device 
before it Is actually needed or requested is 
described as premountlng. 

The action of loading a volume on a device only 
when it is requested by a Job Is described as 
mounting. It a mounting request from a Job 
cannot be satisfied, the operator indicatp.5 this 
to the system using a Cancel Request cornman.'i. 

Whenever a device is put into the Ready statA. 
the system tries to identify the volume. This 
operation is called Automatic Volume 
Recognition. 

AVR 15 capable ot identifying Level 64 natlvn 
disks and magnetic tapes. GIOO disks and 
maynetlc tapes. and H200 disks. The facility is 
also available for orint belts which are 
identified by means of a hardware "label" which 
exists on each belt. 

For these volumes, no operator action is 
required otner than mounting. 

Non-standard disks and magnetic tapes havp to be 
presented to the system by the operator using 
the Name Volume command. 

Disk and Tape volumes are identified by their 
Volume Name (vol-name>. 

(Note I The term volume name is used throughout 
this manual for convenience, but the 
volume name may in fact be alphabetic, 
alphanumeric or numeric.] 
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DEVICE 
RECONFIGURATION 

INCIDENT 
RECOVERY 

DEVICE STATES 

Device States 

A Job asks for access to a volume by specifying 
its volume name. If the volume is not premounted 
the system suggests in the mounting request 8 
device to be used. I f however the operator 
mounts it on another device AVR will read the 
volume name and direct the Job to this new 
device. This operation is called device 
reconfiguratlon. It can be performed only for 
disks and magnetic tapes and only when the user 
has not specified a particular device In the JCL 
statements. 

While using a device some incidents may occur. 
If the intervention of the operator is needed to 
correct this situation a recovery request Is 
issued by the system. The operator can then 
correct the incident but if it is not possible 
he warns the system using the Cancel Request 
command. All incidents are recorded in the 
SYS. ERLOG system files. The system provides 
functions for handlIng these files and, when 
necessary, for excludIng a faulty device from 
the configuration by use of the Hold Device 
command. (The Release Device command enables the 
operator to put this device back in the 
configuration.) 

It follows that a device may be in various 
states of availability. These device states are 
de sc r i bed below. 

Under GeOS a device is always In one of the followIng DeVice States • 

• Held 

The device has been taken out of the system configuration by 
use of the Hold Device command. This can be performed when the 
device is free. It can be put back into the confIguration by 
use of the Release Device command. (These 2 commands are 
described in Section VI). A device can also be unavaIlable 
because it is not known to the .system; see "Unkn.own Device". 
below. 

• Free 

The device is not being used. It may be In the hardw.are state 
Power off, Standby or Ready. It it Is Ready a volume may be 
premounted (but a Name Volume command may still be needed to 
complete the premount1ng). When a volume 1s premounted the 
device may become allocated without any operator action. 
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• Allocated 

The device Is being used by one or several users. It Is 
normally in Ready. When an incident has occurred a recovery 
request may be pending. If the recovery is denied, using a 
Cancel Request command, the device will become Free • 

• Allocated in Device Mode 

The device is being used directly by a user. All actions 
concerning this device are the responsihility of the user. 
[See "Device Allocation in Device Modell). 

To ascerta in the state 0 f a device use the Display Device command. 

Device Allocation In Device Mode 

When a Job needs the exclusive use of a device it can request (in 
its JeL) that the device be allocated in device mode. 

When the device Is allocated in device mode the system displays the 
message t 

DV23 dev-ld ALLOCATED IN DEVICE MODE TO ron 

From that instant the handling of the device is entirely under the 
responsibility of the user. He will request mounting or dismounting 
of volumes through specific user messages (see 100 Program Mode 
Operator Guide). 

Incident handling and device availability is still the system 
responsibility. 

When a disk drive 15 allocated in device mode native disks shoulrl 
not be mounted on it; if a native disk is mounted the follow1ng 
message Is displayed' 

oval ddnn DISMOUNT MEDIA 

All access to the disk Is rejected until the device 15 no .longer in 
device mode. 

Unknown Device 

When a device that Is not known to the systeM - i.e. a deVice not 
listed in the System Resource and Status-Table (SRST) - is made 
Ready or set to Standby, the message'-

AV1J UNAVAILABLE DEVICE (PC=xx, LC=xx) 

is displayed, giVing the phys1cal path to the unknown device. The 
system must be re-init1allzed (start with pressing the In1tial1zp. 
pushbutton). 
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DISK, MAGNETIC TAPE AND CASSETTE OPERATIONS 

This subsection is divided into three parts' 

"Media Characteristics" 

"Physical Operations" 

"Disk and Tape Incidents" 

Media Characteristics 

describes the logical characteristics 
of the various types of the disk, tape 
and cassette volumes. 

describes the systemls responses to 
volume premounting, mounting and 
dismounting. 

discusses various non-fatal incidents 
which can occur when the system is 
reading or writing to disk, tape or 
cassette. 

The following Is a description of the logical characteristics of the 
different categories of disk, tape and cassette volumes which are 
supported by Gens. 

DISK PACKS 

When GenS first tries to access a disk pack, it looks tor the volume 
name which is contained in the disk label. If the volume name is 
present and in the correct format, the disk is identified as Native; 
otherwise it is regarded as Non-native (non-standard). 

Native Disks 

The system is capable of re~o9nizing four categories of native disk 
(see also Figure 5-1.)' 

1. System disk. The System jisk is recognized as such because it 
is the disk from which S:orage Load is performed. It must 
remain online and in Write Permit on the same disk drive 
throughout the whole session. This is because it contains the 
key system files, such as the system backing store 
(SYS.BKST). . 

Note' If any tree space Is available on the System disk it 
may be used to store user files. 

2. Resident disks. The operator may define any disk as RESIDENT 
during GenS Loading (See question ILOI In Section III). 

Note • There is n~ necessity to define any Resident volume provided 
that all the system files are held on the System disk. 
Resident disks and the System disk should .not be put In Nrite 
JJrotect, Standby or Powered Oft. 
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3. User disks. These disks contain user tiles. Files belonging 
to more than one user may be held on the same disk. 

4. Work disks. Any native disk with a volum~ name in the format 
of W •••••• X (where X is a character) is a work disk. A user 
can use space on a work disk without specifying the volume 
name. Work disks are prepared using the VOLPREP utility. 

Non-Native Disks 

The system is capable of recognizing tour categories of Non-Native 
disks' 

1. G100 disks. These disks can be identified by Geos but can 
only be read from or written to by 100 Program Mode. 

2. H200 disks. These disks can be identi fied by GenS and can be 
accessed either through 200 Program Mode or the HFAS method. 

3. Non-standard. When a disk Is found to contain legible data in 
the correct recording density but with no recognizable 
volume-name. it is treated by Gens as a Non-Standard Volume. 
In order for a user Job to access such a disk. the operator 
must identity the disk to the system by using Name Volume 
command. 

4. Unknown. When GenS finds that a disk contains either nothing 
at all or nothing intelligible (e.Q. a disk with the wrong 
recording density> the disk is indicated as Unknown by 
Automatic Volume Recognltion~ but can from that pOint onwards 
be treated as a Non-Standard disk. 

System 

Native 

Resident User H200 G100 

Non 
Native 

Unknown 

Figure 5-1. Summary of Disk Categories 
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MAGNETIC TAPE REELS 

A reel of magnetic tape may display v8rious physical 
characteristics' it may contain 1 or 9 tr8cks and may be recorded in 
a density of 200, 556, 800 or 1600 b.p.l. It is therefore essential 
that it be mounted on a drive which has the corresponding physical 
characteristics. It not, it will be treated as an Unknown Volume 
(see below>. 

In addition to these physical differences, a tape may display 
logical differences which are detected by Gens and used to 
categorize the tape as either Native or Non-Native I see below (and 
summary 1n Figure 5-2). 

Native Tapes 

When GenS finds that a tape contains a standard tape label with a 
volume name in the correct format, it treats the tape as a Labelled 
Native tape. In other cases, the operator must identity the tape 
using the Name Volume Command. 

Labelled Native tapes belong to one.of two types. 

1. Work tapes. These are created by the $VOLPREP uti I! ty. They 
are recognized as Work tapes by their tape labels. 

Any Job may ask for a Work tape which is then mounted by the 
operator and is normally assigned only for the duration of 
that Job after which it reverts to a pool of Work tapes which 
is controlled by the OperatIons Manager. 

If a work tape is used for dynamic permanent-tile extension 
they lose their work quality. The operator is informed by the 
following message. 

FPO) ron TAG media FOR EFN external-file-name 

The operator should then note that the tape belongs to the 
indicated file and inform the user accordIngly. 

2. User tapes. These are created by user Jobs and are used to 
store permanent files. These tapes belong to the user who 
created them either until the expiry date (specified In the 
tape label) has been reached, or until they are released by a 
user action. 

Note : Any user tape whose expiry date has been reached ean 
be overwritten by a Job which specifies the correct 
volume-name (assuming that Write Permit is enabled). 
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Tapes Without a Native Label 

TapAS without a Native tapa label fall into (')ne of tour catAgor1pt:;1 

I. GIOO tAP"~. Thft~e lire IdentltlAd by Gens but CAn only bp. r~Rd 
from or written to by 100 ProgrAm Mndp. 

2. GIOO Work tapes. These are recognized by OCOS slmoly nC) GIOO 
tapes, but the operator can use the WORK parameter in the
Name Volume command to tell the system that they are 
ava lIable as 01 00 Vlork tapes. 

3. Unlabelled tapes. These ~re tapes which contain recognizable 
data but which do not have a standard native tape label. H200 
tapes are treated as unlabelled even if they ha~e a H200(O) 
tape label. If a job wishes to use such a tape. the oper~tor 
must introduce It to the system with the Name Volume command. 

4. Unknown tapes. A tape is regarded by Gens as Unknown it it 
contains either nothing at all or nothing In any recognizable 
format. Thus a 7-track tape mounted on a 9-track drlvp. 15 
treated as Unknown, as is a tape recorded In a density 
dIfferent from the density of the tape-drive. If a job 
r~qulres to write on to an Unknown tan~. the operator must 
spec1 fy the tape name with the Name Volume comm~nd. 

r1gure 5-2. Summary of Magnetic Taoe Categories 
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CASSETTES 

Cassettes can be Native, Compact. or Non-standard depending on the 
way they are accessed by .GCnS and the user (see Figure 3-J be low) 

On each cassette, except non-standard, there is a volume name 
Indlca:tlng the cassette name. On non-standard cassettes the 
operator has to indicate the name using the Name Volume (NV) 
command. 

If GCns is unable to read the ca ssette it Is re ferred to as Unknown 
and Is treated as non-standard. This Is the normal case for new 
cassettes. 

Some native cassettes are Work cassettes and can be used for 
cassette file extension. It this happens the FPO) message is 
displayed as for a Work tape (see n.ote above). 

CASSETIES 

Figure 5-3. Summary of Cassette Categories 

Cassettes have two sides and side I must always be used before side 
2. Side 1 also contains the volume label so when a cassette is 
changed to side 2 it must be mounted on the same device. 

When a cassette needs to be mounted on side 2 the fo llowing me s.sage 
is displayed-

hh.mm CSnn MOUNT vol-name ~ NSDT l . COMPACT 
NATIVE 

SIDE 2 

When a cassette handler 15 switched to standby GCOS Is not aware of 
it. Thus a Display Device command will show the last situation kwown 
by Geos. It an I/O operation is attempted on a handler in standby a 
recovery request is Issued. Another result of this situation is that 
a cassettA Is considered to remain premounted until another ca~sette 
is mounted and its label read. 

Unlike a tape t cassettes are not repositioned atter a device 
incident. 

Apart trom the above mentioned differences cassettes are treated In 
a simIlar way to tapes; in particular for premounting, mounting, 
dismounting and incidents (including the write protect mechanism). 
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Disks, Tapes and Cassettes' Premounting. Mounting and Dismounting 

This subsection describes the way in which the system treats the 
physical disk and tape operations of premounting and mounting 
volumes (and the important distinction between them). Finally the 
system's treatment of volume dismounting is discussed. 

PREMOUNTING DISK AND TAPE VOLUMES 

The operator is able to save computer time by anticipating requests 
by Jobs for disk and tape volumes. He does this by premounting the 
volume be fore the Job has asked for it. 

The volume is loaded on any available drive (with the required 
characteristics) and the drive is set to Ready. The system now tries 
to recoynlze the volume and it mayor may not succeed' 

• If the volume has been recognized, the following me~sage Is 
displayed: 

hh.mm ddnn PREMOUNTED vol-name [type] 

The premounting is complete. (See Note tor premounting Work t8pes 
and Gl00 Work tapes.) 

• If the volume has not been recognized, the syst~m replies with 
one of the fOllowing. 

DV22 

DV24 

ddnn 

ddnn 

NON STANDARD VOLUME 

UNKNOWN VOLUME 

The name of the volume is then indicated using the Name Volume 
command. After this the following messa~e is displAyed l 

hh.mm ddnn PREMOUNTED vol-name NSTD 

Note , If ~ premounted tape is a Work tape, Any job can use it 15 
such wi thout any further operator intervent ion. If re C:;Ol/rce~ 
permit, the operator may even wish to keep a Work tape 
permanentlY mounted for use as required. 

If the tape 15 to be used as a GIOO Work tape the operAtor must 
first premount it and then indicate that it Is a Gl00 ~0rk tApe 
using the Name Volume command. After this the following mp.ss~!J~ ic; 
displayed' 

hh.mm Mtnn PREMOUNTED vol-nAme "~~ORK Gl00" 
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NORMAL MOUNTING of DISK, TAPE AND CASSE'ITE VOLUMES 

When a job requires a disk, tape or cassette volume and the operator 
has not anticipated this requirement by premounting it, the system 
displays the following message. 

~ 
.. WORK G I oo .. ~ 

hh.mm ddnn MOUNT vol-name [type] FOR ronpSIDE I}] 
WORK 1SIDE 2 

{ IMP] r PROTECT] 

WORK indicates that a native WORK tape or cassette Is requirp.d. 

The operator should then take the following actions' 

I. If necessary, dismount the volume currently loaded on the 
device. 

2. Mount the requested volume in the following cases' 

• If IMP is in the message, on the indicated device, if any 
other volume is mounted on this device message DV02 Is ' 
displayed. 

• I f IMP is not specified, on any free device (including the 
device specified) which is of the same type and 
chara.cterlstlcs. 

• If PR(rrECT Is specified in the message the Write Permit 
~ing should be removed from the tape or the Write Enabl~ 
plug removed, from the cassette. 

3. The devIce Is switched to Ready. 

The subsequent eVents depend on the type of volume • 

• For Native, Gl00 or H200 disk and tor Native or Gl00 tape 
(except GIOO Work tape) 

I 

The mountIng is completed. No message Is displAyed • 

• For GIOO Work tape 

A Name Volume command must be issued to indicate that the tApe 
can be used as Gloo Work tape. 

After that the mounting is completed. No message Is displayed. 

• For Non-Standard Volume 

The following ~essage is displayed' 

DV22 
or 

DV24 

ddnn 

ddnn 

NON STANDARD VOLUME 

UNKNOWN VOLUME 
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A Name Volume command must now be issued to indlc~te the name 
of the volume. After that the mounting is complet~rl. 

I f the mounting request cannot be satisfied (because the volume is 
not available) or should not be satisfied (b~cau5A the volume is not 
to be over-written) the operator answers the mounting request with A 

Cancel Request command. This will cause the Joh to be aborted, 
unlesS the corresponding file was an 'optional~ file. 

If the magnetic tape PROTECT has been indicated it is mandatory to 
mount the tape without the write permit ring. if this 15 not done, 
GCOS will di sp lay the me ssage a 

* DV06 MTnn SWITCH vol-name FOR ron ro PROTECT 

V~rlte PROTECT for a disk is not checked at mounting time. If PROTECT 
is shown for a disk, the drive the disk is mountP'1 on should bp 
switched to PROTECT before switchIng to READY. 

DISK AND TAPE DISMOUNTING 

A volume can be dismounted when the device Is not allOCAted. When a 
mounting request is issued, the devic~ indicate0 in the mp.s5aq~ i5 
always unallocated and can be used. To ascertnin whether a 
particular device is unallocated, the nlspl~y D~vlce c0mrnanri m~v hp 
used. GeOS is not aware th8t a cass~tte 15 di5~()Unterl until an I/O 
operation is performed or a new cas5ette is mounted. 

The dismounting operation is not acknowledged by the :,ystem in an~' 
way (unless, of course, the device was alloc8ted to M .1(")b, see the 
next paragraph). A user may specify in the ...Tel that A tApe 1~ to be 
dl smounted a fter its use, in thi s cas~ the t"oP' 1 s fu lly rewound and 
the tape deck window lowers. . 

Disk and Tape Incidents 

Incidents Involving disk or tape deVices can be of the fallo' .. dnj 
nature' 

• An input/output operation attempt 15 unsuccessful, but the 
device affected remains In the Ready statA. 

• TranSition of the device into Standby or Power Off: this rn.=tv 
result either from a physical action (the operator pressin;J' thp. 
appropriate button and/or dismounting the volume) or fr()rn A 

hardware/firmware problem. 

• ~rite Protect violation on disk, tape or cAssette t this l~~rl~ 
to a system request for operator actl(")n which might inv01vp tho 
Use Device command or the Cancel Request commAnn4 
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INPUT/OUTPUT OPERATION INCIDENTS 

Several retrieS (the actual number i.5 dependent upon the type of 
operatIon) are attempted by hardware and software to complete nn 
unsuccessful I/O operation In which the device af.fected has reMained 
Ready. 

I f a retry is succe ss tul • 

• There Is no notification {although the original incident Is 
reported if the Start Device Trace command, described later in 
this section. was entered). 

• The event is recorded by Error Logging. 

• There is no effect on the step to which the I/o operation 
applies (the retries are invisible to the step). 

I fall retries tai I it is an unrecoverable 1/.0 error and the message 

hh.mm ddnn I/O ERROR ON vol-name FOR ron fAT cec/ttl 

is displayed. The cylinder (ccc) and track (tt) location of the 
error are given when the error occurs on a Native disk. The step 
atte~pting the operation is notified of the unrecoverable condition 
and is then usually aborted. 

Note • An unrecoverable I/O error involving a system file can cause 
a system crash. 

TRANSITION TO STANDBY OR POWER OFF 

A disk or tape devic~ which is allocated to a user or to the system 
may be switched into the Standby or Power Off.state either by an 
operator action or as the result of hardware failure. Two cases may 
occur·' 

• The drive containing the system disk has reverted to Standby or 
Power Off. This causes the following message to be output l 

.* AVI5 ddnn SWITCH vol-name TO READY 

The operator should then remount the system d1sk on the same 
device. I f this Is successful, no further action Is reque5ted 
and no message displayed. 

It it is unsuccessful AV05 Is displayed. there is clearly a 
hardware proble';l with the device. Hardware Initialization ml.l5t 
now be performed from a different drive (but see also "Hardw~re 
Failure"). 

* AV05 ddnn MOUNT vol-name IMPERATIVE 
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AV05 is also displayed if another disk other than thA system 
disk is mounted on this drive. 

Note I As long as the system disk is in Standby, system 
activity is strictly limited by its inability to AcceS5 
system tiles • 

• Another disk, tape or cassette device has reverted to Standby 
or Power otf. This causes the following message to be output l 

* DVI2 ddnn RECOVER vol-name FOR ron 

The operator has a choice at this point. He may. 

I. Try to recover I by remounting the volume which wa~ on the 
indicated device either on the same device or on any othp.r 
of same type and characteristics. (Note t if the mOlJnting 
request for that volume was IMPERATIVE, it must be mounted 
agaIn on the same device) 

2. Give up recovery I by using the Cancel Request command to 
Indicate thIs to the System. The step which tried to 
access the volume wIll be aborted. This should not bA 
performed on ReSident dIsks. 

NOTE. I f recovery was possible the 1/0 operation i~ 
retried. Tapes are repositioned betorp. a retry 
except durIng open or clo!=;e operationst or if thpy 
are used for a Volsave~ Volrest, Files~vp. or 
Filrest utility. 

i4RITE PROTECT ON DISK 

A Write Protect pushbutton ~xists on all Level 64 disk rlrive~. ~h~n 
~rite Protect is on, no writing can be performed on the d1sk m01lnt{:)d 
on the drive. 

Two abnormal cases may occur' 

1. The System Disk is in Write Protect. 

The System Disk (particularly the SYS.BKST file> 15 
constantly being written to by Gens. I t it Is put in .-4r1tp 
Protect, the following message is displayed. 

* AVJ5 ddnn SWITCH vol-name TO PERMIT 

The operator must switch off Write Protect on the AporonriRt0 
drive. No further action is required and no message 
displayed. r~hile the System D15k rlrivp 1~ in PROTECT sv~torn 
activity 1s haltpd. . 
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2. A disk (other than System Disk) 1 s In Wri te Protect at a t.1 me 
when eIther the sy~tem or a user Job wishes to write to It. 
This causes the following message to be displayed. 

DV07 ddnn SWITCH vol-name FOR ron TO PERMIT 
AND REPLY (UD, CR ••• ) 

The operator action depends on whether or not it is normal 
for the disk to be in Write Protect. (Note i Resident disks 
should not be in Write Protect.> 

a. Abnormal Write Protect- no request has been received by 
the operations staff for this disk to be mounted In Write 
Protect. 

The operator must now make the disk available to the Job 
whIch wishes to write to it. He may do thIs in either of 
two equa lly va lid ways. 

1) - Switch disk to Write Permit (I.e. Write Protect off) 

- Indicate this to the system using the Use Device 
command (see below). 

11)- Dismount the disk. 

- Remount it on another drive (or possibly the same 
one). 

- In this case there Is no need to use the Use Device 
command, but, of ~ourse, if the new drive also has 
Write Protect on, the message DV01 will be printed 
again. 

b. Normal Write Protect - the user has specifically demanded 
that this disk be mounted In Write Protect. 
The operator In this case must refUse to switch to Write 
Permit and indicates this to the system using the Cancel 
Request command. 
The step which attempted to access the disk will be 
aborted. 
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WRITE PROTECT ON MAGNETIC TAPE 

It 8 tape reel 1s mounted without its permit ring it is said to be 
In Write Protect. It, on the bther hand, the permit ring is pr~sent 
the tape Is in Write Permit. No writing can be performed to 8 tape 
in Write Protect. 
If the system or a user attempts to write to a tape in Write ProtAct 
the following message Is displayed l 

* DV07 ddnn SWITCH vol-name FOR ron TO PERMIT 

The operator action depends on whether or not it Is normal for this 
tape to be" In Write Protect (I.e. whether requested by the user) I 

• Abnormal Write Protect (not requested by the user). 

The operator' 

- dismounts the tape 

remounts it with its permit ring 

No fUrther action is required and no message is printed • 

• Normal Write Protect (as requested by the user) 1.A. thp
mounting request indicated PR()TECT. The operator indicRt~5 to 
the System that he will not set the trlpe to Write Permit, by 
use of the Cancel Request command (see "Device Handling 
Overview lt ). In this case, the step which attempted to access 
the tape will be aborted. 

PRINTER OPERATIONS 

All Printers use paper forms and a print medium such as belt or a 
drum. PUR0600/0800 printers use drums as their print medium; 
drums are fixed and cannot be changed. The PRU1200/1600 and 
PRU0640/0840 printers use a print belt as their print medium; print 
belts can be changed so that a different character set can be used. 
The system can recognize belts but cannot do so for paper forms. 

The alignment of a paper form can be visually checked using the 
Print test routine. 
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These aspects of printer operations are described below under the 
main headings' 

• ·· .. Paper Form Operations" 

• "Print Be It Operations" 

• .teprinter Incidents" 

Note I During GeOS Loading the printer 1s handled In a manner 
different from the one described below. 

Paper FO,rm Operations 

An installation may define its own in-house paper form standards. 
Each type of paper form has its own characteristics' page-length. 
perforations, preprintlng etc. Each of these form types is enterp-d 
into a system file (called SYS.URCINIT) and Is allocated a 
4-character name by which it is known both to the users and to the 
system. 

Thus a user Job can call for a particular paper form to be used for 
it 5 output. If thIs paper form is not mounted at the tIme of output 
- the system remembers which form 15 mounted - the system asks the 
operator to mount the correct form. . 

Once the correct form Is mounted, .output will commence. The handling 
of page lengths and paper throwing Is performed automatically by thA 
system which holds all the necessary details in its SYS.URCINIT 
fi Ie. 

Paper premounting and paper m.ounting Rre described in more detdil 
below. 

PAPER PREMOUNTING 

In order to premount a paper form the operator perfurms the 
following actions' 

1. Switch the printer to Standby (if it is not already so). 

2. Mount the paper. 

3. Pre ferably leave the printer In Standby (see Note). I f the 
printer is already allocated, switching it to .standby will 
cause an incident and message 

* DVI2 PHnn RECOVER media FOR ron 

is displayed. This request is periodically repeated until it 
is either satisfied or cancelled. 
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At loading, GeOS treats the printer (If it is switched to 
Ready) as if the standard paper were mounted, and message' 

hh.mm PRnn PREMOUNTED 0000 

1s displayed. 

Note I If, after changing the paper, the printer is switched to 
Ready, GeoS will continue as if no paper change has occurred. 
This is why it may well be advantageous to leave the printer 
switched to Standby (in case the wrong paper is mounted> 
otherwise if a request is made for the paper which was 
mounted prior to the change, access will be giv~n without any 
mounting request. 

PAPER MOUNTING 

When a paper form is required by a job or the Output Writer (see 
Note) and is not already mounted, the system displays the me~sage I 

* hh.mm PRnn MOUNT vol-name FOR ron 

and switches the printer to Standby with the Print Check indicator 
on. The operator now per forms the following actions. 

J. Mount the paper 

2. Then the operator can either' 

- Press the Print Test button to use the Print Test routine 
(described below). 

- Or press the Start button to switch the printer to Ready. 

The mountln9 15 now complete. 

The following abnormal case may Occur during paper mounting • 

• The request cannot be satisfied (for example the paper form Is 
not available>. The Cancel Request comm~nd should be used. If 
the paper form was requested by the Output Writer the WRITER 
service Job Is terminated and the output being treated is left 
in the Wait state; If it was requested by a user, the u~er 5tep 
Is aborted. 

Note • It the user requests a print belt togethe~ with a pap~r form, 
mounting messages are issued for both; thuc::; the needed belt, 
can then be mounted at the same time as the paper. 
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Print Test 

The Print Test routine allows the operator to veri fy at any timp. 
that the stationery is correctly aligned. 
During the mounting ot a p~per form the sY5tem ~ets the pr1nt~r to 
Standby with the Print Check indicator on. Once the p8per Is 
mounted, the operator presses tc)e Print Test pu~h hutton which hn~ 
the following effectl 

• The system sets the printer to Ready. 

• The Print Test routine Is executed. 

• The system resets the printer to Standby with Print Check lit 
and displays the message t 

* DV45 PRnn SWITCH TO READY 

The operator can then visually check that the mounting is correcta 

• It the paper form alignment is not correct it can be corrected 
and Print Test can be used again. 

• It it is correct, switch the printer to Ready. 

The print test routine can be performed at any time by switchIng the 
printer to Standby (1.t it is not already so) and pushing the Print 
Test button. The result is the same as that described above. 

Note a The standard print test (8 User can speci fy. another print 
test, but it .must be stored in the SYS. URCINIT file> is the 
printing ot a tull line Just underneath the paper fold. The 
line 15' 

SYS. URCINIT CREATION DATE mm/dd/yy EEE •••••• EEE 

Print Belt OperatIons 

The PRU 1200/1600 and PRU0640/0840 printers may be supplied with a 
choice of print belts which correspond to a range of different 
character sets which are available to users. 
Each print belt contains a hardware "label" which is recognizable by 
the system in the same way that d1.sks and tap.es are identified. 
Users are therefore able to specify in their JCL the name of the 
character set required for their output, .although most users will 
probably be content with the standard set. No action is required and 
no message displayed in cases where the belt containing the required 
character set is already mounted. 
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When a dif~rent belt is needed, however. the operator Is required 
either to premount it or to mount it. The procedures, which arp, not 
unlike those tor disk and tape,are described below. 

PRINT BELT PREMOUNTING 

If a Job is running and is known to require a special print belt, 
the operator may (subject to the needs of other jobs) anticipate the 
system mounting request. 

The procedure is as follows. 

I. Set the printer to Standby if it 15 not already so. 

2. Change the belt. 

3. Set the printer to Ready. 

No message is displayed and the premountlng is complete. 

If the operator mounts a belt on a printer that is allocated and the 
new belt has an incompatIble character set the following message is 
displayed' 

* DVOI PHnn DISMOUNT MEDIA 

The operator should dismount t.he belt and remount the belt that was 
us ed be fore. 

If GC'c)S can not recognize the belt for any reason the following 
message is displayed' . 

DV19 Prnn UNKNOWN BELT 

The operator should repeat the premounting oper~tlon. it the problem 
persists he should try another belt with the same character set. If 
this does not succeed the Field Engineers should be informed. 

PRINT BELT MOUNTING 

When a specific print belt is required by a Job and the system 
ascertains that it is not already mounted, the following consol~ 
message is displayed. 

* hh.mm PRnn MOUNT FOR ron A BELT' belt~nametbelt-name ••• 

Geos automatically switches the printer to standby if it is not 
already 50. 

In order to meet this request the operator performs the following 
actions' 

I. Change the Belt to one of those indicated. 
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2. Set the printer to Ready. 

The mounting is now complete. No message is disolayp.o. 

The following abnormal situations may occur after the "mount" 
me ssage·' 

• The request cannot be satisfied (for example none of the 
indicated belts is available>. 
The Cance 1 Request command shou Id n.ow be used. I f the bel t WEl 5 

requested by the Output Writer the WRITER service Job is 
terminated and the output is lett in the Wait state, if 
requested by the user, the user 5tep 15 aborted • 

• The name of the mounted belt is not one of those specified by 
the "mount" message. The system repeats the "mount" mes~AgA ~nd 
the operator now either mounts the correct belt or uses th~ 
Cancel Request command as above. 

Notes.al. If both paper form and belt are requested by separate 
mounting messages both can be mounted at the same time. 

2. It is possible for a single character set to be contained 
in two or more print belts. This explains why the "mount" 
message may specify more than one belt. It 15 up to thA 
user to say which belt he wants In such cases. 

Printer Incidents 

Most printer incidents (end of p.aper etc.) result in the printer 
being'set to Standby. Some more serious incidents result in the 
printer being switched to Power off. When an incident occurs. and 
the printer is being used, the following message is displayed: 

* DVI2 PRnn RECOVER med ia .FOR ron 

The operator may either' 

- Try to recover' correct any obvious cause (end 0 f paper, 
paper Jam, printer open ••• >, then make the printer Ready. 
Printing resumes with the line at which the incident was 
detected, which may result in a line or two being 
duplicated. If the incident involves adeclutched tractor, 
press the SKIP button prior to making the printer Ready, to 
avoid a line overlappinQ th~ previously printed line. 

Give up the recovery. inform the system of this choice 
through the Cancel .Request command. It the printer is being 
used by a step, that step is aborted (100 and 200 ProgrAm 
Mode jobs are not aborted but the emulated Job is). This is 
also used to ask the {~tput Writer for a page recovery (see 
InCidents on Output Writer,. Section IV) •. For Power off 
conditions the Job will react as if a Cancel Request 
command had been issued. 
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In certain cases (normally after a Power Off incident) Gens may 
indicate that it Is unable to recognize the printer by giving the 
message I 

DVI7 PRnn MEDIA RECOGNITION IMPOSSIBLE 
HC = cccc~slu ,return-code 

It this should happen, press the STOP and then the START pushbuttons 
on the printer. 

CARD DEVICE OPERATIONS 

A Card Device is defined as either a card reader, a card punch or a 
card reader-punch. All these devices belong to the type CD. 

The medium used by the card devices are the cards themselves. As 
with paperforms the system cannot recognize card decks, it has to be 
in formed. 

The main user of the card reader Is the Input Reader. The main user 
of the card punch Is the Output Wr1ter. 

Note I The card reader Is handled In a non-standard way during GenS 
Initialization. 

As with other media, cards may be either premounted or mounted. 
These operat1ons are described below. 

Card Deck Premounting 

I. Job description deck and Stream Reader activation 
(only for card reader or card reader/punch in reader-mode) 

- SwItch the card reader to Standby if it is not already so 
(and possibly take out all remaining cards) 

- Put the deck in the hopper 

- Switch the card reader to Ready 

Note I This results in the activation of the Stream Reader. 

2) other cases on card reader 

- Switch the card reader to Standby if it is not already ~o 
(and possibly take out all remaIning cards) 

- Put the deck in the hopper 
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- Leave the card reader in Standby otherwise the Stream 
Reader will be activated. 

3) Card punch 

- Switch the card punch to Standby if it is not alrp,arly 50 
(and possibly take out all remaining cards) 

Put the deck 1n the hopper 

Leave the card punch 1n Standby or switch it to Ready 

Note • As long as a card punch remains in the Ready state GCnS 
remembers the name of the card deck and will give acce~~ to 
it it requested without issuing a new mounting reque~t. A~ 
soon as the card punch is switched to Standby this namp, i5 
forgotten. 

Card Deck Mounting and Device Modes 

~hen a job requires a card deck to be mounted (either for reading nr 
punching). the system outputs the following message. 

* hh.mm COnn MOUNT media FOR ron{PUNCH} 
CARD51 

where PUNCH 1s 80 column cards in punch-mode (i~jlcated by 
PROTECT on card reader/punch devices) 

CARD51 is 51 column cards in read-mode 

If neither PUNCH or CARD5) is indicated 80 columns cards in 
read-mode (tor card reader/punch device) is assumed. On a card 
punch dev1ce PUNCH 1s never indicated. 

GeOS switches the device to Standy if it is not already so. 

The operator actions are to. 

I. Take out all remaining cards 

2. Switch the device to the right mode and put the requested 
card deck in the hopper 

3. Switch the device to Ready 

The mounting is then completed. There is no message. 
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The Following abnormal cases may occur during c8rd mounting • 

• It the mounting request cannot ,be satisfied, use the Cencel 
Request command, the Job requesting the cards is abortedf 5~e 
Stream Reader in previous section. 

• I t the dev ice is not in the correct mode a fter mount ing Ge<>s 
switches it to standby and reissues the mounting request; the 
operator switches to the correct mode and switches the device to 
ready. 

Card Device Incidents 

Most card device incidents (read error, punching error ••• ) result 
in the card device being put in Standby. Some more serious incidents 
result in the card device being switched to ott-line. Incidents also 
occur if the Stop or Power Oft pushbuttons are used. 

• Device not being used 

No message 15 displayed. The operator may recover the device (it 
he wishes) or wait until a mounting request. 

• Device being used 

The me ssage I 

.* DVI2 COnn RECOVER media FOR ron,[ {READ AGAIN LAST CARD }J 
DELETE LAST PUNCHED CARD 

is displayed. The fullowlng three paragraphs explain the operator 
actions required by the various forms of this message l 

• RECOVER (only) 

- Take out the card remaining in the card device by using the 
Runout pushbutton Cit Is possible that there Is no such card) 

- Put back the card taken out CIt any) as the first of input 
deck 

- Correct the cause Cno more cards, $EOS missing, throat Jam •• ) 

- Switch the card device to Ready 

• READ AGAIN LAST CARD (2) 

- Take out the card remaining In the card device by using the 
Runout pushbutton 
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- Put back the last card of the output deck and the card .Just 
taken out as the first and second of the input dp-ck. 

SwItch the card device to Ready. 

• DELETE LAST PUNCHED CARD 

- Reserve or mark, according to operating instruction, the la~t 
card 1n the stacker 

Switch the card punch back to Ready 

Note. 1. In case of a power off incident it Is not always possible 
to determine exactly the last card to be reread or 
repunc hed. A spec if ie rapos it ionn Ing is the re fore n p.~~dp.d. 
If the user has allowed tor check pointing C$CKP c~rd5) 
then it is poss ible to do a c hec kpoint/re start (us1 nq 
cards as input only>' if this is not the casp the step 
will usually abort. 

2. I fa Card Reader Is switched, because of an incident. to 
Standby the READ indicator Is, mo~t of the timp, on. 

I fit is otf two cases are po 55ib Ie 

- Card beIng read in HollerIth codel 

• The last card read contains 2 holes in line 1 to 7 of 
the same column where only one Is legAl. It sh(')uld be 
corrected before being rereAd. 

- Card being read in binary • 

• The last card read contains in column I the 
perforation of a SHollerlth code. This character 
(being protected) has been detected. Reread the carrl 
and it will be read correctly. 

HARDWARE INCIDENTS 

Hardware in.cldents. and the way In which Gcns reacts to them, Are 
discussed below at three levels' 

• Device Incidents 

• PeripJ)eral Processor Incidents 

• Error Logging 
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Device Incidents 

GCOS provides a set of functions which help in maintaining device5 
In a good operational state. When incidents do occur, the~e 
functions allow GCOS to handle them with as little damage to user 
programs as possible. 

The handling of incidents on each particular type of device has been 
described in the corresponding incident paragraph above. 

More serious incidents might cause the peripheral processor to fall 
in the It stop" state - Specific operator action is then required. 

All incidents on devices. or peripheral processors are recorded by 
the Error Logging mechanism, for further use by Field Enginep.rs. 
Specific commands are provided for Error logging control (see Error 
Logging later in this section). 

Two commands (Hold Device and Release Device) are orovided to takp, a 
device out of the configuration (for handling by F'ield Engineers, or 

. to prevent its use by GeOS) and then to put it back in the 
configuration. 

The Device Trace mechanism provides the operator with a visibil1ty 
of device marginal conditions, and the Field Engineer with a hp.lp 
for on site device maintenance. 

Tests and Diagnosis programs are also provided to help In pr~blp,m 
detection and diagnosis. These will not be described in this manual, 
but for further In formation see the "System Operation l Checkout 
Procedures" manual. 

Peripheral Processor Incidents 

If an incident occurs on one of the peripheral processors, the GeOS 
switches the processor to Stop and reacts as follows a 

• Mass Storaye Processor failure which controls the drive th9 
System disk Is mounted on' since the System disk can no longer 
be accessed, no more useful work can be performed and the 
following message is output. 

* AVOI Gcns • CRASH. NO DUMP 

• Magnetic Tape or Mass Storage Processor failure I thp, folll')wlng 
message 1s output. 

* hh.mm ddnn PSI n FAILED 

It 1s possible for the system to still run but the devices 
controlled by the processor cannot be used. 
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• Integrated Unit Record Processor failure: since the operator's 
console is connected to the IURP, no message is displayed. 
Evidence of the failure is provided by the f~ct that the 
console 1 s "deadl

' and the CONSOLE CHECK and SUBSYSTEM ERROH 
indicators are illuminated on the SOP. CNote I if only the 
console typewriter has failed, there will be no indication on 
the SOP]. 

In any of the above cases the operator procedure is the samel 

J. Note any abnormal indications on the SOP 

2. Per form the appropriate Checkout Procedure (see ·"Error 
Symptoms" in the System Operation' Checkout Procedure5 
manual) 

3. Perform a complete initialization 

Error Logging 

Every event which could be of help to the Field Engineers is 
recorded in a system file called SYS. ERL(~. 

Such events are, for example, the successful retry 0 t an I/O 
operation or a marginal condition detected by 8 peripheral. 

It is essential to maintain enough free space in the SYS. ERLOG file 
otherwise information may be overwritten and lost. When half of the 
file is tu 11 t the me SSBg8S' 

.* 
ELOJ 
EL03 

are displayed. 

SYS.ERLOG FILE 50% FULL 
RUN PRLOG 

The operator should now run the PRLOG utility by typing in' 

SJ PRLOG 

This will cause the execution of the PRL(~ utIlIty, which will orlnt 
the information stored In the SYS.ERLOO tile and free the 
corresponding space. 
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It the PRLOG utility is not run before the SYS.ERLOG file is 
completely full, the message' 

ELOl SYS.ERLOG FILE FULL 

Is displayed, and if PRLOG Is still not run before SYS.ERLOG has 
been completely overwritten then the message. 

ELOI SYS.ERLOG FILE FULL 
EL01 DATA LOST FROM date-t TO date-2 

is displayed, indicating the dates between which a 11 the information 
in the SYS.ERLOG file have been lost. 

Certain abnormal situations will lead to the following messages 
being displayed' 

ELO) SYS.ERLOG FILE UNAVAILABLE 

This message, indicating an error, (probably on the SYS.ERLOG 
file) will cause Error Logging to work in "Reduced Mode". In 
this state PRLOG cannot be run and the Device Trace commands 
cannot be used. It can also indicate that due to an error the 
whole set of Error Logging functions are unavailable. This 15 
calledltTrace Only Mode" because all events that would have 
been stored on the SYS.ERLOG file are displayed on the console 
instead. 

ELO) SYS.ERL(~ FILE REINITIALIZED 

This message Is issued when the System Disk is used on a 
dl fterent hardware .system and in forms the operator that the 
previously stored events are erased as they do not relate to 
the current system. 

The operator can write comments on the SYS.ERL(~ file using the 
Write Log (WLOG) command. The Display Log (DLOG) and ModIfy Log 
(MLOG) commands are prov1ded for use of the Field Engln~ers. See the 
comments on these commands In Section VI. 
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MONITORING DEVICE INCIDENTS (DEVICE TRACE) 

For each device in the configurat1on, a threshold value 15 declared 
at system generation which defines the acceptable number of logged 
events on a given device. When that threshold 1s reached. the 
message J 

* AVJ6 ddnn n% EVENTS (events-i/o operation) 

is displayed. giving the number of logged events over the number of 
input/output operations (and the .corresponding percentage). 

If the threshold declared at generation proves to be unrealistic, 
the value can be revised for a device class thr.ough the MOdify 
Device Trace command. The operator can ascertain the present value 
set for a device class (or all classe.s) by using the Display Device 
Trace command, which also displays the number of events detected so 
tar tor.each device of the class (or all classes), the number of 
events can be reset to zero by use 0 f the Modi fy Log command or by 
us e 0 f the P R L no utili t y • 

It may also be appropriate at some time (at the direction of Field 
EnQlneerlng, for instance) to implement the Start Device Trace 
command; this command causes an informative message to be displayed 
each time an event Is detected. A Terminate Device Trace command 
discontinues this activity. 

The Start Device Trace command causes the following message to be 
displayed for the or ig1nal I/o inc ident and tor the last retry of 
the I/O operation. 

AVl7 ddnn IOcc = cccc EV = cc PSB = ce •••• DSB = cccc •••• 

The Device Trace commands are described 1n Section VI. 
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SECTION VI 

OPERATOR COMMAND LANGUAGE 

This section describes the. commands wh1ch are available under the 
Gens Operating System. The.commands are listed In alphabetic order 
for easy re terence. A .list 1 s '11 ven of the commands, wi th the i r 
parameters. 

The normal response by GeOS Is gloven a fter every command; for any 
other response see "System Operation I Console Messages". 

The variable parts of the messages and commands are listed belows 

ddnn - device number 
devclass - device class 
dpr - dispatching priority (0 to 9) 
etn - external file name 
function-name - system function name 
jclass - Job class (A to P) 
jclasslist - Job class list 
job user - Job name user name 
J-state - Job state (IN, SCH, HOLD, EX, SUSP, OUT) 
libname - library name 
1m-name - load module name 
multi-multiprogramming level 
oclass - output clas~ (A to Z> 
oclass list - output class list 
oname - output n8me 
ostate - output state (KNO,iN, READY, WAIT, HOLD. OUT) 
ostation - output station 
osequence - outptft ~equence number 
Qut-devclass-outrut device class 
ron - run occurrence number (eq XJ2) 
sfn - subfile name 
spr - scheduliny priority (0 to 7) 
volnnme - volume n~me 

~~he!~ ddnn appears, it refers to a particular device (e.g. MT03 
rl:ters to magnetic tape unit number 03). 

Device class reters to the specif1c ·"type" of device. For example 
therp are several classes of disks, but each speci fic cilsk class 15 
a device class (i.e. MS/M400 and MS/M350 are two separate device 
classes). 

Note: when a list is indicated (I.e. ron list or class list etc ••• ) 
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the list can either be entered In full or. if consecutive, 
Just the first and last entries 1n the list separated by a 
hyphen (-). 

Using a ron list for example' 

1) X32/X34/X35 (Just these 3 rons) 

2) XI4/XI5/XI6/XI7/X18/X23 
3) X 14.-XIS/X 23 
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BROADCAST TELECOMMUNICATION COMMAND 

This command can be used to broadcast a message to a specific 
terminal or all terminals. It can also be used to send messages to a 
program using communications or a program queue (MCS Jobs). 

BT ~' ~~~~~~: 
1 

l' program queue. 
ALL 

text 

Normal case 

The text Is broadcast to the specified recipient. 
The text must not exceed 128 characters, it it do.es it will be 
truncated. 
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CANCEL LOAD MODULE COMMAND 

ThIs command allows the operator to de-prelnltlallze a 
preinltiallzed load module com1ng trom a certain library. 

CLM 1m name [tllbnameJ 

Normal case 

The load module is d.eleted from backing store. There Is no message. 

It the load module Is busy the command must be retyped later. 
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CANCEL MAIN MEMORY COMMAND 

This command is used to remove system functions. thRt hAve b~en made 
resident by the PMM commanrl, from main memory. 

CMM function name 

Normal Case 

The 5peclfied function Is no longer marked as being resident and its 
memory area can be used by anotner job. 

The following message is displayerl l 

VM06 cmm function-name CANCELLED 

If the function was not preloaded, the following me~sage 1s 
displayedl 

VM06 cmm function name NOT PRELOADED 

Note I cancelling a function belny used for telecr)mmlJnicAti()n~ will 
lead to an increase In response tim p • 
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CANCEL OUTPUT COMMAND 

This command 15 used to cancel the reqlJest that an output or outputs 
be printed or punched. A single output can bA selected or All tne 
outputs of a job or list of Jobs. In the lAst two cases it CAn np 
specified that only outputs 1n certain classes will be cnncellerl. 

CO ron 
ron 
ron 

Normal case 

[STRONG] 

: oname )' 
: osequence 

list ~oclass li5t~' 
t ALL ~ ; 

The output (or outputs) having the defined charActp.ristics is (arp) 
cancelled. I t all the outputs ot a Job are cancelled, the meSSAge: 

hh.mm ron OUTPUT COMPLETED Jobid I1serld class 

is displayed. 

The indicated output or outputs are cancelled. If the O{ltPllt~ Are ('In 
the SYS.SYSOUT fIle they will be erased; per"lanp.nt outr{)t~ orR 'lot 
erased, on ly the not 1 ticat 10n to Output Wri tp,r 1 c; cance 11 ed. 

The ALL parameter Is compulsory when cancell1ng nIl the outputs nf (j 

Job or list at Jobfi. The J()B-RE~ (Joh occurrence report; nutout 
sequence number of J) must be cancellpd by n~me only e.g. 
CO ron' JOB-REP (STRONG] 

If the output Is being printed or punched (1.~. in the oUT st~te). 
the STRONG parameter mu~t be u5f!d. 

Atter a CO command a message 1s displAyed ~h()w1ng tLe nllmber of 
outputs cancelled. 

OUIO CO n OUTPUTS CANCELLED 

Note I outputs can only be cance lIed 1 f thf?-Y Ar p 1 n the WA IT, ~()Ln 
or OUT states. 
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CANCEL REQUEST COMMAND 

This command is used to indicate that. 

• A requested volume cannot be mounted 

• A requested volume will not be mounted 

• A device will not be switched to write permit 

• There is no recovery to be .made following an incident 

• The use of the output writer recovery mechanism Is requested 
a tter an incident on a pr inter or card punch. 

CR ddm 

Normal Case 

The operator decision is indicated to the job responsible tor the 
request. As a general rule the jOb will abort but reter to the 
sections corresponding to the device indicated in the request 
me sS8ge tor further details. 
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OISPLAY BACKING SrORE COMMAND 

'[his command can be used to ascertain the current use of backing 
store. 

DBS 

Normal case 

SM 
ALL 
SYS 
ron 
CKPT 
VMF 
MAP 

SYS (system) the answer is a series of tour messages indicating thp. 
number of K-bytes used in the SYS.BKST2, SYS.BKSTI and the SYS.BKSTo 
tiles by the permanent Virtual Memory files, preinltialized load 
modules and the system process group. 

VM04 
VM04 
VM04 
VM04 

DBS 
DBS VMF 
DBS PLM 
DBS SYS 

BS2 SSJ VMF BSO 
nnK 
nnK 

nnK mK 

ron (run occurrence number> - the answer is a series ot 2 messages 
indicating the number of K-bytes the Job is using In the SYS.BKSTI 
and temporary Virtual Memory files. Note that the temporary VMF Is 
part 0 f SYS. BKSTI • 

VM04 DBS BS2 
VM04 DBS ron 

BS) 
nnK 

VMF 
nnK 

SSO 

ALL - the answer is the same as SYS and ron (for all executing 
Jobs), the SYS.BKST2 space used tor loaded Sharable Modules is also 
shown. 

MAP - the answer indicates the 5..YS.BKSTO, SYS.BKSTI and SYS.BKST2 
tile sizes added together and the amount currently used. The start 
address and the size at each unit ot Allocation is also shown. 

VM04 DBS I nnK/USED nnk (CYL nn, UNIT nnK) 

SM, CKPT and VMF - the answer is a series of messages, one for each 
loaded Sharable Module, memorized checkpoint or Virtual Memory file 
respectively. The size and name of the element is shown, for VMF 
the name is given In characters and hexadecimal. 

VM04 BDS nnK I name 
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DISPLAY DEVICE COMMAND 

This command ascertains tor a particular device or tor a 11 the 
devices of a certain typeJ 

- The state of the device 

- The volume mounted on this device 

- The jobs to which the device Is allocated 

- The requests related to this device which are still pending 

DO 
~ devclasst 

~ ddnn ) 

Normal case 

For the device indIcated (or for each of the devices of the typ~ 
indicated) one message is displayed. 

This message depends on the state of the device and can be. 

- The device has been taken out ot the System configuration 
(using Hold Device command)' 

DV26 ddnn HELD 

- No volume Is mounted; no request pending' 

DV26 ddnn STANDBY 

- A volume Is mounted but the device Is not allocated. 

hh.mm ddnn PREMOUNTED vol-name [type] 

- A volume is mounted but a Name Volume command must be issued. 

DV22 ddnn NON STANDARD VOLUME 

- A mounting request 15 pending' 

* hh.mm ddnn MOUNT volname (type] FOR ron [mode] 

.* hh. mm PRnn MOUNT FOR ron A BELT • belt name r,belt name ... ] 
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* 

- The device is allocated' 

DV26 ddnn ALLOCATED TO ron, volname type 

or 

DV26 ddnn ALLOCATED TO ron 

- The device is allocated but a Recover request (including ~rite 
Protect) is pend1ng' 

DV12 ddnn RECOVER volname FOR ron 

- The device is allocated in device mode. 

DELETE LAST CARD 

READ AGAIN LAST CARD 
READ AGAIN LAST RECORD 

LAST RECORD MISPUNCHED 

DV23 ddnn ALLOCATED IN DEVICE MODE TO ron 

A step may reserve a pool of devices' tt)ese devices can only bA uc;p,d 
by that step even though they are in "STANDBY" (see second case). In 
this case a Display Device for the device class will ascertain the 
number of free devices. The following message Is displayed' 

DV26 DO n devclass FREE 
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DIStJLAY DEVICE TkACE COMMAND 

This command displays' 

• Tne current number of event~ recorded on a device, all the 
devices of a certain class, a cert~1n volume or a certain volume 
on a certain device. 

• The associated thresholi values 

• The number ot logged events 

DDT 
ddnn (vol-name J 

devclass 
volname 

For the indicated device, all the devices of a class, a mp.ss~gp- or 
messages is displayed indicating the number of I/O operations ~nrl 
various lo~yed events (and the corresponding percentage) tog~ther 
with the current warning threshold (s~e Modify Device TrRer 
command) • 

hh. mm DDT dd nn 1/0#' nnn ABN I nnn (~~) 
THRESHOLD'nnn WAI<N' nnn (%) 
ATN' nnn 

It vol-name was specified as well, or on its own, a meSSAge is 
displayed giviny similar information for the volume: 

hh. mm DDT vo I-name ON ddnn 1/0#:nnn ABN'nnn C~) 
WARNlnnn (~~) 

The MLO(j command as well as the PRLOG utility (C;P.9 r:rrnr LOY'Jiny ir; 
Section IV) can be used to res~t the counts of loyyed incident~ Rnrl 
input/output operations on a device to zero. 
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Dl SPLA Y rH SPATCH INU Pk lOR I TY COMMAND 

This command is used to ascertain thp. controlled OPHs with their 
maximum and actual CPU time USBye, or Just with OPRs are contrnllp.d. 

DDr'H [ ALL J 

Norma 1 case 

No oarameters - For each controlled DPR a message 1s disolaye~: 

TKu5 DDPR dpr I (, dpr 2] , n I/n2 

Meaning' nl 1s the authorized percentage of CPU time and n2 i5 tt',P 
percentage currently being used. It a ~econd DPR is ~n0\1-.'" 
it mean~ that the factors apply to thp rRnge of npR~. 

ALL - Three messages are displayed l 

TK06 
TK06 
TI<06 

DDPR 
DDPR 
DDP~ 

SLICED dprl [,dpr21 (dprn [, dorm] 
LI MITED dprl (,dpr2 ] In •••• 
OPTIMIZED cfprl [dpr2J ••••• 

..... 

Meaning I tor sliced the DPR or rany~ of s11cp.ri DPRs is ~hown. 

ror lim! ted the DPR or rangp. of 11m! ted DPRs 1~ shown wi t): 
the limltlny percentage. 

tor optimized the DPR wittl the lowest ftctlJal IJrior1ty i~ 
snown. 

for all of these more than 0ne "set" may be shown. 

* If tnere are no controlled OPRs, no mp~S8gp is dl~nlaypd. 
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DISPLAY LOAD MODULE COMMAND 

This command ascertaIns 

- It a load module is prelnltlallzed and the space It uses 
- All the prelnltlalized load modules 

DLM [1m name' [libname]] 

Normal case 

• If a load module name Is specIfIed 

- The load module 1s not prelnltlallzed. The message' 

LD03 DLM LOAD MODUL.E N.OT PREINITIALIZED 

15 displayed. 

- The load module 15 prelnitiallzed' 

LD03 load module name/library name = n UNITS 

n-number of units of backin.g store used • 

• If the load module is not specified (or In case of an error on 
the command syntax) 

- No load modules are prelnltlallzed. The messageJ 

LD03 DLM No PRE I NJ r rALI ZED LOAD MODULES 

Is displayed. 

- Some load modules are prelnltlallzed. The messageJ 

LD03 load module name/lIbrary name = n UNITS 

is displayed for each of the prelnltlallzed load modules 
.followed by the message. 

LD03 BSMAX = n UNITS BUSED::z n UNITS 

BSMAX - the maximum number of usable ~nlts in backing store, 

BSUSED - the number of units currently used 

A last me ssage I 

LD03 n PRE INITIALIZED LOAD .. MODULES 

15 displayed giving the number ot p.relnltlallzed I08d modules. 
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DISPLAY LOG COMMAND 

T[lis command is used to display in formation about the SYS.ERLOG 
systpm file and information stored on the file. The information can 
be selected according to the type of events which are being 
dna ly sed. 

DLOG 

STATE 
CHEXC 
SYSDOWN 
SYSUP 
ITR 
OPH [string] 
SYSERR 
SYSEXC 
MISC 
ddnn [AIN] [WARN] [ABN] 

[n) (date] 

Normal cases 

STATE - this is the normal use of this command, the following 
message is displayed' 

ElO) SYS.ERL(~ FILE n% FULL 

This message shows the percentage of space that has been used, if 
the file Is full the following message Is displayed as well' 

* ELOI SYS.ERLOG FILE FULL 

DATA LOST FROM datet/timeJ TO date2/time2 

This message indicates what data on the file has been overwritten. 

For the other cases one of several DLOG messages are displayed with 
the contents of the SYS.ERLOG records of the indicated type. 

CHEXC - channel exceptions {device controller in stool 
SYSDOWN - GCns terminations and crashes 
SYSUP - GeOS loadings 
ITR - Integrity Test Routines 
OPR - Operat.or (stored by WLOG command) 
SYSERR - system errors 
SYSEXC - system exceptions 
MISe - miscellaneous, not any of the other cases 
ddnn - I/O events on this device, in this case ·attention 

(ATN) warnings (WARN) or abnormal terminations (ABN) 
can be selected as desired 

The number of records displayed can be specified by "n", if none ~re 
spec 1 fi ed 1 is assumed. 

The date and time that the search is started from can be specified 
in the form mm.dd.yy/hh.mm, if it Is not specified "now" is assumed. 
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DISPLAY MAIN MEMORY COMMAND 

This command ascerta ins the tota 1 s 1 Z~ 0 f Ma in Memory ano the way 1 t 
is being used. 

DMM [SYS] 

Normal case 

It no parameter is used the following message 1~ displayed, 

RSOl MAl N=nK RESERVED=nK LOCKED=nK 

where' MAIN - shows the size of ma1n memory.in K(I024) hytes. 

RESERVED - shows, "1n K byte~, the amount of main mpmory 
that current ly executing steps have "dec lared" thp-v arp 
~olng to use, (this is specified 1n the SSIZE JCL 
statements), and the amount of memory used by prploF3de'i 
functions as a resul t 0 f the PMM command. 

LOCKED - shOWS, in K bytes, ttle nmount 0 f main memory that 
has been "locked" for certa in funct ions and cannot bA 
used by steps. Locked memory includes IIO buffers, c()'ltrol 
structures, memory images for Program Mode and system 
functions made resident with thA PMM command. 

I f the SYS parameter is used a list of all the system functi()n~ made 
resident by use of the Preload Main Memory (PMM) command 1s 
displayed' 

VM07 DMM PRELOADED FUNCTIONS' function name, function n~rl8t' ... 

It there are no preloaded functions the following message 1s 
displayed' 

VM07 DMM NO PRELOADED fUNCTIONS 
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DISPLAY oUT~UT COMMAND 

This command can be used to ascertain' 

- the number ot outputs in various states. 

- a list of outputs, thAlr classes nnd their states for specifipd 
jobs. 

- the number of outputs in each ~tate for each Job. 

- all details tor a specific output. 

- the output classes started and the current output on a device. 

- the amount of free space 1n the SYS.OUT file. 

ALL 
ron list [output statel] [output class list] 

[output state21 [output class list] 
DO [ ron' output name ] 

rona sequence number 
ddnn 
SPACE 

f KNOWN 
READY 

output statel m WAIT 
HOLD 
OUT 

output state2 = 

~Ut:Ui: 

~AIT 
HOLD 
OUT 

Various torms ot the command tollow with the associated r~sponse. 

J - DO 

OU21 DO HOLD = n WAIT I: n OUT = n 

The number of outputs In the HOLD. WAIT and OUT states 1s ~hown. 

2 - DO ALL 

OU24 DO ron ROY -= n HOLD = n ~AIT = n oUT = n SIZE = n 

Th1s 1s d1splayed for each Job with at least one output, SIZE Is 
the total number of lines or cards to be printed or punch~rl. 

3 - DO ron list [output statel [output class list] 

OU20 DO ron'sequence--number output-class output-state r(')nl;eq ••• 

The outputs for each Job indicated is ~hown in sequence numr,p.r 
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order for each job giving their class and state. Only the 
outputs in the specified state and of a class in the list are 
shown; if no state is specified all states ~re shown, the same 
is true for class. 

I f the re is no output in the spec i f ied category the fo It'owing 
message is displayed' 

OUOI DO NO OUTPUT 

4 - DO output state2 output class list 

OU02 DO ron.sequence etc ••••• (as above) 

All outputs in the indicated state and of a class in the list 
are shown along with their state and class. The outputs are 
shown in the same order as they are in the queue. If no .state Is 
specified QUEUE is a·ssumed as default, this means that all 
outputs In the WAIT, HOLD and OUT states will be shown if their 
class is one of those shown in the class list. If no class list 
is specified then all outputs in the state or states specified 
will be shown. 

If there is no output in the specified category then message 
OUOI is displayed, as above. 

5 - DO ron1output name 
or 
DO ron' sequence number 

OUOS DO ron.seq-number output-name output-priority output-class 

output state [SIZE = n][x number of copies] [e tn ['member]] 

For the specified output the output sequence number, name (ff 
any), priority, class, device required (PR ~ printer, CD = card 
punch), and its output .state 15 shown. Also, if known, the ~ize 
of the output, in number of lines or cards, is shown; this 15 
only for outputs created by this run (i.e., not a WRITER JCL 
statement>. If the number of copies is greater than one this Is 
shown also. 

In the case of a permanent output the external tile name 15 
given; the member name is also given if it is part of a library. 

6 - DO ddnn 

OU22 ddnn STARTED ON CLASSES .output class list 

WORKING ON ronlsequence number output class 

The started classes and the current output. with its class, i5 
shown for the spec1fied device. If no classes are started then 
me ssage oU 11 is di splayed' 
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OU 11 DO NO CLASS STARTED ON ddnn 

7 - DO SPACE 

OU03 DO n% .OF SYS.OUT SPACE FREE 

The percentage.of available SYS.OUT space is shown. 
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DISPLAY OUTPUT CLASS COMMAND 

This command is used to ascertain the default priority.associated to 
A list of output classes and the devices on which these classes are 
started. 

DOC [oc Is ss 11 s t] 

Normal cases 

For each class in the list message' 

OUIS DOC DEFAULT PRIORITY = n FOR CLASS oclass list 

is displayed and 1s followed by a message for each device on whIch 
at least one 0 f the output classes 1s started' 

OU23 DOC ddnn STARTED ON .CLASSES oclass list 
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DISPLAY SCHEDULING COMMAND 

This command allows the operator to get information on the Job 
execut ing trom various points 0 t view I 

• Detailed information on a Job (ron,jobid,userid, 
status,priorities ••• ) 

• List of Jobs currently in a certain state 

• Information related to a class (started or not, load, 
multiprogramming level ••• > 

• Number of jobs in all states and system multiprogramming 
level. 

• Number of executing Jobs ot a 11 classes and corresponding 
multiprogramming levels. 

LOAD job state being any of • IN,HOLD, 
Jclasslist 
Jclass SCH,EX,5USP.()UT, IDLE or ALL 

ron 
jobid [useridl 
Job-state [submitter] 

Normal cases 

The answer depends on the form used' 

I. NO PARAMETER 

SH21 OS IN=n HOLD=n SCH=n EX=n SUSP=n 
OUT=n IDLE :a n 

This 15 displayed tor each Job which Is known to Geos. 

2. CLASS LIST 

For each class mentioned the following message is displayed I 

SH22 OS class [NOT]. STARTED LOAD • nln SPR = n DPR = N 

indicating whether the class is started or not, the current 
number of executing Jobs of that class, the maximum class load, 
and the dofault scheduling and dispatching priorities associated 
wIt h t ha tel ass. 
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3. RON , JOBID 

The message given depends on the current Job status 

- Neither executing nor suspended 

SH14 ron IN 
HOLD 
SCH 
oUT 

jobid userid class SPR = n 

It must be noted that the class Is the job class, not an output 
class even if the job is in OUTput. 

- Executing or Suspended 

SHJ5 ron.step {EX } 
SUSP 

jobid userld class SPH= n DPR = n 

CPU = n.n ELAPSED = n.n 

CPU = shows the amount. of CPU time the job has used, ELAPSED 
= shows the time the job has been executing; the time Is 
shown in minutes and thousandths of minute. 

This message may be followed by one of • 

SH19 ron.step REPLY nn 

SH19 ron. step RECOVER ON ddm 

• wa1ting for a reply 
to question nn 

• wa1ting for a 
recovery on device 
nn 

SHJ9 ron.step WAITS FOR VOLUME MOUNTING. waiting tor a volume 
to be mounted 

SH19 ron. step WAITS FOR FILE e fn 
ON volname 

SH19 ron.step WAITS FOR PROCESSING 
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• the file is being 
used by another job, 
and· the sharing is 
not possible 

• a suspended Job has 
been released but 
camot execute 
because the maximum 
system load Is 
reached, or a 
Program Mode step 15 
to be executed but 
another Program Mode 
step Is executing or 
suspendedo 



SHJ9 ron.step WAITS FOR DEVICE dd 

SHJ9 ron.step rlAITS FOR MEMORY nnK 

SHI9 ron.step WAITS FOR LOADING 

.J all devices of type 
dd are being used by 
other Jobs 

I not enough memory 
space Is currently 
available 

J not enough soace is 
currently available 
in the SYS.BKST file 

SHI9 ron.step WAITS FOR BEFORE JOURNAL' the permissible 
maximum number of 
Jobs using the 
Before Journal. at 
one time. has been 
reached. 

SHJ9 non.step WAITS FOR SYSTEM RESOURCE' not enough central 
system resources 
available. 

SHI9 ron.step WAITS FOR SYS.OUT SPACE' overflow on SYS.OUT 
.system file. 

SH19 ron.step WAITS FOR SYS. IN SPACE .1 overflow on SYS. IN 
system file. 

If a second message is indicated. In the first three cases an 
operator action Is mandatory. In the other cases (WAITS FOR ••• ) the 
resource will normally become available when another Job (or a step 
In that Job) terminates (see STEP EXECUTION. in section IV). 

4. LOAD 

SHI6 LOAD STARTED ::I: nln USER = n+n/n SERVICE = n 

SH16 LOAD jclass = nln [Jclas5 = n/n] ••• 

The first line indicates the number of executing and suspended 
JObs (service jobs included) over the maximum number of uJ", the 
number of executing plus suspended user jobs (batch) over the 
current multiprog.rammlng .limit and also the number of executing 
5 p. r vic e Job 5 • 

The following lines give. for each started class in which at 
least one job is executing. the number of executing Jobs over the 
class multiprogramming level. 
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5. IN, HOLD, SCH, IDLE or OUT 

SHJ7 ron 

IN 
HOLD 
SCH 
IDLE 
OUT 

Jobid userld class 

This message Is displayed tor. each Job In the specified state .. 
indicating the job identifier. the user identl tier and the_ job 
class. 

6. EX or SUSP 

SH17 ron. step jobld userid class 

This message is displayed for each executing or suspended job 
(depending upon which was specified) and shows the ron, current 
step, job identifier, user identifier and the job class. This 
f1rst line may be followed by a message SHJ9 (see 3 above) for 
each job which Is wai ting for a resource. 

7. ALL 

Same as IN + SCH + HOLD + EX + SUSP + OUT' this should be used 
sparingly as it uses a lot of CPU time. 

Remark' (for cases 5, 6, 7,> 

It there is no job in a IState~ the message will be' 

SH11 OS NO JOBS 

Note a The System is not taken into account by the Display 
Scheduling command. but service Jobs are. 

For 5 t .6 and 7 a submi tter can be added so that only those 
Jobs that qualify are shown. The submitters are' 

J) MAIN - Operator introduced Jobs only (i.e via SJ or 
Input Reader). 

2) Userid - Jobs introduced by __ a.n IOF user with this 
identifier. or spawned by other Jobs (via the 
$RUN JCL statement) which have this user 
identifier. 
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DISPLAY TIME COMMAND 

This command gives the date and time through typing

DTM 

and the system replies with the message. 

hh.mm DATE .: mm.dd.yy 

The date and time are memorized from one GCOS session to the next, 
providing that the CPU 1s not powered down or the INITIALIZE push 
button used. 
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END SESSION COMMAND 

This. command is used to reach a system shut down 

END 

Normal case 

No more Jobs will be scheduled. 

If some Jobs are suspended the message' 

* SH02 SUSPENDED JOB,END NOT ALLOWED 

is displayed. All suspended jobs must be released before the 
shutdown can be completed • 

• All step execution is completed and job execution is stoPP9d 
(execut1.on will be resumed at the next step, provided ther~ 
is a Warm Restart). Note. 1 t a checkpoint Is reached before 
the end of a step, execution will terminate here; 

• When all Jobs have been thus treated the message. 

hh.mm Gens. NO MORE JOBS RUNNING 

is displayed. 

The Output Writer is terminated at the end ot its current output. 
When the shutdown is completed, the message. 

* AV02 GeOS • END OF SESSION [NO DUMP] 

is displayed. (The indicator TRAFFIC on the System Operator Panel is 
oft> 

Note I As regards the Stream Reader activity (see section IV) the 
END SESSION command does not force the termination ot 
communication steps. In certain cases (Program Mode, 
communications ••• J approp.riate action should be per formed to 
terminate an executing step. 

If mounting or recovery requests are pending they must be treated 1n 
the normal manner. 
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FORCE JOB COMMAND 

This command allows the operator to .• 

- Position a Job at the frqnt of the queue fo.r job schedulinq. 

- Ignore any restriction due to the Job class, or to the fact 
that the Job was in the Hold .state. 

FJ ron 

Normal case 

The indicated Job will be started as soon as it can be, 
independently of whether the class i.s started or not, whether the 
class or system thus becomes over-loaded, or whether the Job was In 
the Hold state. The Job even starts before the JCL translator. (but 
it the Job 1s introduced it must be Translated before being 
started> • 

Note .•• A Forced Job can be held before it Is started by using the 
Hold Job command, in which case it is no longer considered 
as Forced. 

• The only l1m1tation that will prevent a forced Job from 
start1ng is it it would cause the maximum number of IIJII to 
be exceeded. J is the maximum number ot executing and 
5uspend~d Jobs (including service jobs) permissible, thi5 
number 15 set at system configuration (by default J = 15). 

• Only one torced Job may be present in the In Scheduling 
state at anyone time. It there is a forced job waitiny to 
start and another FJ command is issued on ~nother Job, the 
first Job returns to its origin.al position in thp. 
scheduling queue and Is no longer considered forced. 

• The FJ command must not be used on service Job~' if it 15 
the following message is displayed. 

SHI3 FJ NOT ALLOWED 

• I t the speci tied Job 1s executing or In thp. Out 5tat~ the 
following message 1s displayed' 

SHit FJ MEANINGLESS 

• It the specified Job does not exist thA following message 
1s displayed' 

SH09 FJ JOB UNKNOWN 
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FORCE OUTPUT COMMAND 

With this command an output In the READY, WAIT or HOLD state can he 
released and posItIoned as the first output to be selected for 
treatment. 

FO {
rona sequence} 
ronloname 

Normal case 

[STRONG] 

The indicated output Is forced and will be started as soon as a 
devIce ot the correct type, on which the (~tput Writer h3S been· 
started for the output class of this output, becomes tr~e. 

For outputs in the READY state the STRONG option must he used. 

A message Is displayed 

()U I 7 FO ronaosequence FORCED 

Only one output may be forced at one t 1me, i f a FO command is 1 sstJ~d 
be fore a previous forced output .,has started the previous output 15 
no longer forced and is put into the WAIT state. 

A torced output may be held Cputinto the HOLD state) by use of the 
Hold Output CHO> command. 
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HOLD fH:V ICc COMMAND 

This command takes a dev1ce out of the system configuration 
(providing it is not presently allocated>. 

HI) ddnn 

'[he indicAted device is taken out of the ,system configuration and 
all action on it will be ignored by the system until the device is 
released by using the ~elease Device command. 

The me ssage I 

hh.mm ddnn HELD 

is displayed. 

Note I the effects at this command are not kept from session to 
session, thus any device that has to be held should be held 
again after GeoS has been lo~ded. 
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HoLD JOB COMMAND 

This command allows the operRtor 

- To put in the Hold state Jobs which are Introrluced or In 
Scheduling 

- To put in the Suspended state Job:. which are Exp.cutinC) 

HJ [ronli st [ENDSTEP]] 

Normal case 

The indicated Jobs are put in the Hold state (if it is Introduced or 
In Scheduling) or in thA Suspended ~tate (if it is Executing) 

If ENDSTE}) is used the Executing Jobs will bA ~uspended at the i=lnrl 
of their current step. 1his en~ures that memory and devicps flrp 
freed. 

It no parameter is indicated all jobs Introduced nr In Schpduling 
are put in the Hold state. 

There is no message. 

Note' • Jobs in the Introduced state are translated before they Are 
held. 

• This command does not apply to the JCL Translator or to 
BTNS. 

• I t this command is used on a Forced Job, 1 t is consirierpc1 R~ 
being held and no longer forced. 

• Jobs In the Out state cannot be Suspended. 

• Suspended Jobs are still considered as being In the systAm 
or class load. 
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HOLD OUTPU' 

This commal 
outputs, a 
Just those 

HO ~~~~: 
~ ronli 

Normal cas 

The output 
defined ch 

The output 
that they 
in they wI 
in the JCL 

The STRONG 
be Ing prin 
and put in 
informed h 
re leased. 

After a HO 
output 5 he 

OU10 HO 

To release 

MODIFY DEVICE TRACE COMMAND 

This command modifies the number of events on A device 
warning message will be issued. This can be done for e. 
a device class, or tor a particular device. 

MDT [~ devc la ss~] (nnn] 
ddnn 

Normal case 

The value is taken as the new threshold. Should the nUl 
detected reaCh this threshold a warning message (AV16) 
displayed. 

Value 0 indicates that message AVJ6 should never be dl 

If no devices or device classes are indicated, all dev 
assumed. 

If no parameters are used message AV16 will not be disl 
d~vlce until the value is reset. 

Not~. The threshold value is left unaltered by System 
InitIalization, as well as the number of detect! 
This last number can be reset to 0 by using the 
(see Error Logging, Section V) and the Modify Lc 
command. 
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HOLD JOB COMMAND 

This command allows the operAtor 

- To put in the Hold state Jobs which are Introrluced or In 
Scheduling 

- To put in the Suspended state Jobs which are Exp,cut in!) 

HJ [ronli st [ENDSTEP]] 

Normal case 

The indicated Jobs are put in the Hold state (if it Is Introducp.rl or 
In Scheduling) or in thA Suspended ~tate (if it is Executing) 

It ENDSTEt-> is used the Executing Jobs will be 5uspended at th~ I?nrl 
of their current step. ihls engures that memory and devicp~ flrp 
freed. 

It no parameter is indicated all jobs Introduced 0r In Schpduling 
are put In the Hold state. 

There is no mes~age. 

Notel • Jobs in the Introduced state are translated before thAY Ar~ 
held. 

• This command does not apply to the JCL Translator or t~ 
BTNS. 

• I t thi s command Is used on a Forced Job, it is cons iriA n?d n~ 
being held and no longer forced. 

• Jobs In the Out state cannot be Suspended. 

• Suspended Jobs are stIll considered as beiny in the 5y~tem 
or class load. 
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HOLD OUTPUT COMMAND 

This command is used to put into the Hold state an output, all the 
outputs, all the outputs of a list of Jobs, or In the last two cases 
Just those outputs in the indicated output class or classes. 

~ 
ron I oname 

HO ron' osequence 
ronlist 

Normal case 

[oclass list]! 
[STRONG] 

The output (or outputs) currently in the WAIT state having the 
defined characteristics is (are) put In HOLD. 

The output (or outputs) in the Known or Ready state are marked 50 

that they will enter the Hold state as soon as the "when condItion", 
in they will enter the Hold state as soon as the "when condition", 
In the JeL, Is met. 

The STRONG parameter 15 used if an output In the Out statp. (i.~. 
being printed or punched) Is to be held. The output Is interrupted 
and put in the Hold state, GCnS asks question OU02 so that it CAn be 
informed how treatmen.t should be resumed when the output is 
re leased. 

After a HO command a message is displayed indicating the number of 
outputs held or marked to be held. 

OU10 HO n OUTPUTS HELD 

To release the output, use the Releasp. Output command. 
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MODIfY CLAS~ COMMAND 

This command rllloW5 the operntor to modi ty tnr n Jot c In~!=) (nr 
several classes) thp, assoc18teri value!=) of I 

• The class multiprogramming l~vel 

~ The default scheduling priority 

• The default dispatching priority 

Me [c lass 11 st] [{c la SS-:U 1 t i} [{s~r} [dpr ]]] 

Normal case 

The given values are associated with the indicat~d clas~es. [he 
values replaced by an * or not mentioned are left unchangerl. For 
example Me G * * 3 will set the default value tor dispntch1ng 
priority of class G to 3, leaving the multiprogram!lling level and tr"',e 
scheduling priority unchanged. 

Note I 

I. These values are left unmodified from on~ s~!=)si()n to thp. n~xt 

2. Since the scheduling priority of a Job Ie:; determined when thp 
Job is introduced, modi flcation of the de fault v"lue f'Jr a 
cIa ss w ill have no e ffe ct on Jobs a 1 ready known hy Gens. The 
new value will be taken into account for Jobs which will bp 
introduced in the future 

3. Since the dispatching priority of a step i5 d~termlnp-rl when 
the step execution begins, mod! flcation of the d~ fault vnlue 
tor a c lass wi 11 have no effect on steps already execut ing. 
It will be taken into account for steps which will be st1rted 
in the future (inc Iud 1 ng the steps 0 f Job~ al reAdy e x~cut inC) 

4. The Modify Job command Is used to changp. the dispatchin';J 
priority of an executing step 
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MODIFY DEVICE TRACE COMMAND 

This command modifies the number of events on a device after which a 
warning message will be issued. This can be done for each device of 
a device class, or for a particular device. 

[~ devc la 55!] 
MDT [nnn] 

ddnn 

Normal case 

The value is taken as the new threshold. Should the number of events 
detected reach this threshold a warning message (AV16) will be 
displayed. 

Value () indicates that message AVI6 should never be dlsplAyerl 

If no devices or device classes are indicated, all devices is 
assumed. 

If no parameters are used message AVI6 will not be displayed for any 
d~vice until the value is reset. 

Not~. The threshold value is lett unaltered by System 
Initialization, as well as the number of detected events. 
This last number can be reset to 0 by using the PRLOG utility 
(see Error Logging, Section V) and the Modify Log (MLOG) 
command. 
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MODIFY DISPATCHING PRIORITY COMMAND 

This command is used to indicate which Dispatching Priorities CDPR) 
should be sliced, limited or optimized. 

~ SLICE~ MDPR [dpr [ I dpr J] [ n ] 
OPT 

Normal case' 

SLICE- the indicat.ed DPR or all from the first to the second 
indicated DPRs are sliced. This means that executing 5tep~ 
using the same DPR have an equal share of the CPU timR for 
that CPU 

n - The indicated OPR or range of DPRs are limited, they cannot 
use more than "n"% ·of the CPU time. 

OPT - Only one priority is indicated. For this priority and the 
adJac~nt one (DPR+I) dynamic ortlmlzatlon takes place. rhi~ 
optimization ensures that I/O-bound !=iteps have An 
effectively higher priority than CPU-bound steps for gten~ 
executing in these priorities. 

If no second parameter Is indicated the OPR or DPR rRngp 1~ s~t hACk 
to normal. 

The control of DPRs becomes effective immediately, even on ex~cutln~ 
steps. 

The effects of this command are kept from ses~ion to se~slon. 

If a DPR has previously been modified by use of thA MOPR command it 
cannot be re-modi fied until it has been set back to norma 1. f:verv 
time a MDPR command is used successfully a messag~ is rll~Dlaved:' 

TD04 MDPR SUC~ESSFUL 
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MODIFY JOB COMMAND 

This command allows the modification of a class or priorities of a 
Job or several Jobs. 

MJ ron list [Jclass] [dpr]] [switch list [OFF]] 

Normal case 

The class and/or priorities and/or Job switches are modif1ed as 
indicated. An * (asterisk) instead of a number will leave the 
scheduling priority unmodified. 

The job switches can be indicated only for a job which is executing 
or suspended. Class can only be indicated for jobs before they begin 
e xecut ing. 

If the class is modifieda 

- The default value for Scheduling priority of the new class 
will have no effect on the jobs. 

- The default value for Dispatching priority will be taken into 
account only for steps whIch will be started in the futnrp.. 
The job class can only be modified before the job starts 
executing. 

It the scheduling priority is modifiedl 

- It the Jobs are not yet executing, it will be taken into 
account immediately, leading possibly to repositioning in the 
queue 

- If the jobs are executing, it will be taken into account for 
any future resource enqueuing, but wi 11 not lead to 
repositlonning of jobs already waIting for resources. 

If the dispatching priority is modified: 

- The dispatching priority of the executing steps are 
immediately modified (leading to a possible speed up or slow 
down of their execution) 

- It will be us~d as a default value for any subsequent 5ten~ 
(unless a priority is specifically given In $STEP statemAnts 
by the user) instead of the class associated default v.,luA. 

If the switches are set. 

- They are used as a communication between the operAtor and th~ 
executing JOb 

- The swi tches are of the form SWnn and are 1n the rAnge St~O up 
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to Sw31. They can be tested by JCL or by a user progrAm. 

Note I This command should not be used without the a9r~emp.nt 
of Operations Manager because of its possible eff~cts 
on response time and system throughput. This command 
can be used to modify the characteristics of WRITER, 
IOF and ROF service Jobs. The effActs will last only 
for thi 5 execution 0 f the Job. 
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MESSAGE OF TODAY COMMAND 

This command allows the operator to. 

• Send a message to be printed in the Job Occurrence Report of 
all Jobs and displayed to each IOF user when they log on. 

• Ascertain the current value of this message 

j RESETl 
MOT 1 text i 

Normal case 

I f a text is indicated It will appear in the Job Occurrence Report 
of all Job.s which will be started a fter the command has been 1 ssued 
and it will be displayed to each new IOF user as they log-on. 

It no text is indicated the currently active text is displayed' 

MOT I text 

• RESET indicates that the text Is to be erased. 

Note I 

The text can be up to 176 characters long. It necessary the 
command should be continued on more than one line. 

2 The text remains from one GenS session to the next. 
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MODIFY LOG COMMAND 

This eomm8nd Is to be used only under Field Englnep.r 5upervls1on. It 
IS used to modIfy the management of the SYS.ERLOG fIle; for more 
In tormat ton re fer to the Error Logg1ng manual. 

MLOG 

INIT 
RESTAHT 
TERM 
RESET 
TRACE 
NTRACE {ddnn } 
WARN [ dave lass] 
NWARN 
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MODIFY OUTPUT COMMAND 

This command Is used to modifY the.output class or the output 
priority or both for one output, all the outputs of a job or series 
ot Jobs' in the last two caSes it can be specified that only outputs 
in 8 certain class or classes are modified. Also the destination of 
an IOF or ROF output can be altered. 

MO ~
ronlosequence~ 
ronloname 
ron-list 

Normal case 

[oclass-lis·t oclass] (opriori ty 1 [ostation] 

The indicated outputs are put in the new output class or given a new 
output priority or both. If the 9utput priority is mOdified and the 
output is in the output queue, its position 15 modified accordingly. 

For ROF and IOF outputs, the terminal or terminal station to which 
the output is to be sent, can be changed. 

After the use .of an MO command a message Is displayed showing the 
number ot outputs that were modified. 

OWIO MO nOUTPUTS MODIFIED 
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MODIFY OUTPUT CLASS COMMAND 

This command is used to modify the. default output priori ty 
associated with an output class. 

Moe oclass opriority 

Normal case 

The de~ult priority of the indicated class is set to the specified 
value. This will have no effect on outputs already known to Gens. A 
message Is displayed showIng the achieved ct~nge. 

OU)8 MOe DEFAULT PRIORITY = n FOR oclass 
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M{)DIFY SCHEDULING COMMAND 

This command allows the operator to set the multiprogramming level 
to any value between () and the maximum value set at system 
configuration, and to enable or disable the tracing ot every step of 
every job. 

MS [{TRACE }] 
[multiprogramlevel] NTRACE 

Normal case 

The multiprogramming level is set to the value indicated. No message 
is displayed. If the multiprogramming level is set to 0 no new Job 
can be started, but jobs already executing will not be affected. 

If tRACE is used message JBOS is displayed tor each step that begins 
its execution. This message shows the ron and step, load module name 
and Dispatching Priority. 

JB08 ron. step STEP load module name DPR = n 

Note I the result of the MS command is kept ~om one session to the 
next. 
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NAME VOLUME COMMAND 

This command' 

• Indicates the name of a non-standard disk, tape or cassette. 

• Indicates which Gl00 tape can be used as a G100 work tape. 

~
volname,· ] 

NV ddnn [ 
WORK 

Normal case 

Premountlng 

• The volname name must be indicated 

• A premounting message will be displayed (see PRE.MOUNTING in 
section V.> 

Mounting 

• If the volume is mounted on the device indicated in the 
mounting request the volume name need not be indicated, 
otherwise it must be indicated. 

- No message will be displayed (the device will be allocated to 
the job). 

- WORK Is used to indicate which tape among GIGO tapes can bp. 
used as a Gl00 work tape. 

Note I The Name Volume command does not change the name of a 
premounted non-standard disk, cassette or tape. The whole 
premounting has to be repeated. 
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PREINITIALIZE LOAD MODULE COMMAND 

This command allows the operator to take a load module from a load 
module library on disk and put it into Backing Store (SYS.BKST2 
file). The load module is then said to be preinltlalized. This savps 
time whenever the load module Is loaded for execution. 

PLM 1m-name [I l1bname [.a vo Inam e • deve la 5S] ] 

devclass = MS/M300,MS/M350,MS/M400,MS/402 or MS/452 

The default library-name Is SYS.HLMLIB. It the volume and device 
class are not specified it is assumed that the library is a 
catalQgued tile or that it can located on a resident disk. 

Normal case 

The load module Is preinltlalized. The message l 

LDOI PLM SUCCESSFUL 

is displayed. 
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PRELOAD MAIN MEMORY COMMAND 

This command is used to make certain system functions resident in 
main memory. This saves time and increases throughput' the main use 
for this command is with telecommunications where if certain 
functions are not resident response time becomes unsatis factory. 

PMM function-name 

Normal case 

The function is loaded into main memory. This function will remain 
resident until cancelled with the Cancel Main MemoryCCMM) command 
or the session Is terminated. 

I t the preload 1s succ.essful the following message is displayed. 

VM05 PMM function name PRELOAD 

If the function Is already pre loaded the following message is 
displayed-

VM05 PMM tunc t ion name ALREADY PRELOADED 

If there is not enough memory available the following message Is 
displayed, the operator should re-issue th~ commano when more memory 
is available' 

VM05 PMM TRY LATER' NOT ENOUGH MEMORY 

Note , This command should only be used with the operations 
manager's approva 1. 

For various functions see System Functions in section I II. 
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I1ELEASE DEVICE COMMAND 

This command puts a previously held device back into the 
configuration. 

RD ddnn 

Normal case 

The indicated device is put back into the system configuration. The 
me ssage I 

AV03 ddnn RELEASED 

is displayed 

If 1t is a disk or tape drive it is treated Cif in Ready) as if it 
had Just been premounted. Unit record devices are considered as 
be Ing tree. 

Note , Follow1ng a Release Device command on a printer it may happen 
that Ge()S prlnts the message. 

DV17 PRnn MEDIA RECOGN.lTION IMPOSSIBLE. 

In this case press the STOP and START ,pushbuttons on the 
indicated pr1nter. 
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MTL 

MTP • modify telecom poll modify the polling list for a line trom 
the flstart" of the list indicated In the command. 

IoIIP line ~l l statlon-index-I/ ••• /statlon-index-n 
~ start ~ 

MTf • modify telecom terminal 
modifies the characteristics of a terminal. 

~.rrr 

terminal-queue 1 {terminal-Queue-2}[ALTEH] 
NALTER 

terminal ~~~~~::-queuet 
~NASGN ~ 

RT • release telecom 
releases the component declared by the appropriate oper~nd. 

RT 

1

11ne 
program-queue 
station 
terminal 

5T I start telecom 
starts a telecommunications session. 

ST 

IT • terminate telecom 
causes the telecommunications session to "shut-down". 

"rr [STRONG] 
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RELEASE JOB COMMAND 

This command allows the operator to • 

• Put back into the In Scheduling state a job or all Jobs which 
are in the Hold state • 

• He lease suspended Jobs so that they can resume execut ion. 

RJ 
{

ron list} 
ALL 

Normal case 

ALL • 

All jobs In Hold are put back into the In Scheduling state. No 
message is given. 

The indicated Jobs are in Hold' 

They are put back in the In Scheduling state. No message is given. 

The indicated Jobs are Suspended t 

The Jobs are released and will resume execution as soon as resources 
are available. The message' 

RS06 ron REACTIVATED 

will be displayed for each Job as it resumes execution. 
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RELEASE OUTPUT COMMAND 

This command can be used on one output, all the outputs of a Job or 
list of Jobsl or in the last two cases, Just those outputs in the 
classes specified. 

This command Is used to' 

1) Release outputs from the Hold state to the W~lt state. 

2> Cancel the request that outputs in the Known or Ready statp 
will be put In the Hold state (from a prev1011s ·Hold Output 
command) • 

3) To put outputs currently In the Ready stntP. into the ~ait 
state without waiting for the "when condition" (1n thEl JeL) 
to be met. 

RO ron. osequence [STRONG] 
I
ron' oname ~ 
ron list [oc la 55 list] 

Normal case 

The outputs currently in the Hold .state and having the defined 
characteristics is (are) put in the Wait state. 

outputs in the Known or Ready states are marked so that they will be 
pllt-into the Wait state as soon as the "when condition", in the JCL, 
is met. 

The STRONG parameter must be used if an output in the Ready state is 
to be put Into the Wait state. without wait1ng tor the "when 
condition". 

A message is displayed, 8 fter an RO command, showing the number 0 f 
outputs put into or marked to enter the Wait .state' 

.()U lORn n OUTPUTS RELEASED 
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START CLASS COMMAND 

Thi"scommand enables Jobs of a Job class (or ot several classes) in 
the In Scheduling state to be selected by Job Scheduling. 

SC [Jelass list] 

Normal ease 

The class or classes indicated are started. 

If no parameter is given all the classes are started. 

No message is given. 

Note. This command has no e tfect on the class mul tlprogrammlng 
level. 

This command can be used on class Q (IOF service Job) and 
class U (ROF service Job) and allows new users to log-on. 
This command is not valid for otherservlce Jobs. 
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START DeVICE TRACE COMMAND 

This command displays a message each time an event is logged for A 
device, on all devices ot 8 certain class, or on all devices. 

SOT 
[{

ddnn }](ATNl 
devclass 

(WARN) (ABN 1 

ATN 

~ARN -

ABN -

selects ftttention 

selects normal terminations with marginal condit1.ons 

selects abnormal terminations 

Normal case 

Each time an event ot the selected categories is logged tor a 
device, any device ot the class or all devices (It no parameter was 
given) an informative message (AVI7) will be displayed. 

I t nothing Is lndlcated ATM and ABN are used as de fault 

To terminate this option use the Terminate Device Trace (TDT) 
commend. 
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START INPUT READER COMMAND 

Th1s command act1vates the Stream Reader to read an 1nput stream 
trom a tape or d1sk sequential tile, or trom the member of a 11brary 
on d1sk. 

51 [stn I] etn "/JOb 1 ! [I volname I devclass] [MFT] [ "job l' " ] 
• Job 2 
job l' job 2 

Normal case 

The Stream reader reads the f1le or the sub file indicated as the 
1nput stream. This file or subtile Is assumed to be a catalogued 
fIle or on a Resident disk unless a volume is indicated with the 
correspondIng type of devicee 

The whole f1le or subf11e contents are taken as input stream unless 
a third parameter limits the portion to be read. 

job 

jOb 1 • 

I job 2 

only that job 

all Jobs starting from Job J (included) 

all Jobs up to Job 2 (included) 

Job 1 I Job 2 all jobs from Job to Job 2 (both included) 

MFT - this indicates that the file is located on a multifile tape so 
that GCOS looks for the file on the whole tape. 

A volume mounting is requested if necessary 

The following message is displayed for each Job that 1s started' 

hh.mm ron 1~~LD~ Job-ld user-ld class SPR = spr 
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START JOB COMMAND 

This command introduces a Job whose description has been stored in a 
library. 

SJ Jobid [efn{lmedla"devclassl] [class] [spr] [switch-list) 
[parametprg) 

Nornml case 

The job whose description is named by jobid In the library named ptn 
is introduced, it can be more than onA job (see Note below). The 
element ~Ietn" need not be used if the library Is the SYS.HSLLIB 
file and the element" .media.declas5" need not be used If the 
library is a catalogued file or on a resident disk. 

The class parameter. if given overrides the class possibly storen in 
the description; class P is uSAd if no class parameter is given in 
either the command or the Job description. 

The scheduling priority parameter overrides the schedulIng priority 
possibly stored in the description. The default valu~ associAt~d 
with the job class is used if no scheduling priority 1~ given and 
the stored description does not indicates any. 

If Switches arp. indicated. they are set to one. 

The parameters are to be used in connection with the descriptIon of 
the Job (see the SRUN statement in the JCL Re terence manua I). 

The following message Is displayed for each Job introduced 
indicating if it is held or not. 

hh.mm ron IN Jobid userld class SPR = spr 
HOLD 

Note I Service Jobs cannot be introduced by use of this command. 

Since this command starts the stream Reader the library 
member may be an input stream (more than one Job description) 
and the IN/HOLD message is displayed for each job. If the 
actual Jobid is dl fferent from the 11brary member Jobid (In 
the SJ command) the actual Jobid is shown in the IN/HOLD 
me ssage .. 
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START OUTPUT WRITER 

This command starts the activity of the Output Writer on a specific 
devIce or sequential tile and for specific output classes (possibly 
all) • 

lALL 
SO ddnn [oclass l!st] 

[s tn- ]e tn {. vo lname Idevc la 5S] [oclass list] [Out-deVclasSl~ 
Normal case 

The printing or punching of outputs of the indicated classes Is 
initiated on the indIcated device. (It no class Is specified all 
classes are initiated). If the Output Writer was not already started 
on the device this will correspond to the introduction of a WRITER 
service Job. 

The mounting of a volume on the device w111 be requested 1f 
necessary. 

If the output ~'iriter is started on a sequential file (efn specifies 
the external filename) a copy of all the indicated output classes 
for the type of device (CD = card punch, PR c printer) w111 be 
stored on the. file. Once thls is done these outputs will be 
conSidered as having been treated. The "attributes" for printers 
indicates line length and the print speed. These files can later be 
treated via the JCL & WRITER statements. 

If the sequential file 1s a cataloguBd tile or on a resident disk 
"smediaJdevclass" need not be speci.fled. 
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START TELECOMMUNICATIONS COMMAND 

This command introduces the BTNS service Job, this is a !)rerequis1te 
tor any communications .activity. 

ST 

Normal case 

The BTNS Service Job is introduced and started, no message is 
displayed. 
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TERMINATE CLASS COMMAND 

This command stops jobs of a particular Job class or of several 
classes which are in the In Scheduling state from being selected by 
Job Scheduling. 

TC [Jclass list] 

Normal case 

The class or classes indicated are terminated. No Jobs of these 
classes will then be started until a Start Class command is issued 
(except for Forced Jobs>. 

If no class Is indicated all classes are terminated. There Is no 
message. 

This command has no effect on the class multiprogramming level. 

This command has no effect on the jobs of a class which are already 
executing, nor on jobs which have been Suspended then Released and 
which wait tor processing. 

Note a This command can be used on class Q (IOF service Job) and 
class U (ROF service Job) and thus pr.event any more users 
logging-on. This command is not valid for other service Jobs. 
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TERMINATE DEVICE TRACE COMMAND 

This command terminates the displaying of a message each time an 
event is logged tor a device, on all deVices of a certain class, or 
on all devices. 

TOT 

ATN 
WARN 
ABN 

[~ddnn l] [ATN) [WARN] [ABNl 
?devcla5s~ 
- selects attention 
- selects normal terminations with marginal conditions 
- selects abnormal terminations 

Normal case 

The etfect of a previous Start Device Trace command will be 
terminated tor the device indicated, or every device of the 
indicated class. or all devices (if no parameter is given) and the 
indicated type of events (if none is indicated, they will all be 
terminated). 
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TERMINATE INPUT READER COMMAND 

This command stops the reading of any new job descriptions by the 
Stream Reader. 

TI 

Normal case 

The reading of the Job descriptions is terminated Just before the 
next $JOB record. The message. 

IN13 TI JOB READING .STOPPED 

is displayed <unless the command Is entered atter the last $JOB 
record has been reached). 
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TERMINATE JOB COMMAND 

Thlscommand terminates a Job which 15 In the Introduced, 
SchedulinQ, Hold, Executing or Suspended state. 

[~ STR()NG~] TJ ronllst 
FORCE 

Normal case 

STRONG is not indicated 

~ DUMP l 
[~ NDUMP\] 

I f a step Is executing it is aborted. ThIs wi 11 cause the job to be 
aborted unless the step has been declared as being repeatable or the 
User, by usIng $JUMP JCL statements, has taken care of this 
situation. 

STRONG is indicated 

The executing step Cit any) and the job terminAtes abnormally 
regardless of any repeatable steps or SJUMP JCL statements. 

FORCE is indicated 

~ORCE Is used only after a TJ or TJ STRONG when the executing ster 
has an exit routine tor when the step aborts; the FORCE parameter 
causes the exit routine to be aborted also. 

NDUMP/OUMP 

It a step execution is aborted as a result of the Terminate Job 
command, a dump of this step is taken if it was requested in the 
JCL. However if NDUMP is indicated in the command, no dump will bp. 
taken regardless of the JCL instructions, conversely DUMP will force 
a dump to be taken. 

A messaye I 

hh.m~ ron.step KILLED Jobld userid class 

is displayed for each Job that 15 aborted by a TJ command. 

Note I If the job 15 In the Introduced state it will be terminated 
only after its Translation has been completed. 
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TERMINATE .OUTPUT WRITER COMMAND 

This command terminates the Output Writer activity on a device or 
sequential file for specific output classes <possibly all). 

TO \~~~ [oclass list 1 t[STRONGJ 
~ [sfn. ]e fn ['media'devc lass] [.oc lasslist)~ 

Normal case 

The printing or punching-out of outputs of the indicated classes on 
the indicated device or sequential tile Is terminated. 

- If no class is specified. all classes are terminated 

- I t STRONG Is spec it ied the current output Is stopped 
immediately (question OU02 Is asked), else the stop will occur 
at the end of the current ouput. 

- I f ALL is indicated all output Writer functions are terminated 

- It the sequential file is a catalogued tile or on a resident 
disk then the .tt'media'devclass·1I parameter is not needed. 

- If all output classes are stopped on a device, the device Is 
released, and can be used by another Job. The corr~sponding 
WRITER service Job 15 no longer known to Gens. 

- The Output Writer activities are also terminated as part of the 
End Session command. This case 1s equivalent to a Terminate 
Output Writer ALL without the STRONG option. 
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TERMINATE TELECOMMUNICATIONS COMMAND 

This command Is used to terminate 8 telecommunications session. 

IT [STRONG] 

Normal case 

If the STRONG option 1s not used the session will. terminate by 
degrees. No new users may log-on. At the end of their current steps 
users will be shutdown and will not be able to do any further 
processing. When all the steps using the BTNS service Job have ended 
the telecommunications session is shutdown and the BTNS service job 
is terminated. 

If the STRONG option is used the telecommunications session is 
stopped a.fter any current I/O operat ions have been completed, the 
BTNSservice Job is terminated, all the current user steps linked to 
the BTNS service Job will abort. 

Note I Before issuing a TT command all users should be Informed and 
gIven time to finish their work tidIly. The users can be 
informed via the Broadcast Telecom CST) command, see the list 
of Telecom Commands In Section VII. 
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USE CATALOG COMMAND 

This command is used to indicate to ocns that In following Operator 
Commands any catalogued files mentIoned must be looked for in the 
catalog specIfied in the UCG command •. before a general search of the 
resident disks is made. . 

UCG [etn [Iv.olname'devclass']] 

Normal case 

The indicated catalog will be used the next time a tile description 
15 looked. for (i. e. when the oeL command does not indicate the 
volume and device class). I t the command is successful the following 
message is displayed' 

CG05 UCG SUCCESSFUL 

If the volume and device are not specified in the UCG command, 
resident disks are assumed. 

The effect of a UCG command is kept ~om one session to the next. 

It just UCG is used with no parameter then the previous command is 
neQated and SITE.CATALOG 1s assumed again. 

Note a this command must not be used when any IOF users are 
logged-on. 
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USE DEVICE COMMAND 

This. command indicates to the .system that a dl sk dri ve has been set 
to Write Permit in response to message DV07. 

UD ddnn 

Normal case 

The activity that was temporarily blocked because of the disk being 
in Write Protect is resumed. There is no message • 
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The Terminate Class (rC) command used on classes Q and/or U will 
prevent any new log-ons tor IOF and/or HOF functions respectively. 

The TDS command M NONEW will prevent any new log-ons for thp. 
IDS. 

The Terminate Telecom (rr) command will prevent any new log-ons 
tor any telecommunications function. It also implies that the 
BTNS service Job will terminate as soon as all terminal~ ~rp. 
logged-off and the MCS proyrams or programs have bp,en 
deassigned from the program queues. 

The operator can log-off a specific terminal. 

For terminals using IOF or ROF service Jobs the operator issues 
a Terminate Job (TJ) on the corresponding service Job, however 
this does not stop the user from logging-on again; to prevent 
this the operator will have to modIfy the corresponding class 
multiprogramming level. 

The TDS command M REMOVE wi 11 10g-0 ff a speci f1 c user at the 
end of the current transaction, the M CANCEL command will do 
this at once without waiting for the transaction to finish. 

The Hold Ie lecom (HT) command can be used to 10g-0 ff a termlna 1, a 11 
of a station~s terminal~, all terminals usIng a specific line or all 
terminals using a specific program queue. This command a150 prevents 
any log-ons from the affected part of the network till it is 
released with a Release Telecom CRT) command. The effects of the 
Hold Telecom command are kept from session to session. 

The programs (jobs) using communications can be terminated. 

A MCS program can be terminated by using the Terminate Job (TJ) 
command. ThIs will not cause the correspondIng terminal to be 
logged-otf, but it will not be able to get any response from 
the program. 

A IDS can be termInated using the M STOP IDS-command. This will 
cause all terminals connected to the IDS to be logged-off at 
the end 0 t the ir current transact ion, then the IDS step wi 11 
terminate. 

IOF and ROF service Jobs have to be terminated using the 
Terminate Job (IJ) command, which has to be issued on each Job 
separately. 
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A list of communications operator commands 1s shown below w1th l!I 

brief descriptIonl these commands are entered on the Network-Control 
Terminal (NCT). If the system console is not the NCT then only the 
BT, ST and 1T commands may be entered via the system console. f. 
BT • broadcast telecom 

DT 

sends a message to destinations declared by the appropriate 
operands. 

BT I 
program 
program-queue 
terminal 
ALL 

me ssage-text 

, display telecom 
dIsplays the status of the component declared by the 
appropriate operand. 

DT [ 

line [STRONG] 
program - [STRONG] 
program-queue ~TR()NG] 
QUEUE 
statIon 

~QUEUE ~] 
[terminal] [~STR()NG~ J 

( 
/~ , hold telecom 

inhibits the component declared by the appropriate operand. 

! ~~:ram-queue ! HI stat10n 
terminal 

MTE • modIfy terminal edit 
modi fies data format sent trom or received by the termInal. 

~IMARK~ MTE terminal [~BL()CK h[hine-lengthl ~ blOCk-Sizet] [INEDT ][~'()NEOT~] 
~NBL()CK~J ( .* ~ ~ -* ~ I NORM t()N()RM~ 

MTL I modify telecom line 
modIfies the functionalIty or a lIne or makes available 
ma intenancetacili ties tor the line. 
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WRITE LOG COMMAND 

This command a llows the operator to write up to 255 characters 0 f 
text 1n the 5YS.ERLOG system tile. 

WLOG text 

Normal case 

The text 1s entered into the SYS.ERLOG tile. 

Note I this facility should only be used with Field Engineer and 
51 te Manager appro.val. 
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SECTION VII 

COMMUNICATIONS 

In addition to the local devices in the computer room or site, GenS 
prOVides a set of functions allowing the use and control of remotAly 
situated devices. 

These devices are called terminals. Several terminals may be 
subservient to one device, called a station, which is the only 
device o .. t the group to be directly connected to the central system. 

Terminals or the station are connected to the central system via 
lines, these lines are named using the same rules as local devices 
i.e. LNOJ, LN02 etc ••• ; the terminals and stations however are user 
named and do not have to follow these rules. 

The set of all terminals, stations and lines is called the Network. 
The physical control of the network is carried out by the Basic 
Telecommunications Network Support (BTNS) service job. 

The terminals can be used in four different ways' 

MCS - A user program can use a terminal in a similar way to how it 
uses a local device, to be able to do this it uses MCS 
(Message Control System). Messages to and trom the program go 
through queues (located on a disk or in memory); the program 
receives messages via th~ program queue and sends messages via 
the terminal queue, and Vice-versa for a terminal user. 

Each terminal queue corresponds to one terminal and uses the 
same name as the terminal. The names of the program queue are 
user defined. 

Only MCS programs use queues r they s·re not used by HOF. IOF or 
TDS Jobs. 

An executIng MCS program is an executIng step of a job. 

IDS - it is possIble to use a network for TDS (Transaction DrIven 
System) applications. In this case a predefIned set of GCns 
fUnctIons 15 u~ed with user programs for the applicatIon. An 
executIng TDS Is an executin9 step of a job. 

ROF .... Terminals can be used to introduce streams of jobs, which are 
executed as It the operator. had introduced them. it is also 
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possible for the outputs to be sent back to the corresponding 
terminal or station. This type of usage 15 handled by the ROF 
(Remote .operations Facility) service job. This facility can be 
used to transfer tiles in and out of the central system. 

Each terminal or station that is using this facility has an 
ROF service job executing. 

IOF - This last type of usage Is IOF (Interactive .operation 
.Facili ty), it is similar to ROF but has a wider range of 
functions. IOF enables terminal users to perform source 
program and JCL editIng functions, to introduce Jobs, be aware 
ot the execution of these jobs and to examine the output of 
these Jobs. 

For each terminal user using IOF facl1l ties there is an IOF 
serv1.ce job executing. 

There are no practical limitations on the number of different MCS, 
rDS, ROF or IOF functions being used simultaneously. but an 
installation would need only a limited set of these functions to 
fulfil its requirements. 

The responsibilities of the system operator in an installation using 
communications include·' 

- starting communications activities 

- control of communications functions .since they compete for 
resources with user jobs as well as between themselves 

- reaction to possible incidents 

- terminatin9 communications a.ctivi ties 

Note I all dialog with BINS service jobs take place on the 
Network Control Terminal, in the rest ot thi.s sect ion 
this is assumed to be the .system console. 

For each TDS one terminal is used as the TDS Master 
Terminal' In the rest ot this section this is assumed to 
be the system console. All IDS Master commands have to 
be entered on the Master Terminal and when the Master 
Terminal is the System Console preceeded by the IDS name 
(i.e. TDSI M START, the M indicates a Master commAnd). 

only some BTNS commands are shown here. For more 
information on BTNS and TDS commands reter to the TDS 
Site manual and the Network Control Terminal Operations 
manual. 

MCS programs use the MAM (Me SS8g8 Acce 5S Method) system 
function and IOF, ROF and TDS all use the VCAM (Virtual 
Communications Access Method) system function. S~e 
"System Functions" In Section III. 
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STARTING COMMUNICATIONS ACTIVITIES 

All communications activities must be supported by the BINS servic.e 
Job, thus the first command is always Start Telecommunications (ST) 
which introduces BTNS (see section VI tor all commands). 

All communications have two elements in addition to BINS: 

~ a program using communications, i.e. a TDS or MCS program, or 
an IOF or ROF service Job. 

- a terminal and a terminal user which uses the program. The link 
between the terminal and the program (or program queue for MCS) 
is established by a log-on command; this command is issued at 
the terminal and the necessary processing carried out by BTNS. 
A message is sent back to the terminal in forming the user that 
the log-on has been performed. 

A program using MCS Is started like any other Job. by a Start Job 
(SJ) or Start Input Reader (51) command. No specific mes5age is 
given when a terminal is logged-on to a program queue unless the 
terminal is a read only terminal; in this case any message that 
would have been sent to the terminal Is sent to the Network Control 
Terminal instead. Because Programs and terminals using MCS interact 
via queues they do not need to be active simultaneously. 

TDS i.s started by introducing a Job, a step of which is the IDS. A5 
soon as the TDS step starts a message is displayed. 

OP04 ron. step COMMAND. tds name CREATED 
ron~step IDS STARTED. YOU ARE MASTER TERMINAL 

A M STAHT command is then sent to indicate which type of start i~ 
requIred. Atter the M START command is completed a M ANEW command 
is issued so tl~t terminals can be logged-on to the TDS. No specific 
message are given when terminals are logged-on to a IDS. 

IoF and ROF do not require any action by the operator to be started 
(except BTNS must be executing). When a terminal is logged-on tor 
IOF or ROF activities the corresponding service Job is introduced 
and scheduled by GCns. No specific messages are displayed for IOF or 
ROF log-ons. 
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CONTROL OF COMMUNICATIONS 

Communications activities use system resource.s just like batch Jobs, 
the main dIfference is that the. resources used by communications 
depend upon the terminal user1s activities and are thus difficult to 
plan beforehand. Another point worth mentioning Is that users are 
on-line and much more sensitive to delays in responses to requests 
etc., than batch Jobs. Gcns. provides a set of functions to ascertain 
the current use of communications and to control it, the commands 
listed below are the most lIkely to be used tor thIs. 

The Display Telecommunication COT> command can be used ~o display 
information on connected termInals, stations, .lines and users. 

The 105 command M STATUS provides information on users connected .to 
the specified TOS. 

The Display schedulinQ COS) co~mand can be used to ascertain the 
current usage of ROF and IOF service Jobs, either by displaying a 
speci tic Job by the Job identiefler IOF or ROF or for all by use of 
their class. -

The Broadcast Telecom CBT> command allows the operator to send 
messages to one or all the terminals, or to a program or program 
queue. 

The TDS command M SEND is used to send a message to a specific user, 
while the M BROADCAST command is used to send a message to ell 
users. 

The Modify Telecom Terminal, Modify Telecom EdIting, Modify Telecom 
Polling end Modify Telecom Line commands can be used to modify the 
characteristics of the Telecommunications Network. These four 
commands are not described in this manual and should bee referred to 
in the Communications Processing Facilities manual. 

Several of the commands described in relation with termination of 
telecommunications can be used to log-otf a terminal, prevent any 
new log-ons etc •••• These commands can also be used as a means of 
controlling telecommunications act1vities. 

TERMINATING COMMUNICATIONS 

Terminating communications can occur at a variety of levels; this Is 
due to the number ot activities that could be used simultaneously. 

Each terminal user-can break the link between the terminal and the 
central system, this operation is called log-off. No specific 
mp.ss8ge is displayed on the system console when a user logs-otf. 

It is possible tor the operator to prevent any new users from 
logging-on to a specific function or all functions. Thus 
communications activity will slowly decrease as more users log-off 
having completed their work. 
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